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The human brain can be modelled as a network of interconnected anatomical regions using structural
magnetic resonance imaging data. Understanding variations in network structure could help understand
variations in higher brain functions such as cognition. This thesis investigates whether brain network
structure is associated with cognition in patients investigated for suspected epilepsy and in those
undergoing epilepsy surgery. Epilepsy is frequently associated with cognitive impairments and seizures
are known to disrupt both structural and functional brain networks.
First, a systematic literature review was undertaken to compare structural brain networks in epilepsy
with healthy controls. Patients with epilepsy were found to have less efficient networks with increased
average path lengths compared to healthy controls. Networks constructed from cortical thickness
covariance also showed increased clustering coefficients compared to controls.
Second, the association between network structure and cognitive dysfunction in a cohort of children
undergoing investigation for suspected epilepsy was analysed. Patients with cognitive dysfunction had
networks with longer average path lengths, longer normalised average path lengths, and lower global
efficiency, even after controlling for the number and weight of network edges. These findings were
consistent across network construction methods.
Third, in a cohort of children undergoing resective epilepsy surgery, a post-operative increase in
intelligence quotient was associated with increased global efficiency in the structural network within the
healthy, contralateral non-operated hemisphere.
Although cognition was associated with clinical features such as seizure frequency and age at onset of
seizures, differences in network characteristics could not be completely explained by differences in
clinical features. Different modelling techniques created different representative models but findings
were broadly consistent across model types.
This thesis suggests that the widespread alterations in brain structure described in epilepsy may lead to
less efficient brain networks which could contribute to cognitive dysfunction. Adequately treating
seizures in those with an efficient underlying brain network structure may facilitate cognitive
development and allow patients to achieve their cognitive potential.
Lay Summary
The organisation of the brain can be thought of as a network of regions connected by paths down which
signals travel. Modelling the brain as a network allows the structure of the network to be investigated.
This thesis investigates whether the structural organisation of the brain network is associated with how
well the brain functions. This is investigated in people who experience seizures. Seizures occur fairly
commonly in the population and are frequently associated with changes in brain function and structure
that can have an impact on quality of life. Investigating brain network structure and its association with
brain function in people who experience seizures may help influence the way in which seizure disorders
are treated to maximise brain function.
First, a systematic review of existing studies was undertaken to collate studies that have compared brain
network structure between healthy participants and those who have epilepsy, which is a condition
characterised by seizures. Participants with epilepsy were found to have less efficient networks
compared to healthy controls. Less efficient brain networks may be associated with the frequent
memory, language, and cognitive problems that people with epilepsy can experience.
Second, the association between brain network structure and the presence of learning difficulties in a
group of children undergoing brain scans to investigate potential seizures was analysed. Networks were
constructed from brain scans using several different methods, and although these produced slightly
different models with slightly different values, children with learning difficulties consistently had less
efficient networks than those without. This suggests that brain network structure is associated with
global brain function.
Third, a group of children with medication resistant epilepsy who were undergoing surgery for epilepsy
were investigated. A more efficient network structure within the non-operated side of the brain was
associated with an improvement in intelligence quotient following surgery. This suggests that treating
seizures adequately in those with an underlying well organised brain structure may facilitate better
cognitive development and outcomes.
This thesis provides evidence that brain network structure is altered in patients with seizures, and this
alteration can be associated with brain function. When seizures are treated by surgery, having a good
underlying brain network structure is associated with an improvement in brain function.
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Epilepsy is a common disorder of brain network function that manifests clinically with seizures. Seizures
may be controlled with anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs). However, in some cases AEDs are ineffective at
preventing or controlling seizures. Both seizures and the use of AEDs are commonly associated with
cognitive dysfunction. Surgical resection of the epileptogenic focus or surgical disruption of seizure
circuits may be considered in those with medication resistant epilepsy. Post-operative freedom from
seizures and AEDs can lead to improvements in cognitive function. Understanding how brain network
structure is associated with cognitive ability and changes in cognitive ability in those experiencing
seizures could lead to a better understanding of how brain network structure influences and facilitates
cognition, and how management strategies can be designed to ensure the best possible cognitive
outcomes for patients experiencing seizures.
The complex network of interconnected neurones that make up the human brain can be modelled and
analysed using structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. This thesis aims to investigate how
brain networks are structured to facilitate complex cognitive functioning and how networks are altered in
response to seizures and therapeutic interventions to manage seizures. First, the brain network
structure of those with and without epilepsy will be compared. Then the association of network structure
and cognitive functioning in children with suspected epilepsy will be investigated. Finally, the effects of
surgery to resect epileptogenic foci on cognitive function will be assessed to investigate how brain
network structure can facilitate any cognitive improvement post operatively. This will establish how
seizures affect brain network structure, how changes in network structure might affect cognitive
function, and how brain network structure mediates the effects of therapeutic interventions in those with
seizures. This could lead to improved prediction of cognitive outcomes in patients undergoing medical
and surgical therapy for epilepsy, and therefore the development of individual strategies that aim to
maximise efficient network structure and cognitive outcomes.
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1.2 Background
The human brain functions to process incoming signals and co-ordinate responses. On a basic level
this facilitates necessary reactions to changes in the internal and external environment, and on a more
complex level, allows learning, memory, intelligence, and personality. The structure and organisation of
the central nervous system enables these functions.
1.2.1 Brain development
Human brain development begins in the embryo with the infolding of ectoderm to form the neural tube
as shown in Figure 1.1. Complex folding of the rostral part of the neural tube gives rise to the embryonic
brain. By day 25, the prosencephalon, mesencephalon, and rhombencephalon can be identified.1 The
cerebral hemispheres and thalamus arise from further development and folding of the prosencephalon.
The basal ganglia develop from the medial and lateral ventricular eminences bulging into the lateral and
third ventricles.1 Neurones and glia are initially formed in the germinal matrix or ventricular zone, and
afterwards the subventricular zone, and migrate towards what will become the pial surface of the
cerebral hemispheres, forming the cortical plate, and later the layers of the cerebral cortex.2
Figure 1.1: Embryonic brain development. Top row: primary neurulation. The neural
plate of the ectoderm folds, leading to the neural groove and finally the neural tube. This
occurs by day 30. Bottom row: dorsal and ventral induction. The brain is subdivided
into the prosencephalon, mesencephalon, and rhombencephalon. The mesencephalic
flexure appears by day 25. By day 30, the prosencephalon has further subdivided
into the telencephalon and diencephalon. The cerebral hemispheres develop from the
telencephalon and rapidly enlarge to cover the diencephalon, which gives rise to the
thalamus. The pontine flexure divides the rhombencephalon into the metencephalon and
myelencephalon.
During the foetal period of development (from approximately eight weeks) the cerebral hemispheres
increase in size, growing posteriorly to create the occipital pole, frontally to create the frontal pole, and
laterally to create the temporal pole, gradually burying the insula. The complex pattern of sulci and gyri
continues to develop, along with increasing complexity of the subcortical structures. Continued radial
migration of neurones creates within hemisphere ascending and descending neuronal tracts.3
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Tangential migration contributes to within hemisphere connections, and the cerebral commissures and
the corpus callosum arise from the embryonic lamina terminalis in a rostrocaudal direction.1,4 At the
time of birth, oligodendrocytes have begun myelination of the major fibre tracts of the brain, and final
differentiation of cortical neurones has occurred, creating the structure of the brain that allows
performance of both simple and complex functions.
1.2.2 Brain structure
The basic unit of signal processing in the brain is the neurone, shown in Figure 1.2. Neurone dendrites
can sense inputs, and summation of these input signals can lead to either hyperpolarisation and
prevention of signal propagation or depolarisation of the axon membrane and propagation of an action
potential to the nerve terminal, resulting in the release of neurotransmitters across synapses and input
into other neurones. Within neurones signals are propagated as electrical currents and between
neurones synapses use neurotransmitters as chemical signals that act on cell membrane receptors.
The adult human brain contains an estimated 86 billion neurones5 and these are anatomically arranged
into white matter containing many myelinated axons, and grey matter, consisting mostly of cell bodies.
The grey matter of the cerebral cortex and basal ganglia is shown in Figure 1.3. Major white matter
tracts surrounding these areas of grey matter are shown in Figure 1.4. This macroscopically visible
division organises regions into grey matter nuclei with multiple cell bodies receiving inputs and
processing signals and white matter tracts that convey information to and from these regions, creating
an effective network for signal processing.
Figure 1.2: Diagram of a neurone. Neurones may have many thousands of branching
sensory dendrites which synapse with other neurones or sensory receptors. Axons carry
information away from the cell body and are encased in the central nervous system by
oligodendroglia which form a myelin sheath. At rest the inside of the cell has a negative
membrane electrical potential with respect to the exterior. Dendritic responses to changes at
their synapses can cause depolarisation or hyperpolarisation at the axon hillock. If sufficient
depolarisation occurs the axon rapidly depolarises and an action potential of depolarisation
travels down the axon, causing release of neurotransmitters at the axon terminal synapses.
The myelin sheath allows fast saltatory conduction of the action potential to the next node
of Ranvier, where membrane depolarisation occurs to continue the depolarisation along the
length of the axon.
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Figure 1.3: Grey matter anatomy. Axial T1-weighted MRI slice showing the grey matter of
the basal ganglia (caudate, putamen, globus pallidus), thalamus, and the cerebral cortex.
Grey matter appears hypointense to white matter on this T1-weighted image.
Figure 1.4: White matter anatomy. Axial fractional anisotropy (FA) MRI slice highlighting
white matter tracts. This FA map shows white matter tracts with high FA as hyperintense.
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The cortical grey matter is further subdivided into anatomical regions that support different functions.
Brodmann first divided the cortical grey matter into regions based on the cellular structure of the Nissl
stained cortical layers in the early 1900s.6,7 His last published maps7 are reproduced in Figure 1.5.
Although Brodmann’s areas were defined post mortem by cytoarchitectonic appearances, many regions
are linked to specific functions such as the precentral gyrus with its giant pyramidal cells serving the
primary motor area and the area striata of the calcarine fissure representing the primary visual cortex.6,8
Figure 1.5: Brodmann maps. The later modified version of Brodmann’s maps. Lateral view
of the left hemisphere (above) and medial view of the right hemisphere (below). Numbers
represent named Brodmann regions. Region descriptions can be found in references
Brodmann, 19096 and Judas, 2012.7
Anatomic localisation within the human brain has been investigated using direct electrical stimulation
during awake craniotomy.8 This led to Penfield’s maps of motor and sensory function in the pre and post
central gryi (see Figure 1.6 and the well known homunculus).8 However, cortical mapping confirmed
that functions could be interrupted or stimulated at a wide range of locations, with motor function found
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in primary sensory cortex and vice versa8 and interruption of speech and language function found
following stimulation of a wide range of locations across the lateral surface of the cerebral hemisphere.9
Therefore, function is not determined only by one cortical region but relies on the interplay of multiple
cortical circuits. This hodotopical view of brain function takes into account cortical regions
subspecialised in structure and function along with the multiple neuronal network connections,10 and
can be applied not only to motor, sensory, or speech function, but also to higher mental processes such
as learning and memory.11
Figure 1.6: Penfield’s sensory sequence. The sensory sequence in the Rolandic cortex
as determined by Penfield and reproduced from Penfield and Jasper, 1954.8
1.2.3 Investigating brain structure
Until the advent of cross sectional imaging, only post mortem6 or intra-operative analyses8 of human
brain structure were possible, and much knowledge was extrapolated from animal models. However,
MRI can now be used to image brain structure in vivo. Standard T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI
(shown in Figure 1.7) is created by stimulating hydrogen nuclei by applying a radiofrequency (RF) pulse
at 90 degrees to the magnetic field in the scanner (B0). T1-weighted relaxation or spin-lattice relaxation
is the time it takes for the hydrogen nucleus to recover 63% of its original magnetisation.12 In spin-echo
imaging, a 180 degree RF pulse is applied to rephase the spins of the hydrogen ions, creating a
spin-echo, which occurs at the echo time (TE). The TE is twice the time from the initial 90 degree RF
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pulse to the rephasing 180 degree RF pulse. The T2-weighted or spin-spin relaxation is the time it takes
for 63% of the transverse magnetisation to be lost.12 The receiver coil detects precessing magnetisation
as voltage. The repetition time (TR) is the time until the 90 degree RF pulse is reapplied. Spatial
localisation in MRI is achieved through the use of gradient coils which alter the magnetic field slightly
within the bore of the scanner. If each location in the scanner has a slightly different magnetic field, the
hydrogen ions will precess at a slightly different frequency. MRI sequences can be acquired either in
two dimensional (2D) or three dimensional (3D) space. MRI shows clear differences between the
appearance of grey and white matter - this can be seen on standard clinical T1-weighted and
T2-weighted imaging in Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: Standard T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI. Axial slices of T1-weighted
(left) and T2-weighted (right) MRI sequences showing grey and white matter. White
matter appears hyperintense on T1-weighted and hypointense on T2-weighted images.
Cerebrospinal fluid is hypointense on T1-weighted and hyperintense on T2-weighted
images. (MRI: magnetic resonance imaging)
MRI can also be used to probe the structure of white matter tracts using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI),
which measures the diffusion of water within the brain. Water molecules in the brain show free diffusion
in areas without cellular barriers, such as within the cerebrospinal fluid of the ventricles, but show highly
ordered diffusion along the direction of white matter tracts with restricted diffusion at angles
perpendicular to the white matter tracts. Diffusion is measured on MRI by adding a diffusion gradient to
a T2-weighted sequence, usually a single-shot spin-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence, which
allows random patient motion to be frozen out. This gradient is cancelled by a second gradient following
the 180 degree refocusing pulse. However, molecules that have moved are out of phase with the others,
which leads to signal loss in voxels with high water diffusion.13 The b-value in seconds (s)/millimetre
(mm)2 is dependent on the magnitude, duration, and time interval of the diffusion gradient and higher
b-values lead to higher signal drop out.14 Diffusion along different directions in tissue can be assessed
by varying the direction of the diffusion sensitising gradients.15 At least six diffusion gradient directions
must be obtained for a three dimensional representation of diffusion and for DTI the more directions
measured, the more accurate representation.The diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) signal is compared
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to the signal in the pure T2-weighted image to calculate the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map
with the geometric mean of each direction at the measured b value then being divided by the b=0 or non
diffusion weighted T2-weighted EPI to cancel out the T2-weighted effects.13,15 The ADC is measured in
mm2/s. Examples of how these images appear are shown in Figure 1.8
Figure 1.8: Diffusion MRI. Axial slices showing the b=0 EPI with hyperintense cerebrospinal
fluid and hypointense white matter. The b=1000 image has signal drop out in areas of high
diffusion so cerebrospinal fluid appears hypointense. The ADC map identifies regions with
high diffusion as hyperintense. The FA maps depict the FA at each voxel. White matter
can be seen prominently on these images due to the increased FA along the direction of
white matter bundles. Standard colour coding for the colour FA map is shown with left-right
fibres in red, craniocaudal fibres in blue and anteroposterior fibres in green. Colour intensity
is proportional to the FA. (MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; ADC: apparent diffusion
coefficient; FA: fractional anisotropy)








This can be decomposed into a set of three eigenvectors or principle directions and eigenvalues (λ1,λ2
and λ3). This decomposition can occur at each voxel to give voxel-wise eigenvalues and
eigenvectors.15 The principle axis within each voxel is the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue.
Diffusion can be isotropic, of equal magnitude in all directions, or anisotropic, where diffusion occurs
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more prominently in one direction. FA ranges from zero to one and is a measure of how much of the












Graphical examples of low and high FA and eigenvectors are shown in Figure 1.9. FA maps on axial
MRI slices are shown in Figure 1.8. FA is often colour coded so that the direction of fibres can be
appreciated visually as in Figure 1.8.
Figure 1.9: Diffusion tensor models. Isotropic diffusion on the left represented by a sphere
with an equal magnitude of diffusion in all three directions (λ1 = λ2 = λ3). Anisotropic
diffusion on the right represented by an ellipse where the magnitude of λ1 is greater than
that of λ2 or λ3. λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the eigenvalues for the three principle directions of the
diffusion tensor model.
Anisotropy has consistently been shown to be higher in white matter compared to grey matter,15–18 and
this is true of both myelinated and unmyelinated white matter fibres,16,18 with anisotropy increasing prior
to myelination during development.19,20 Increased FA in white matter likely reflects a combination of
myelination, total axonal membrane thickness, the degree of order of fibres, the density and spacing of
fibres, and membrane permeability.15 The increased FA in white matter and tendency of the principle
direction to be along the white matter bundle can be used to reconstruct white matter tracts through the
process of tractography. Reconstructing white matter tracts from MRI data can be performed using
many different algorithms which can be broadly divided into deterministic or probabilistic methods.
Deterministic streamline methods start from a seed point and trace the fibre along the principle
eigenvector at each voxel until stopping criteria are achieved.21,22 A visual representation of the
principle eigenvector in each voxel is displayed in Figure 1.10. Voxels containing multiple fibres,
crossing fibres, or kissing fibres or noisy MRI acquisitions may cause premature stopping of fibres,
ambiguous fibre directions, or anatomically unlikely results from these techniques.23 Probabilistic
tractrography algorithms aim to overcome these disadvantages by fitting a probability distribution of
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likely orientations at each voxel rather than using the principle direction of the fibre within each voxel
obtained from the DTI model.24–26 This enables white matter tract mapping based on the probability that
any two locations are connected. Other technical approaches to improving the anatomical
representation of tractography include data acquisition using high angular resolution diffusion imaging27
or diffusion spectrum imaging,28 or algorithms that use energy minimisation techniques29,30 or shape
matching techniques.31 However, long range fibres, difficult fibre arrangements, and corticocortical
fibres remain challenging to accurately depict using all diffusion techniques.24,32 Despite this, animal
models have consistently shown good accuracy of diffusion techniques in reproducing similar anatomy
to post mortem tract tracing studies.30,32–34
Figure 1.10: Voxel principle directions. The principle direction of the eigenvector at each
voxel is displayed by a red line overlying the MRI voxel. These principle directions are used
to create streamlines by following the principle directions from a particular seed point until
too acute an angle or too low an FA value is reached.
1.2.4 Investigating brain function
Knowledge regarding brain functioning and anatomical subspecialisation of human cortical regions was
initially derived from lesioning studies or intra-operative functional mapping (see Figure 1.6).8,9
Electrical patterns of brain activity can also be recorded from the surface using electrophysiological
techniques such as electroencephalography (EEG), which measures changes in current passing
through the substance of the brain. The EEG has a high temporal but low spatial resolution, although
this can be improved by recording invasively using implantable electrodes.35 In addition, electrical
activity in specific pathways such as motor, sensory, visual, or auditory pathways can be assessed
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using evoked potentials or electromyography. Functional imaging techniques such as functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) have also been developed to assess neurological brain function.
Functional MRI detects regional changes in deoxyhaemoglobin concentration caused by upregulation of
oxygen usage in metabolically active brain regions. Because deoxyhaemoglobin is paramagnetic,
changes in its concentration result in changes in T2-weighted relaxation times on single shot EPI.36 In
contrast to EEG, fMRI has a low temporal but high spatial resolution.
Clinical investigation of both basic and higher brain functions has long been carried out, and
assessments range from practical assessments of ability to carry out activities of daily living such as the
modified Rankin Scale (mRS)37 to measures of consciousness, such as the Glasgow Coma Scale
(GCS),38 or to detailed neuropsychological assessment of cognitive function such as with an
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) test. Modern IQ tests are scored with reference to a normal population, where
the median population score is mathematically adjusted to 100 points and one standard deviation is
mapped to 15 points, so that anyone who takes the test and scores the same as the median score of
the normal population achieves a score of 100 points.39 IQ tests attempt to measure the general factor
of cognitive ability or g that is believed to underly general cognitive abilities.40
1.2.5 Modelling brain networks
1.2.5.1 Network creation
Brain networks can be modelled on both a microscopic and macroscopic scale. The building blocks of
signal processing are the neurones and synapses that create electrical circuits, and mapping each of
these connections would create a vastly complex brain network model. The complete neurological
system of the worm Caenorhabditis elegans has been completely mapped.41 However, C. elegans has
only 302 neurones and approximately 5000 synapses, unlike the 86 billion neurones5 and many more
synapses of the human brain. Even attempts at complete mapping of Drosophila neural circuits have
been restricted to one particular circuit,42 and mapping of all individual neurones of a human brain has
never been achieved. Thus, brain network modelling is undertaken on a macroscopic scale using the
techniques to investigate brain structure and function described above.
Networks are described as consisting of links or edges between regions, described as nodes as shown
in Figure 1.11. Nodes in brain networks are usually representative of anatomical regions and are
determined from anatomical MRI. Nodes may represent cortical grey matter or deep grey matter
structures. The edges of brain networks may represent either structural or functional connectivity.
Structural connections can be determined from white matter streamlines or tracts between nodes or
through the covariance of nodes in shape, volume or thickness.25,43 In animal studies, structural
connections can also be investigated by post mortem tract tracing.44,45 Functional connections can be
determined from temporal correlations between nodes in electrophysiological measurements such as
EEG data, or from either task dependent or resting state temporal correlations in fMRI data.46 Brain
networks can be constructed either from the whole brain or from a particular region or functional
network of interest, for example the visual system. The description of brain elements and their
connections is referred to as the connectome.47
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Figure 1.11: Brain network model. Modelled brain network, superior view. Black dots are
network nodes and purple lines are network edges. Thickness and colour of network edges
represent the strength of connection. The nodes are placed within anatomical regions.
Macroscopic brain networks are constructed using mathematical modelling techniques that aim to
represent the underlying brain structure or function. However, all techniques have limitations and at
each stage of network construction, there are limitations in methods and choices of technique that can
affect how closely the resulting model is able to reflect underlying brain structure.
The choice of network node can range from individual MRI voxels to large anatomical regions, and
nodes may be chosen in advance based on existing anatomical theories or determined by the data used
to construct edges. Different anatomical parcellation schemes will lead to different numbers of nodes.
Commonly used parcellation schemes include the Desikan-Killiany atlas,48 distributed with Freesurfer
software,49 and used in this thesis. This subdivides the cortex into 68 regions, in contrast to the
automated anatomical labelling (AAL) atlas,50 distributed with statistical parametric mapping (SPM)
software,51 which facilitates parcellation into either 90 or 124 cortical region of interests (ROIs). These
two parcellation schemes are compared visually in Figure 1.12. The number of nodes and the
anatomical location of nodes can affect network measures.52–54 Larger nodes may lead to a larger
numbers of edges at each node, leading to a higher network density, which will affect network
measures.52,55 Using smaller nodes, for example individual voxels, can lead to spurious results from
MRI artefacts due to motion, poor signal to noise ratio or data smoothing affecting volumes larger than
individual nodes.55,56
Network edges can be determined through either functional measures such as fMRI or EEG, or
structural measures such as diffusion MRI or covariance of region volume or thickness measures.
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Figure 1.12: Parcellation schemes. Parcellation schemes commonly used for brain
network studies. Left: Desikan-Killiany atlas distributed with Freesurfer, with 68 cortical
regions. AAL atlas distributed with SPM, with 90 cortical regions.
Where diffusion MRI is used to establish edges, the resulting network structure is constrained by the
limitations of establishing streamlines. Diffusion MRI is limited in its ability to trace long fibres, short
association fibres, crossing fibres, and kissing fibres.23,57 Network edges can be constructed from DTI
data using various different techniques, including the number of streamlines, the density of streamlines,
or the average FA along the streamlines, and all of these techniques will create networks with slightly
different parameters.55,58 The choice of network construction technique from DTI can affect the
calculated network characteristics.55,58 Network edges can also be constructed using the covariance of
cortical volume or thickness measures.43 Cortical networks derived from correlations in thickness
measurements do not have the short and long range fibre tracking issues of DTI derived networks, and
cortical thickness measurements on MRI have been shown to reflect histological post mortem cortical
thickness,59 proving that cortical thickness can be accurately measured using MRI during life. Networks
obtained via cortical thickness correlations show similar patterns of connectivity to those built from DTI
or tract tracing data, as well as functional brain networks.43,60–62.
The biological basis for correlations in cortical thickness or volume measurements across individuals is
proposed to be attributed to regional mutual developmental or environmental influences.43,63–65 The
thickness and arrangement of cell layers within the cortex on Nissl staining has long been associated
with functional subspecialisation of cortical regions,6 suggesting that thickness can be used a
representation of differential function. Correlations in cortical thickness and volume occur across
individuals within functional systems such as visual or language systems, suggesting that cortical
regions involved in co-ordinating a function show variance of structural measurements within a
population.60,64–66 In addition, developmental changes in cortical thickness correlation networks have
been reported.67 Cortical development and parcellation is based on radial and tangential migration of
neurones to create cytoarchitectonic areas.2,68 Cortical thickness is dependent on the number and
arrangement of neuronal and glial cells and both genetic and environmental influences on these
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processes occur.68 Development or change in the structure and thickness of cortical regions can result
from reciprocal connectivity via axonal connections.43,67 Anatomical connectivity may develop or
change in response to developmental or environmental influences, and in the same way that connected
regions show synchronous electrical activity, they have also been reported to show similar structure,
including of thickness measurements.60,66 This may be due to similar functional demands on regions,
on similar developmental origins, which may be associated with similar neurotransmitter or chemical
exposure, leading to similar structure.64–66,66,68
There are, therefore, a multitude of different methods of establishing network nodes and edges to model
brain networks. Constructing networks using different methods of determining edges will always lead to
slightly different network characteristics and slightly different models of the underlying brain network
structure. In addition, all structural networks require thresholding to remove spurious connections,
establish binary networks, or to fix network density across networks to facilitate network
comparison.43,54,56,69,70 Differences in techniques of network construction lead to slightly different
representations of the underlying brain network. Each technique will have its own limitations and
advantages in modelling brain structure. Until technology allows modelling at the individual neurone
level, the limitations of techniques to model brain network structure will need to be taken into account
when considering conclusions drawn from macroscopic brain structural network models. The relative
advantages and disadvantages of each technique in representing brain network structure reflect that all
techniques are only models of the complex connectivity within the human brain.
1.2.5.2 Brain network analysis
Brain networks can be analysed using graph theory, the branch of mathematics dedicated to describing
and analysing networks. To facilitate this analysis, brain networks are depicted as adjacency matrices
as in Figure 1.13. Each node (n) in the network has a column and row in the matrix and each matrix
entry ai j represents the edge between each node ni and node n j.47,71 Graphs can be binary where
edges either exist or do not exist and each entry in the matrix ai j is restricted to the values zero or one,
or weighted where ai j may take any value from zero to the maximum weight. Analysing brain networks
as adjacency matrices allows all the mathematical tools of graph theory to be applied to describe and
compare the network, including straightforward measures such as node degree (the number of edges a
node has), clustering coefficient (the average proportion of neighbouring nodes connected to a node),
and path length (the number of edges required to be traversed to join any two nodes).46,47,71,72 In
addition, more complex network analysis developed in other fields of network science can be applied to
brain networks,71 which opens up the field of connectomics to take advantage of measures developed
in other areas of informatics research. The main network measures discussed in this thesis are
described briefly in Table 1.1. A detailed description of the calculation of network measures analysed in
the data chapters of this thesis is in the Methods chapter in Section 3.8.2.
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Figure 1.13: Brain network adjacency matrices. Each row and column represents a single
node or anatomical region and the colour-coded entry represents the edge or connection
between those two nodes. The colour bar shows the value associated with each colour.
Above is a binary network where edges either exist and have a value of one (dark red) or do
not exist and have a value of zero (dark blue). Below is a weighted network where existing
edges can take any value depending on the network construction method. Edges that do
not exist have a zero (dark blue) entry.
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Measure Symbol Description
Binary Measures
network density / sparsity D number of edges present in network as a proportion of all
possible edges
node degree ki number of edges connected to the node
degree distribution P(k) degrees of all nodes in the network
shortest path di j minimum number of edges between two nodes
characteristic path length L mean shortest path length between all nodes in the network
normalised characteristic path
length
λ characteristic path length divided by characteristic path lengths
calculated for random networks of the same size and density
network global efficiency Eglob mean inverse shortest path length between all nodes in the
network
node clustering coefficient ti the fraction of neighbours of a node also connected to each other
network clustering coefficient C mean clustering coefficient of all nodes in the network
normalised clustering coefficient γ network clustering coefficient divided by the clustering
coefficients calculated for random networks of the same size and
density
betweenness centrality bi fraction of all shortest paths in the network that pass through the
node
modularity Q extent to which a network may be subdivided into
non-overlapping groups
rich club coefficient φk the proportion of edges present between nodes once all nodes of
a lower degree are removed from the network
small worldness statistic σ normalised clustering coefficient divided by normalised
characteristic path length
Weighted Measures
node strength Si sum of weights of all edges connected to the node
network strength S mean of all node strengths
mean edge weight kwi mean of all edges in network
shortest path length dwi j total sum of the inverse of edge weights between two nodes
weighted clustering coefficient twi average geometric mean of the product of the edge weights of
triangles surrounding the node
rich club coefficient φwk the proportion of edges present between nodes once all nodes of
a lower rank of weight are removed from the network
Table 1.1: Common network measures. Commonly used network measures. Binary
networks have edge weights of either zero or one. Weighted networks have edge weights
ranging from zero to the maximum edge weight. Where weighted networks have different
descriptions of network measures these are listed in the second part of the table under
weighted measures. Where the description of the weighted measure is the same of the
description for the binary measure, these are listed only once in the first part of the table
under binary measures.
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1.2.5.3 Brain network characteristics
There are several consistent network organisational findings amongst studies of brain networks. Watts
and Strogatz first described the small world organisation of the the neural network of the worm
Caenorhabditis elegans.72 The nomenclature of small world networks arose from the prior description
of social networks in which there are only a few number of steps required to connect all people in the
world with each other.73 A small world network has high local clustering along with a few long range
connections, and this leads to low average path lengths within the network.72 Mathematically, the small
worldness of the network can be calculated as the clustering coefficient divided by the path length after
both have been corrected to random networks with the same degree distributions (see Table 1.1 for the
description of the small worldness statistic, σ).74,75 Human brain networks with edges derived from both
functional and structural data have consistently shown a small world organisation with a small
worldness statistic greater than one.25,43,46,57,76–78 In addition, human brain networks have been
described as having a few highly connected nodes or hubs which have a high degree.70,79,80 These
hubs also show a tendency to be connected to other hub nodes, forming a so called rich club.80,81 Thus,
various different methodologies have provided evidence that mapping the brain as a macroscopic
network can provide insight into the underlying properties of the human brain connectome.
1.2.5.4 Association of brain network characteristics with function
The theory that a healthy structural global brain network is necessary for normal brain functioning has
been developed through finding alterations in global network structure in neurological diseases such as
Alzheimer’s Disease,54,78 schizophrenia,62,82 and epilepsy.83–85 In addition individual differences in
cognitive function have been reflected in global brain network properties. An association of whole brain
network properties with intelligence was initially demonstrated in functional brain networks. A shorter
normalised average path length in resting-state fMRI networks was associated with a higher full scale
IQ measured using the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS) in a healthy group of 19 volunteers
with above average IQ.86 This negative correlation of normalised average path length with full scale IQ
on the WAIS was reproduced in 30 healthy controls using whole brain resting-state fMRI networks,
although the correlation was not found to be statistically significant.87 However, an attempt to replicate
this functional network association in approximately 1000 adults from the human connectome project
failed to show any association between fMRI derived network measures and a measurement of
intelligence taken from the weighted sum of crystallised and fluid intelligence from a cognition toolbox.88
It is not clear whether the measures of intelligence, the different ranges of intelligence measures in the
populations studied, or different pre-processing schemes for network creation and analyses have
contributed to these conflicting results, or whether the smaller studies have suffered from publication
bias of positive results.
The association between structural brain networks and intelligence has also been investigated in a few
published studies. In 79 healthy adults, those with a WAIS full scale IQ greater than 120 points were
shown to have increased global efficiency and shorter average path lengths in both binary and weighted
structural networks created using DTI streamlines across multiple parcellation schemes.89 Structural
networks built from DTI streamlines have also shown an association between longer path lengths and
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general cognitive ability in schizophrenics.82 DTI network density, average path length, and global
efficiency were also associated with a g score derived from subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scales
for Children (WISC) in 43 eight to twelve year old high functioning children.90 However, these findings
are not consistently reported. A study investigating older community dwelling adults without known
cognitive dysfunction found an association between average path length and global efficiency measured
from whole brain DTI derived structural networks and IQ measured using the WAIS only in those over
75 years, but not in those aged between 60 and 75 years.91 Another study found 32 healthy controls
had an association between increased global efficiency and decreased average path length with WAIS
determined full scale IQ, but that this relationship was not present in 74 schizophrenic patients with
slightly lower IQ scores but DTI networks generated using exactly the same methodology.92 The
association between cortical thickness covariance networks and IQ has been investigated in one
previous study which found higher global efficiency, higher modularity, and lower local efficiency with
increased Performance Intelligence Quotient (PIQ) but not with increased Verbal Intelligence Quotient
(VIQ) measured using the Weschler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence in healthy children with high IQ
scores.93 These studies provide some evidence of an association between structural network average
path length and global efficiency with IQ, but as with functional networks, the associations are
inconsistently reported.
Potential explanations for discrepancies between studies include differences in network construction or
analysis, differences in populations studied, and differences in measures of intelligence used. Graph
theory measures are dependent upon data processing choices such as thresholds, parcellation
schemes, network density, and whether or not the network is weighted, as well as being dependent on
the quality of the underlying MRI data.52,58,74 Different measures of intelligence may in fact be
measuring slightly different constructs, and this may account for some of the different findings between
studies.94,95 In addition, different findings may reflect the different populations being studied. Many of
the studies have been carried out only in highly performing individuals, and the range of network
measures and the range of performance on measures of intelligence may be too small to detect any
clinical or statistical difference between individuals within the study sample.89,90,93 The finding of an
association between path length and IQ only in those over 75 years but not in younger people suggests
the possibility of a range within which there may not be a detectable association, but that after a certain
threshold of network dysfunction, this association becomes relevant.91 Mathematically, reduced
covariance in the sample reduces measured correlation. There have not been any studies investigating
IQ and average path length in poorly performing populations.
Although few studies have investigated the association between intelligence and global whole brain
network measures, individual differences in intelligence have been previously associated with structural
brain measures such as brain volume, regional grey matter volumes, cortical thickness, white matter FA,
and axonal density.90,94–98 Findings across specific association cortex regions and the white matter
tracts linking them have led to the development of structural models of intelligence such as the
parieto-frontal integration theory.95 At the heart of models of how the brain functions to allow general
cognitive ability or intelligence is the suggestion that multiple processing regions are involved and
efficient integration of information between regions is essential. This theoretically fits with the findings
from the small number of structural connectome studies that decreased average path lengths and
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increased global efficiency in whole brain networks is associated with increased IQ. Investigating
structural brain networks, which necessarily reflect individual differences in cortical region size or
thickness, and the strength of connections between them due to their construction methods, may help
elucidate how the organisation of brain structure facilitates effective cognitive functioning.
1.2.6 Brain networks in epilepsy
1.2.6.1 Description of epilepsy
Epilepsy is a disease of the brain defined by:
• at least two unprovoked seizures occurring more than 24 hours apart,
• or one unprovoked seizure and a probability of further seizures similar to the general recurrence
risk after two unprovoked seizures,
• or the diagnosis of an epilepsy syndrome.99
Epilepsy is common, affecting approximately 1% of the world’s population, and although the condition is
usually managed with AEDs, one third of cases are medication resistant.100 Epilepsy is increasingly
viewed as a disorder of brain networks with the physiological effects of ictal seizure discharges affecting
normal signal processing within the brain but also interictal widespread disruption of brain structure and
function.100–102 Therefore, epilepsy is an interesting and appropriate model in which to study disorders
of brain networks.
1.2.6.2 Cognition in epilepsy
Population based studies consistently report an increased frequency of psychiatric, cognitive, and social
comorbidities in people with epilepsy compared to those without.103,104 Cognitive deficits are found in
25-40% of people with epilepsy.104–106 Cognitive impairment in epilepsy can negatively impact quality of
life, and is associated with increased healthcare needs and increased mortality.103,104,106–109 The
relationship between epilepsy and cognition is complex. Cognitive impairment in epilepsy is associated
with structural brain changes,110 an early age of onset of epilepsy,111,112 a longer duration of
epilepsy,113 an encephalopathic aetiology,113,114 increased seizure frequency,108,109 lower
socioeconomic status,104 and the use of AEDs.115 These associations suggest that structural brain
changes, brain function, seizure factors, epilepsy factors, epilepsy treatments, and the genetic and
environmental influences on the person can all influence cognition in those with epilepsy.
Structural brain lesions are associated with cognitive dysfunction in epilepsy.103,110 Structural brain
changes may directly result in epilepsy, for example following a traumatic brain injury.110 Alternatively,
structural brain changes may arise as a result of epilepsy. For example, the hippocampal changes that
occur as a result of temporal lobe epilepsy.110 Lesions associated with epilepsy may result in specific
anatomically predictable neurological or psychological deficits, such as language and memory problems
in temporal lobe epilepsy. However, those with lesional epilepsies may also show generalised cognitive
dysfunction not necessarily expected from the location of the lesion,111,113 and cognitive difficulties are
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also found in those with non-lesional epilepsies.103 Further, even those who have focal seizures
clinically may have widespread structural alterations in cortical, subcortical, and white matter
structures.116–119 Therefore, structural lesions may both cause seizures and arise as a result of
seizures, and may be associated with dysfunction of both specific domains of cognitive function and
more generalised measures of cognition.
Seizure burden may also contribute to cognitive impairment in epilepsy. More frequent seizures, a
higher number of seizures, a longer duration of epilepsy, and status epilepticus are associated with
cognitive impairment.108–110 In addition, generalised tonic clonic seizures are associated with worse
cognitive function than partial seizures,110 suggesting seizure type or extent of brain involvement may
be important in contributing to cognitive dysfunction. As cognitive impairment occurs both immediately
following seizures, but also in seizure free periods, and more frequently following status epilepticus, it is
possible that frequent or prolonged seizures may contribute to altered brain structure or function,
leading to cognitive impairment. Alternatively, cognitively impaired brains may have a tendency to more
frequent or prolonged seizures. Epilepsy is more frequent amongst those with an intellectual disability
than in the general population.106 Therefore, causality in the relationship between cognitive impairment
and generalised or more frequent seizures is not clear.
Some epilepsy syndromes are genetic, such as tuberous sclerosis,110 and it is likely that cognitive
impairment, structural brain abnormalities, and epilepsy all occur as a result of the genetic abnormality.
However, even syndromes with genetic mutations such as tuberous sclerosis have variable clinical
presentations, and some people with tuberous sclerosis will not have epilepsy or intellectual disability.
This suggests that epigenetic and environmental factors must also play a role in the development of
epilepsy and cognitive impairment even when there is a clear genetic influence and clear structural
brain changes.
One important external influence on cognitive function in epilepsy is AED therapy. Polypharmacy with
AEDs and particular AEDs such as topiramate, have been linked to cognitive impairment and
deterioration in IQ scores with a dose-response effect.110,115 However, interpreting this relationship is
also not straightforward, as it is likely that higher doses of AEDs and a greater number of AEDs are
used by those with uncontrolled seizures. Therefore it is not necessarily clear what effect the medication
has on cognition over and above the seizures that it is treating. However, the difference in cognitive side
effects reported with different AEDs, and the presence of cognitive side effects even when seizures are
controlled does suggest that medication can play a role in cognitive impairment.
The association between epilepsy, seizures, cognition, and brain structure is therefore complex and
multifactorial. Uncontrolled or prolonged seizures in a susceptible brain may contribute to cognitive
impairment, as may the treatment for this situation with high doses or numbers of AEDs. Alternatively,
underlying genetic, structural, or aetiological influences may produce brains that are more susceptible to
both poor cognitive function and seizures. A better understanding of how factors such as higher
socioeconomic status, higher educational attainment, fewer AEDs, and better controlled seizures
protect against structural brain changes and cognitive dysfunction in epilepsy could aid with planning
treatments that maximise cognitive potential in affected individuals. Cognitive impairment in epilepsy
greatly impacts quality of life, healthcare service use, morbidity, and mortality, and the relationship
between cognitive function and epilepsy is complex. Recognition of the importance of cognitive function
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in epilepsy led to the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) including the following statements in
their research priorities for Europe: identification of factors that lead to cognitive impairment;
investigation of the relationship between disease development and cognitive and behavioural
comorbidity, elucidating the role of the latter as a precursor as well as a consequence of seizure
occurrence; search for metabolic, functional, or molecular biomarkers that could allow early
identification of patients at risk for the development of severe cognitive impairment; and elucidation of
the mechanisms responsible for AED related cognitive impairment.120
1.2.6.3 Epilepsy surgery
In appropriate cases surgical procedures to resect the epileptic focus or prevent the spread of seizures
can greatly reduce the burden of epilepsy. Studying children undergoing epilepsy surgery provides an
opportunity to study epileptic patients before and after seizure freedom or reduction is achieved through
resection of the epileptogenic focus without changing the underlying aetiology and genetic background
of the child. If patients become both seizure free and AED free post operatively, they provide a model for
studying the association of cognition, epilepsy, and structural brain changes with the seizures and
pharmacological treatments eliminated. Determining which factors lead to improved cognitive outcomes
following epilepsy surgery could lead to a better understanding of why cognitive deficits occur in
epilepsy as well as improving surgical selection, counselling, and outcomes.
Case series reporting seizure freedom following epilepsy surgery in childhood suggest overall rates of
complete seizure freedom in 66% of temporal lobe resections, 46% of occipital and parietal resections,
and 27% of frontal lobe resections.121 However, seizure freedom alone may not predict ongoing health
and social care needs. Cognitive and developmental outcomes are important determinants of the
success of epilepsy surgery,122 but current understanding of which children may show improvement
post-operatively remains poor.100 Those undergoing epilepsy surgery start with a cognitive
disadvantage, with approximately 60% having a pre-operative IQ lower than 80.111,113 A literature
review of seven studies of memory and IQ outcomes in children undergoing epilepsy surgery concluded
that overall no deterioration was seen in IQ in contrast to adult epilepsy surgery patients.123 A further
systematic review including only studies with more than 20 patients that used reliable change indices or
standardised regression based changes to assess change in neuropsychological scores found three
studies assessing IQ and reported an overall risk of IQ loss of 11% and overall probability of IQ gain of
16% in children.124 Using slightly different inclusion criteria, sixteen studies reporting a 10 point change
in either IQ or Developmental Quotient (DQ) in children after epilepsy surgery were identified in a more
recent review and pooled estimates from this meta-analysis suggested that 19% of children showed
improvement in IQ or DQ after surgery.125 Aetiology, timing of surgery, contralateral MRI abnormalities,
and cessation of AEDs have all been shown to predict IQ change following surgery.125–127 Five years
following temporal lobectomy in childhood, a cohort of operated children showed an increase in their IQ
compared to those who had not undergone surgery, and this was associated with both a decrease in
AED use and increased grey matter volumes.122 As the follow up period, AED therapy, epileptic focus,
surgical procedure, and methods of determining change in IQ have been inconsistent in existing
studies, it is difficult to draw conclusions regarding cognitive outcomes of paediatric epilepsy surgery.
However, there is a suggestion that IQ scores can change following epilepsy surgery in childhood, and
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investigating factors that predict improvements in IQ post-operatively might aid the understanding of the
underlying mechanism for how cognition is affected in epilepsy.
1.2.6.4 Network findings in epilepsy
Cognitive function in epilepsy may be influenced by the underlying cause of the epilepsy, the effect of
seizures, the effect of genetic or environmental influences, the treatment of epilepsy, the effect of
structural brain changes caused by any of these, or any combination of the above. Structural brain
networks have been associated with cognitive function, and measures of network integration such as
average path length and global efficiency are associated with scores on IQ tests or general cognitive
ability as described in Section 1.2.5.4. Understanding how structural brain networks are different in
epilepsy, and whether any differences are associated with cognition could help the understanding of
how and why cognitive dysfunction occurs in epilepsy. An improved understanding of the structural
correlates of cognition in epilepsy could aid treatment planning, and patient and carer counselling.
Networks in epilepsy have been studied both during seizures and between seizures. Ictal
neurophysiological recordings have suggested that during seizures network recordings move away from
a small world topology toward a more regular lattice network topology, where all nodes are connected to
their neighbours,72 and that this may be related to synchronous neuronal discharges.102,128,129
Between seizures, functional networks derived from temporal correlations in EEG signals or fMRI task
dependent or resting state data have also suggested a loss of small world characteristics with increased
local clustering and increased path lengths.101,130,131 Increased local clustering and increased path
lengths in epilepsy have also been reported in structural networks derived from DTI streamlines and
cortical thickness covariance networks.83,101,132,133 Therefore, it is likely that epilepsy can cause
widespread changes in global brain function and structural organisation. However, many studies have
small sample sizes, use different network construction techniques, and study different sub populations
of epilepsy, making it difficult to draw robust conclusions from individual studies.100,101 Hence, a
systematic review is undertaken on this topic in Chapter 2.
Within epilepsy populations, the association of network characteristics with cognition has been studied
in a small number of patients. In 39 children with new onset epilepsy, the ratio of clustering coefficient to
characteristic path length derived from cortical thickness networks was found to be reduced in those
with lower IQ scores.134 In a separate group of 39 adults wth focal epilepsy, cognitive impairment was
associated with lower clustering coefficients and higher path lengths.133 A small group of nine patients
with cognitive impairment and frontal lobe epilepsy had a higher path length and clustering than those
with epilepsy and no cognitive impairment or healthy controls, but the difference was not statistically
significant.131 In contrast, Widjaja et al. found no significant correlation between global network
properties and IQ in 45 children with focal epilepsy.135 All of these studies investigated children or
adults with IQ scores around the population mean of 100 points rather than the poorly performing
groups in whom extra-temporal epilepsy surgery in childhood is usually undertaken. In addition, sample
sizes are small and findings have not been reproduced. Thus there is a need to assess whether these
studies are reproducible and whether cognitive changes in children with epilepsy do have a structural
correlate in graph theory measures. Further the association with cognitive outcome following epilepsy
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surgery has not been studied, and this would provide the opportunity to assess whether network
characteristics are correlated with cognitive performance and whether the status of pre-operative
networks can predict post-operative cognitive changes. Establishing whether DTI structural and network
characteristics are associated with cognition in this group of children with structural focal abnormalities
could allow a better understanding of the mechanisms causing global cognitive difficulties in epilepsy.
Establishing whether post operative cognitive outcome can be predicted from the DTI characteristics
pre-operatively could improve surgical selection, timing, and counselling, and lead to future
opportunities to modulate white matter networks to improve cognitive outcomes.
1.3 Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the association between the organisation of structural brain
networks and cognitive function. This will be investigated in patients with epilepsy or suspected epilepsy
who provide a population with a disorder of functional brain networks and a range of cognitive
impairment. Understanding this association may provide insight into the optimum brain network
structure for the performance of complex cognitive tasks. This could lead to the development and
adjustment of interventions that prevent further deterioration of network structure and loss of cognitive
function.
To achieve these aims, structural brain networks derived from MRI of the brain will be investigated.
Networks will be modelled using anatomical regions as nodes and both DTI and cortical thickness
covariance as edges. First, it will be necessary to understand whether there are differences in network
structure that are associated with the presence of epilepsy or seizures. To investigate the existing
evidence for this, a systematic review of the literature comparing MRI derived structural brain networks
in patients with epilepsy and those without epilepsy will be carried out. This will establish whether there
are changes in structural networks that should be considered that may be associated with the diagnosis
of epilepsy. An increase in both measures of integration, such as average path length, and measures of
segregation, such as clustering coefficients have been reported in people with epilepsy. The systematic
review will aim to synthesise all studies comparing structural brain networks in epilepsy with healthy
controls to determine the strength and consistency of the existing evidence base for an increase in
clustering coefficients and average path lengths in epilepsy. Consistent and robust evidence for altered
structural characteristics of brain networks across subjects with epilepsy would provide evidence for
altered network structure being associated with the high frequency of cognitive dysfunction in epilepsy.
Secondly, a cohort of children investigated for seizures with structural anatomical MRI and DTI will be
investigated. Within this cohort, the association of structural brain network characteristics with cognitive
impairment will be investigated. This will test the hypothesis of whether an increased average path
length in structural networks is associated with cognitive impairment in children who are investigated for
seizures. This will establish whether previous studies finding increased path lengths with lower IQ
scores or cognitive function are reproducible, and whether this finding also occurs in a population of
children undergoing investigation for seizures. Both cortical thickness covariance networks and DTI
networks will be created in this cohort to assess whether results are reproducible across different
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network model construction methods. This will investigate whether network construction methods
played a part in the previously reported inconsistent results of studies of the association between
network average path length and cognitive function.
Finally a cohort of children with medication resistant epilepsy who have undergone resective epilepsy
surgery will be investigated. The association of network structure with pre-operative cognition and
post-operative change in cognition will be investigated. The hypothesis is that measures of integration,
such as path length or global efficiency, which have previously been reported to be associated with
cognitive function, might predict post-operative change in IQ. Children undergoing epilepsy surgery
provide a well investigated cohort who have epilepsy but may potentially be rendered seizure free or
have a significant reduction in seizure burden post operatively. This cohort will test the hypothesis that
post-operative change in cognition might be constrained by the organisation of pre-operative structural
brain networks. If structural networks require low average path lengths for improved performance on IQ
tests, then those with high average path lengths pre-operatively may not show an increase in IQ
post-operatively even with seizure and AED freedom. Ultimately a better understanding of whether
measures of integration such as network average path length are associated with cognitive ability in
epilepsy may aid in the understanding the mechanisms of how epilepsy is associated with global
cognitive dysfunction.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided into chapters which answer the following questions.
• Do people with epilepsy have structural brain networks with higher clustering coefficients and
average path lengths compared to healthy controls? This will be answered with a systematic
review of the literature that includes studies that assessed whether there was a difference in brain
structural network organisation between people with epilepsy and a control group. This
systematic review is in Chapter 2.
• Is the average path length of structural networks associated with cognitive impairment in children
with suspected epilepsy? This question will be addressed using a cohort of children investigated
for seizures. Both DTI and cortical thickness covariance brain networks will be modelled. Global
and hemispheric network characteristics will be assessed for an association with cognitive
impairment and IQ scores. Specifically, increased average path lengths and decreased global
efficiency are hypothesised to be associated with cognitive dysfunction as these represent poor
network integration and efficiency. In addition, as clustering coefficients may be increased in
those with epilepsy, and cognitive impairment is associated with epilepsy, an association between
higher network clustering and cognitive dysfunction is hypothesised. The two types of network
model construction methods will be compared with regards to structure and findings to assess
whether findings are consistent across different network models. Experimental methods will be
described in Chapter 3 and the results will be described in Chapter 4.
• Is structural network average path length in the healthy hemisphere associated with pre-operative
IQ or post-operative change in IQ in children undergoing epilepsy surgery? This hypothesis will
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be assessed in a cohort of children with medication resistant epilepsy undergoing epilepsy
surgery. Pre-operative structural cortical thickness covariance networks of the hemisphere
contralateral to the surgical site will be constructed for groups with and without cognitive
impairment and network characteristics compared between the two groups. Then the cohort will
be divided into those with an increase in IQ post-operatively and those without an increase in IQ.
Structural cortical thickness covariance networks will be constructed for the two groups and the
global characteristics compared. The hypothesis is that those with an efficient underlying brain
structure with lower network average path lengths will show an increase in IQ following adequate
treatment of epilepsy through surgery, but that those with poor underlying brain structure and
longer average path lengths will not show an improvement in IQ. The methods will be described in
Chapter 3 and the findings will be described in Chapter 5.
Finally, the data generated from these experiments will be discussed and compared to existing findings,
and likely explanations for the findings will be reviewed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Systematic Review of Whole Brain Structural
Connectomes in Epilepsy
2.1 Chapter Abstract
Epilepsy is increasingly viewed as a whole brain network disorder. Epileptic discharges spread through
abberant epileptic networks to manifest as seizures. Even patients with partial seizures or a structurally
abnormal epileptogenic focus have widespread structural and functional abnormalities throughout the
whole brain. These generalised network abnormalities may be associated with the comorbidities seen in
epilepsy, such as cognitive dysfunction. A systematic literature review was performed to investigate the
differences in whole brain structural connectomes derived from MRI between patients with epilepsy and
healthy controls. Twenty-seven relevant studies were identified and analysed. Studies used different
network construction and analysis methods. Five of nine studies investigating network average path
length found an increased average path length in patients with epilepsy. Seven of ten studies
investigating global efficiency found a decreased global efficiency in patients with epilepsy. None of the
eight studies investigating the normalised average path length found a difference between patients with
epilepsy and healthy controls. Studies using different network construction techniques had different
findings in clustering coefficients between patients with epilepsy and healthy controls. Meta-analysis
was not performed due to the heterogeneity in network construction methods, analysis methods, and
numerical estimates of network measures. In conclusion, findings depend on the modelling techniques
employed and the methods of calculating or normalising the network measures investigated, and are
difficult to generalise or combine between studies.
2.2 Introduction
Epilepsy is characterised by the abnormal spread of synchronous electrical discharges through brain
networks. This manifests clinically as seizures. Epilepsy can be associated with widespread abnormal
brain white and grey matter structure, even when there is a clearly abnormal epileptogenic focus. For
example, changes in structural white matter have been reported in the opposite hemisphere in those
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with temporal lobe epilepsy.136 In addition, localised and generalised cortical thinning and changes in
DWI parameters have been reported in several studies of epileptic brains.117,137 It may be widespread
pathological epileptogenic tissue that causes or allows synchronous uncontrolled firing of
neurones.117,138 However, seizures themselves may also produce widespread brain structural changes
via methods such as excitotoxicity.117,139 This has led several groups to investigate whether there are
overall structural brain organisational changes in epilepsy that may be associated with or caused by
repeated epileptic discharges.
To investigate overall brain structure, the brain can be modelled on a macroscopic scale as a
connectome.47 A brain connectome or network typically consists of a number of anatomical regions as
the network nodes.47 The edges or connections can be determined using functional neurophysiological
or imaging methods, or using structural measures from MRI.46 Networks can then be mathematically
analysed using graph theory.46 Global and widespread changes in brain structure and function in
epilepsy, such as cortical thinning and changes in DWI parameters117,137 may lead to changes in
network structure and function.
To determine the overall pattern of structural network changes associated with epilepsy, this review aims
to systematically identify, collate, and describe studies investigating differences in structural networks
between those with epilepsy and healthy controls. Assessing any changes in structural networks that
are associated with a diagnosis of epilepsy will aid the understanding of how seizures can affect brain
structural organisation or how brain structural organisation might facilitate seizures. Understanding any
changes in brain network structure between the epileptic brain and healthy brains will lay the foundation
in this thesis for the further investigation of changes in cognition in epilepsy and their association with
how networks are structured and organised. To understand how brain network structure is altered with
cognition within epilepsy, it is important to first understand any differences between brain network
structure in epilepsy and health.
2.3 Objectives
This systematic literature review will compare structural whole brain networks derived from MRI for
patients with epilepsy and healthy controls. Networks will be compared in terms of global graph theory
measures, including average path lengths, clustering coefficients, small worldness, and global efficiency.
2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Search strategy
Electronic searches were carried out in MEDLINE, EMBASE, Scopus, and Web of Science Core
Collection. Reference lists of included studies were hand searched to identify any potentially relevant
studies. Scopus was used to identify studies that had cited the included studies and these lists were
also screened for potentially relevant studies. Search strategies are shown in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and
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2.4. Searches were initially carried out in June 2015, and the review was updated in January 2017.
Results presented here are from the January 2017 update.
1 (connectivity or connectome* or network* or (graph adj1 theor*)).mp.
2 exp Connectome/
3 (seizure* or epilep* or convulsion*).mp
4 exp Epilepsy/ or exp Seizure/
5 (MRI or DTI or ’magnetic resonance’ or ’diffusion tensor’
or (cortical adj2 thickness)).mp
6 diffusion tensor imaging/ or magnetic resonance imaging/
or diffusion magnetic resonance imaging/
7 1 or 2
8 3 or 4
9 5 or 6
10 7 and 8 and 9
Table 2.1: MEDLINE search strategy. Search strategy used in Ovid MEDLINE 1946 to
June Week 2 2015, Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process and Other Non-indexed Citations June
15, 2015, Ovid MEDLINE(R) Daily Update June 15, 2015, and Ovid MEDLINE(R) Epub
Ahead of Print June 15, 2015. The search was updated on 16th January 2017 in Epub
Ahead of Print, In-Process and Other Non-Indexed Citations, Ovid MEDLINE(R) Daily and
Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to Present (December Week 2016).
1 (connectivity or connectome* or network* or (graph adj1 theor*)).mp
2 exp connectome/
3 (seizure* or epilep* or convulsion*).mp
4 exp ”seizure, epilepsy and convulsion”/
5 (MRI or DTI or ’magnetic resonance imaging’ or
’diffusion tensor imaging’ or (cortical adj2 thickness)).mp
6 nuclear magnetic resonance imaging/ or diffusion tensor imaging/
or diffusion weighted imaging/
7 1 or 2
8 3 or 4
9 5 or 6
10 7 and 8 and 9
Table 2.2: EMBASE search strategy. Search strategy used in Ovid EMBASE 1974 to 2015
June 15. Updated on Monday 16th January 2017 in Ovid EMBASE 1980 to 2017 Week 3.
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TITLE-ABS-KEY(connectivity OR connectome OR network OR (graph
W/1 theor*))
AND
TITLE-ABS-KEY(seizure OR epilep* OR convulsion)
AND
TITLE-ABS-KEY(mri OR dti OR ”magnetic resonance” OR ”diffusion
tensor”
OR (cortical W/2 thickness))
Table 2.3: Scopus search strategy. Search strategy used in Ovid Scopus on 16th June
2015. This search was repeated on 16th January 2017.
TOPIC:(connectivity OR connectome OR network OR (graph NEAR/1
theor*))
AND
TOPIC:(seizure OR epilep* OR convulsion)
AND
TOPIC:(mri OR dti OR ”magnetic resonance” OR ”diffusion tensor”
OR (cortical NEAR/2 thickness))
Table 2.4: Web of Science search strategy. Search strategy used in Web of Science Core
Collection on 17th June 2015. This search was repeated on 16th January 2017.
2.4.2 Inclusion criteria
Studies were included if they assessed whole brain structural networks constructed from MRI in patients
with epilepsy. Studies had to have a healthy control group without epilepsy for comparison. Studies
comparing subgroups of epilepsy patients were not included if they did not have a healthy control group
for comparison. Networks had to be assessed using graph theory techniques. Studies assessing
functional brain networks constructed from fMRI, EEG, or other functional techniques were excluded.
Studies that assessed specific pathways or limited anatomical regions rather than whole brain or
hemispheric networks were also excluded. Studies that did not perform any quantitative analysis of
networks were also excluded. Studies investigating machine learning techniques to correctly classify
epilepsy and healthy controls using network characteristics were included when they described the
differences in network characteristics between the group with epilepsy and the healthy controls. There
were no restrictions on language or age of participants.
2.4.3 Outcome measures
Graph theoretical metrics were compared between those with epilepsy and those without epilepsy.
Specifically, the following metrics were extracted and compared between groups:
• average path length (L)
• normalised average path length (λ)
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• clustering coefficient (C)
• normalised clustering coefficient (γ)
• global efficiency (EGlob)
• small worldness (σ)
Other generalised network measures such as modularity, degree distribution, and vulnerability to
network attack are also described where these were assessed by studies. The efficacy of machine
learning techniques to distinguish between structural networks of those with and without epilepsy is
described. Localised network features such as differences in specific hub nodes, specific network edges
identified by network based statistics techniques, and local node efficiencies are not described as this
review concentrates on global whole brain or hemispheric measures. Association of network measures
with clinical epilepsy characteristics or cognition is described where this is included in studies.
2.4.4 Data collection
Two people independently screened all titles and abstracts identified by the search to identify those that
were potentially relevant. The full text was sourced and reviewed independently by two people for all
abstracts identified as potentially relevant. When there was disagreement about the abstracts, the full
text was sourced. When there was disagreement about the full text, this was resolved by consensus.
Data was extracted from all included studies. Where numbers were not printed in the text or tables,
these were read from graphs by adjusting the paper on screen to a suitable scale and calculating the
plotted values. Supplementary material was checked for further information. When values were given
for left and right epilepsy groups, or frontal and temporal epilepsy groups, these were averaged to give a
single epilepsy group for comparison taking into account the number of people per hemisphere or
anatomical region. This was performed so that controls were only entered once even if they were used
as controls for more than one epilepsy group. When subgroups of epilepsy included patients with
epilepsy and patients with epilepsy plus a comorbidity (e.g. cognitive difficulties, anxiety), the group with
just epilepsy without the comorbidity was taken as the epilepsy group to ensure all differences seen
were attributable to epilepsy rather than the comorbidity. When values for network analyses were stated
over a range of thresholds the value as close as possible to a density of 0.2 was used in the tables to
ensure consistent comparisons of networks at a fixed density.
2.4.5 Quality assessment
Studies were assessed for quality and risk of bias using the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies - 2 (QUADAS-2) tool.140 This was applied as though the network analysis was the index test,
and the diagnosis of epilepsy was the reference standard.
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2.4.6 Data analysis
For each network measure, the findings from each study are combined in tables. No meta-analysis was
performed due to the heterogeneity in patient groups and network construction and analysis methods. A
descriptive narrative of the findings was undertaken.
2.4.7 Data reporting
This systematic review follows the structure recommended in the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.141
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Results of the search
Literature searching identified a total of 2897 studies after removal of duplicates. Of these 79 abstracts
were potentially relevant and these were selected for full text review. Following full text review 27 studies
were included in the final analysis. No further studies were identified by checking reference lists of
included studies or studies citing included studies. The PRISMA141 flow diagram in Figure 2.1 shows
the study identification and selection process with reasons for abstract exclusion. When more than one
reference referred to the same study population, these were combined and analysed as a single study.
2.5.2 Description of studies
2.5.2.1 Populations studied
The populations studied are described in Table 2.5. The majority of studies (17/27) were undertaken in
patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). However, there were also two studies of childhood absence
epilepsy (CAE),142,143 one of juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME),144 two including frontal lobe epilepsy
(FLE),131,133 two including patients with generalised tonic clonic seizures (GTCS)145,146 and two
including patients with idiopathic epilepsies.145,147 Six studies included children131,134,135,142,147,148 and
the rest were performed in adults.
2.5.2.2 Network construction techniques
Structural networks were constructed from MRI using a range of different techniques. Details of network
construction techiques are in Table 2.6. Studies used between 52 and 1024 nodes in network
construction. The main anatomical atlases used to determine node anatomical regions were atlases
distributed with Freesurfer48,49 or the AAL atlas.50,51 Twenty studies used diffusion MRI to determine
edges between nodes, and the remainder used covariance of anatomical regions in terms of either
thickness or volumes. With edges constructed from region covariance, edge weights were determined
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by either raw correlation values or p values. Binary covariance networks were constructed using a
correlation threshold, a p value threshold, or thresholding to an absolute or a relative density. Diffusion
imaging edge weights were determined through the number of streamlines, corrected for volume region
or surface area, or using the FA along the streamlines. Networks were analysed across a full range of
network densities, although networks tended to have densities lower than 0.5. Studies analysing
covariance networks all constructed group level networks. Diffusion MRI networks tended to be







































Figure 2.1: PRISMA flow diagram. Number of studies identified and reasons for exclusions
at each stage of the review process.


















Raj 2010 TLE 27 39±8 10 (37) 30 39±10 10 (33)
Bernhardt 2011 TLE 122 36±10 52 (43) 47 36±10 23 (49)
Zhang 2011 IGE with GTCS 26 24±7 26 24±7
Vaessen 2012 TLE or FLE 32 41±13 15 (47) 23 41±13 9 (39)
Liao 2013 GTCS 59 25±7 38 (64) 59 25±7 37 (63)
Besseling 2014 Rolandic 22 11±2 14 (64) 22 11±2 11 (50)
Besson 2014 TLE 39 40±10 18 (46) 28 40±10 13 (46)
Bonilha 2014 All 39 13±3 14 (36) 28 13±3 11 (39)
DeSalvo 2014 Left TLE 24 33±17 10 (42) 24 33±17 9 (38)
Lemkaddem 2014 TLE 22 34±10 9 (41) 21 34±10 13 (62)
Liu 2014 Left TLE 16 38±13 8 (50) 21 38±13
Vaessen 2014 FLE 26 11 (8-13) 36 11 (8-13)
Xu 2014 Left TLE 14 24 10 (71) 22 24 13 (59)
Xue 2014 CAE 17 9±2 10 (59) 18 9±2 10 (56)
Caeyenberghs 2015 JME 35 27±8 10 (29) 35 27±8 10 (29)
Chiang 2015 TLE 24 38±13 8 (33) 11 38±13 6 (55)
Curwood 2015 CAE 30 21±2 15 (50) 56 21±2 23 (41)
Douw 2015 TLE 49 37±13 23 (47) 23 37±13 7 (30)
Fang 2015 TLE 43 27±8 25 (76) 39 27±8 22 (56)
Munsell 2015 TLE 70 40 (16-68) 27 (38) 48 40 (16-68) 26 (54)
Widjaja 2015 Focal 45 14±3 28 14±3
Yasuda 2015 TLE 156 48±11 60 (39) 116 48±11 39 (34)
Garcia-Ramos 2016 IGE+ILRE 62 13±3 33 (53) 48 13±3 21 (46)
Kamiya 2016 TLE 44 33±12 21 (48) 14 31±8 6 (43)
Li 2016 GTCS 50 26±8 31 (62) 60 26±8 32 (53)
Sone 2016 TLE 15 49±10 8 (53) 14 50±9 7 (50)
Wirsich 2016 Right TLE 7 33±10 4 (57) 13 32 (20-59) 7 (54)
Table 2.5: Populations studied Clinical and demographic features of populations studied. Age is mean
with SD or median with range, in years. Blank cells represent data not available from the papers. Data
are rounded to zero decimal places, and are calculated from values given in the paper or supplementary
material when required. (SD: standard deviation; TLE: temporal lobe epilepsy (both right and left onset
included unless stated); GTCS: generalised tonic clonic seizures; FLE: frontal lobe epilepsy; JME:
juvenile myoclonic epilepsy; CAE: childhood absence epilepsy; IGE: idiopathic generalised epilepsy;
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0.18 > 1 SL Weighted Individual

















































































Liu 2014 1.5T AAL 78 DTI
NOSxFA
ROI Vol.
> 3 SL Weighted Individual
Vaessen 2014 3T Freesurfer 205 DTI
SL Vol.
TIV
> 2 SL Weighted Individual






> 3 SL Weighted Individual






Caeyenberghs 2015 3T AAL 116 DTI NOS Binary Individual
Chiang 2015 3T AAL 90 DTI StrD > 3 SL Weighted Individual







1000 DTI NOSxROI SA Weighted Individual




82 DTI NOS Weighted Individual





















































83 DTI NOS Weighted Individual
Li 2016 3T AAL 90 DTI StrD, NOS 0.23 Weighted Individual
Sone 2016 3T AAL 90 Vol. Corr. 0.1-0.5 p < 0.05 Binary Group
age
gender
Wirsich 2016 3T AAL 512 DTI NOS 0.44-0.46 > 1SL Weighted Individual
Table 2.6: Network construction methods Methods used to construct networks from structural MRI data. (T: Tesla; DK: Freesurfer Desikan-Killiany atlas; Thick.:
thickness; Vol.: volume; Curv.: curvature; AAL: automated anatomical labelling atlas; DTI: diffusion tensor imaging; Cort.Thick.: cortical thickness; Corr.: correlations;
NOS: number of streamlines; StrD: streamline density; FA: fractional anisotropy; TIV: total intracranial volume; SL: streamlines; ROI: region of interest; GM: grey matter;
GFA: generalised fractional anisotropy; ICVF: intracellular volume fraction; ODI: orientation dispersion index; SA: surface area)
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2.5.2.3 Network analysis techniques
The global network parameters examined in each study are shown in Table 2.7. A range of analysis
techniques were investigated by different studies, although most used some form of measurement of
integration, for example path length, and segregation, for example clustering coefficient.






Raj 2010 8 8 4 8 8 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Bernhardt 2011 4 4 4 4 4 8 8 4 4 8 8 8 8 resilience
Zhang 2011 8 4 8 4 4 8 4 4 8 8 8 4 8
Vaessen 2012 4 8 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
density
EW
Liao 2013 8 4 4 4 4 8 4 8 4 8 8 8 8
Besseling 2014 8 4 8 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 8 8
Besson 2014 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 4 8 8 8
Bonilha 2014 8 8 4 8 8 4 8 8 4 4 8 8 8 resilience
DeSalvo 2014 8 8 8 8 8 4 8 8 8 8 4 8 8
Lemkaddem 2014 8 8 4 8 8 4 4 4 8 8 8 8
Liu 2014 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 8 8 8
Vaessen 2014 4 8 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 4 8
Xu 2014 4 4 4 4 4 4 8 4 4 4 8 8 8 resilience
Xue 2014 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 8 8 8 8 8 8
Caeyenberghs 2015 8 4 8 4 4 8 8 4 8 4 8 8 8
Chiang 2015 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 8
Curwood 2015 8 8 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8 8 8 8
Douw 2015 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 8 8 4 4 8
Fang 2015 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4
Munsell 2015 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4
Widjaja 2015 4 8 4 8 4 4 4 8 8 8 8 8 8
Yasuda 2015 8 8 4 8 8 4 8 4 8 4 8 8 8
Garcia-Ramos 2016 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 8 8 transitivity
Kamiya 2016 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 8 8 4
Li 2016 8 8 4 8 8 4 4 4 8 8 8 4 8 rich club
Sone 2016 4 8 4 8 4 4 8 4 8 4 4 8 8 transitivity
Wirsich 2016 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 8 8 8 4 8
transitivity
rich club
Table 2.7: Network analyses Calculated network characteristics examined by studies. (L: average path
length; λ: normalised average path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient;
σ: small worldness; EGlob: global efficiency; S: mean network strength; k: degree distribution or mean
average degree; BC: betweenness centrality; Q: modularity; SF coupling: structural functional coupling;
EW: edge weight)
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2.5.3 Comparison between epilepsy and healthy controls
2.5.3.1 Average path length and global efficiency
Thirteen studies investigated the network average path length or the normalised average path
length.83,131,133,135,142,144,145,148–153 Results available from these studies are summarised in Tables 2.8
and 2.9. Five of nine studies found an increased average path length in patients with epilepsy compared
to healthy controls and four of nine studies found no difference in average path length. None of the eight
studies investigating normalised average path length (λ) found any difference between patients with
epilepsy and healthy controls. No studies found a decreased path length or average path length in
epilepsy. Two studies did not test for a statistically significant difference, but presented numerical
results. Due to the wide range of network construction techniques and the wide range in values,
meta-analysis was not undertaken.
Path Length (L)
mean(SD)
Study Epilepsy Controls Findings
Bernhardt 2011 1.98 1.95 ↔
Vaessen 2012 63.3 (9.6) 60.9 (10) ↑
Liu 2014 1.06 (0.4) 0.97 (0.2) ↑
Vaessen 2014 0.33 (0.006) 0.33 (0.005) ↔
Xu 2014 2.15 (0.22) 1.93 (0.16) ↑
Xue 2014 30 (7.8) 22 (4.0) ↑
Widjaja 2015 33.4 (1.4) 32.1 (1.1) ↑
Sone 2016 2 2.05 ↔
Wirsich 2016 40.0 43.0 ↔
Table 2.8: Average path length in epilepsy and healthy controls. Group mean and
standard deviation read from paper or from graph, or calculated from values given in tables
or graphs. Measurement for density closest to 0.2 taken where measurements for a range
of densities were stated in the paper. Where group values are given without standard
deviations, standard deviations are missing. (SD: standard deviation, ?: no statistical testing
performed by authors, ↑: metric is higher in epilepsy, ↓: metric is lower in epilepsy,↔: no
difference between epilepsy and healthy controls)
The global efficiency (EGlob) is the inverse of the average path length. This was investigated by 10
studies,134,135,142,150–152,154–157 of which seven found a decreased global network efficiency in patients
with epilepsy compared to healthy controls. Two studies found no difference in global efficiency between
epilepsy and healthy controls, and one study found an increase in global efficiency in epilepsy
compared to healthy controls. Study findings are shown in Table 2.10
There was no difference in findings of global efficiency and path lengths between studies using volume
or covariance networks versus DTI networks, or across studies with large or smaller numbers of study
participants. There were no differences in the normalised average path length, despite studies showing
differences in the average path length between epilepsy and healthy controls. This suggests that the
difference in path length may be accounted for by differences in the number or strength of edges
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between the epilepsy and healthy control groups.
Normalised Path Length (λ)
mean(SD)
Study Epilepsy Controls Findings
Bernhardt 2011 1.04 1.03 ↔
Zhang 2011 1.15 (0.005) 1.15 (0.005) ↔
Liao 2013 ↔
Besseling 2014 1.97 (0.05) 1.96 (0.05) ↔
Liu 2014 1.19 (0.2) 1.18 (0.2) ?
Xu 2014 4.39 (0.35) 4.01 (0.42) ?
Xue 2014 ↔
Caeyenberghs 2015 1.03 (0.04) 1.03 (0.05) ↔
Table 2.9: Normalised average path length in epilepsy and healthy controls. Group
mean and standard deviation read from paper or from graph, or calculated from values
given in tables or graphs. Measurement for density closest to 0.2 were taken for inclusion
where measurements for a range of densities were stated in the paper. Where group values
are given without standard deviations, standard deviations are missing. Where findings are
given without numerical values, these were not given in the paper. (SD: standard deviation,
?: no statistical testing performed by authors, ↑: metric is higher in epilepsy, ↓: metric is
lower in epilepsy,↔: no difference between epilepsy and healthy controls)
Global Efficiency (EGlob)
mean(SD)
Study Epilepsy Controls Findings
Bonilha 2014 0.52 053 ↓
DeSalvo 2014 ↑
Lemkaddem 2014 0.15 (0.007) 0.16 (0.004) ↓
Liu 2014 0.95 (0.36) 1.03 (0.28) ↓
Xu 2014 0.47 (0.05) 0.52 (0.04) ↓
Xue 2014 0.033 (0.006) 0.044 (0.010) ↓
Widjaja 2015 0.041 (0.001) 0.042 (0.001) ↓
Yasuda 2015 ↓
Li 2016 ↔
Sone 2016 0.55 0.55 ↔
Table 2.10: Global efficiency in epilepsy and healthy controls. Group mean and
standard deviation read from paper or from graph, or calculated from values given in tables
or graphs. Measurement for density closest to 0.2 taken for inclusion where measurements
for a range of densities were stated in the paper. Where group values are given without
standard deviations, standard deviations are missing. Where findings are given without
numerical values, these were not given in the paper. (SD: standard deviation, ?: no
statistical testing performed by authors, ↑: metric is higher in epilepsy, ↓: metric is lower
in epilepsy,↔: no difference between epilepsy and healthy controls)
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2.5.3.2 Clustering coefficient
Nineteen studies investigated differences in network average clustering coefficient between patients
with epilepsy and healthy controls.83,85,131,133–135,142–146,148–152,155,156,158 Studies that only investigated
nodal clustering coefficients and did not investigate the network average clustering coefficient are not
included. Study findings are displayed in Tables 2.11 and 2.12. Five of the 15 studies investigating
average clustering coefficients found an increased clustering coefficient in epilepsy compared to healthy
controls, seven studies found no difference, and three studies found a decreased average clustering
coefficient in epilepsy compared to healthy controls. Of the nine studies reporting the normalised
average clustering coefficient, six studies found no difference between patients with epilepsy and
healthy controls, one study found a decreased normalised average clustering coefficient in patients with
epilepsy and two studies did not test for an association. Meta-analysis was not undertaken due to the
wide ranging methodologies and resulting values.
Clustering Coefficient (C)
mean(SD)
Study Epilepsy Controls Findings
Raj 2010 ↔
Bernhardt 2011 0.38 0.33 ↑
Vaessen 2012 0.018 (0.003) 0.018 (0.003) ↓
Liao 2013 0.158 0.126 ↑
Bonilha 2014 0.53 0.50 ↑
Lemkaddem 2014 0.138 (0.005) 0.147 (0.004) ↓
Liu 2014 0.38 (0.08) 0.38 (0.05) ↔
Vaessen 2014 1.9 (0.09) 1.92 (0.07) ↔
Xu 2014 0.33 (0.02) 0.34 (0.02) ↔
Xue 2014 0.013 (0.003) 0.016 (0.004) ↓
Curwood 2015 0.13 0.125 ↑
Widjaja 2015 0.004 (0.0005) 0.004 (0.0004) ↔
Yasuda 2015 ↑
Li 2016 ↔
Sone 2016 0.50 0.54 ↔
Table 2.11: Clustering coefficient in epilepsy and healthy controls. Group mean and
standard deviation read from paper or from graph, or calculated from values given in
tables or graphs. Measurement for density closest to 0.2 were taken for inclusion where
measurements for a range of densities were stated in the paper. Where group values or
standard deviations are missing these could not be found in the papers. (SD: standard
deviation, ?: no statistical testing performed by authors, ↑: metric is higher in epilepsy, ↓:
metric is lower in epilepsy,↔: no difference between epilepsy and healthy controls)
Only one study found a difference in the normalised clustering coefficient between epilepsy and healthy
controls, which may suggest that any group differences are due to different numbers or strengths of
network edges. Studies which found an increased clustering coefficient in epilepsy all used covariance
methods to construct networks, whilst studies which found a decreased clustering coefficient in epilepsy
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all used diffusion MRI methods to construct networks, so the different construction methods may
account for the different findings. All covariance network studies found an increase in clustering
coefficient except one study. However, several DTI network studies found no difference in clustering
coefficient.
Normalised Clustering Coefficient (γ)
mean(SD)
Study Epilepsy Controls Findings
Bernhardt 2011 1.85 1.86 ↔
Zhang 2011 2.52 (0.11) 2.60 (0.05) ↓
Liao 2013 ↔
Besseling 2014 3.35 (0.11) 3.35 (0.11) ↔
Liu 2014 2.81 (1.16) 2.52 (0.69) ?
Vaessen 2014 1.9 (0.09) 1.92 (0.07) ↔
Xu 2014 4.39 (0.35) 4.01 (0.42) ?
Xue 2014 ↔
Caeyenburghs 2015 3.72 (0.38) 3.86 (0.60) ↔
Table 2.12: Normalised clustering coefficient in epilepsy and healthy controls. Group
mean and standard deviation read from paper or from graph, or calculated from values
given in tables or graphs. Measurement for density closest to 0.2 taken for inclusion where
measurements for a range of densities were stated. Where group values or standard
deviations are missing these could not be established from the paper. (SD: standard
deviation, ?: no statistical testing performed by authors, ↑: metric is higher in epilepsy,
↓: metric is lower in epilepsy,↔: no difference between epilepsy and healthy controls)
2.5.3.3 Small worldness
The small worldness statistic σ, (calculated as γ
λ
), was investigated by 10 studies. The findings are
shown in Table 2.13. One study found an increased small worldness statistic in patients with epilepsy,
four studies found no difference between patients with epilepsy and healthy controls, and three studies
found a decreased small worldness statistic in patients with epilepsy compared to healthy controls. Two
studies did not test for a statistically significant difference between the groups.
2.5.3.4 Network average strength
The average network strength or overall strength of the network for weighted networks was investigated
by eight studies.135,142,143,145,146,149,150,155 Only studies investigating global average network strength
are included. Studies investigating the distributions of node strengths are not included in this analysis.
Two of the eight studies found increased overall network strength in epilepsy compared to healthy
controls, three studies found no difference, and three studies found decreased network strength in
epilepsy compared to healthy controls.
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Small Worldness Statistic (σ)
mean(SD)
Study Epilepsy Controls Findings
Bernhardt 2011 1.76 1.8 ↔
Zhang 2011 2.4 (0.26) 2.6 (0.26) ↓
Liao 2013 1.8 1.9 ↔
Liu 2014 2.35 (0.72) 2.14 (0.50) ?
Xu 2014 3.89 (0.26) 3.53 (0.37) ?
Xue 2014 ↔
Caeyenburghs 2015 3.61 (0.44) 3.77 (0.85) ↔
Curwood 2015 1.7 (0.08) 1.5 (0.15) ↑
Widjaja 2015 2.08 (0.15) 2.00 (0.14) ↓
Sone 2016 1.1 1.14 ↓
Table 2.13: Small worldness in epilepsy and healthy controls. Group mean and standard
deviation read from paper or from graph, or calculated from values given in tables or graphs.
Measurement for density closest to 0.2 taken for inclusion where measurements for a range
of densities were stated. Where group values or standard deviations are missing, these
could not be established from the papers. (SD: standard deviation, ?: no statistical testing
performed by authors, ↑: metric is higher in epilepsy, ↓: metric is lower in epilepsy,↔: no
difference between epilepsy and healthy controls)
Network Strength (S)
mean(SD)
Study Epilepsy Controls Findings
Zhang 2011 10.1 (0.50) 10.5 (0.99) ↔
Liao 2013 5.5 5 ↑
Lemkaddem 2014 6.7 (1.0) 7.3 (0.7) ↓
Liu 2014 0.18 (0.24) 0.19 (0.14) ↔
Xue 2014 0.46 (0.12) 0.6 (0.14) ↓
Curwood 2015 ↑
Widjaja 2015 0.70 (0.02) 0.72 (0.03) ↓
Li 2016 ↔
Table 2.14: Network average node strength in epilepsy and healthy controls. Group
mean and standard deviation read from paper or from graph, or calculated from values
given in tables or graphs. Measurement for density closest to 0.2 taken for inclusion where
measurements for a range of densities were stated. Where group values or standard
deviations are missing, these could not be established from the paper. (SD: standard
deviation, ?: no statistical testing performed by authors, ↑: metric is higher in epilepsy,
↓: metric is lower in epilepsy,↔: no difference between epilepsy and healthy controls)
2.5.3.5 Other network comparisons between epilepsy and healthy controls
Global network resilience to attack was examined by three studies (see Table 2.7).83,134,151 All of these
found that the global networks of patients with epilepsy were more vulnerable to targeted attacks of
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nodes with high degree, strength, or betweenness centrality, than those of healthy controls. However,
vulnerability to random attacks, where any node is removed from the network, had similar effects on
network measures between patients with epilepsy and healthy controls.
Machine learning techniques for identifying patients with epilepsy from brain connectomes were
assessed by four studies.158–161 These all showed the ability of machine learning techniques to
correctly classify epilepsy patients and healthy controls on the basis of MRI derived structural networks
and their parameters.
Several studies also examined node degree distributions, node betweenness centrality and locations of
hubs (see Table 2.7).83,84,134,143–145,149–152,155–159,162 Studies found various changes in hub locations,
and differences between individual anatomical regions and node statistics. However, these results are
not summarised here as this review concentrates on global network properties rather than changes in
individual nodes or regions.
Decomposition of the network into different modules was examined by seven
studies,131,147,148,152,154,159,162 and results were variable between studies, with some showing
differences in module composition and modularity, and others finding no difference in modularity
statistics. Other parameters investigated are shown in Table 2.7.
2.5.3.6 Epilepsy characteristics
Within the epilepsy patient groups, various associations of epilepsy characteristics with network
measures were investigated. Vaessen et al.133 found drug load was negatively associated with C and
had a non significant positive association with L. However, they found no association between network
measures and the number of seizures or duration of epilepsy.133 Lemkaddem et al. found an
association between the age of onset of epilepsy and L,155 and Xue et al. found an association between
the duration of epilepsy and a lower network strength.142 However, three studies reported no
association between any network measures investigated and epilepsy clinical variables including the
age at seizure onset, duration of epilepsy, drug load, or seizure frequency.135,150,151
2.5.4 Quality and completeness of studies
Quality assessment using the QUADAS-2140 tool is shown in Table 2.15. Patient selection concerns
were identified in studies where the patients were not stated to be selected in a consecutive manner and
methods of selection were unclear. Several studies did not state reasons for patient exclusions and
these were identified as having potential problems with patient flow and timing. Applicability concerns
were only raised when it was not clear from the study methods how patients were diagnosed with
epilepsy. None of the studies stated that network analyses were performed blinded to the patient
groups, but studies did state that imaging adjustment was performed without knowledge of patient
group. Overall, studies had few applicability or bias concerns as assessed by the QUADAS-2 tool.
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Raj 2010 ? 4 4 ? 4 4 4
Bernhardt 2011 4 ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Zhang 2011 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Vaessen 2012 ? ? ? ? 4 4 4
Bonilha 2013 4 ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Liao 2013 ? 4 4 ? 4 4 4
Besseling 2014 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Besson 2014 4 ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Bonilha 2014 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
DeSalvo 2014 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Lemkaddem 2014 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Liu 2014 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Vaessen 2014 ? ? 4 4 4 4 4
Xu 2014 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Xue 2014 4 ? ? 4 4 4 4
Caeyenberghs 2015 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Chiang 2015 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Curwood 2015 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Douw 2015 4 ? 4 4 4 4 4
Fang 2015 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Munsell 2015 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Widjaja 2015 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Yasuda 2015 4 ? 4 4 4 4 4
Garcia-Ramos 2016 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Kamiya 2016 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Li 2016 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Sone 2016 ? ? 4 ? 4 4 4
Wirsich 2016 ? ? 4 4 4 4 4
Table 2.15: Study quality The QUADAS-2 tool was used to assess study quality. Network construction
and analysis was applied to the tool as the index test to diagnose epilepsy. (4: low risk; 8: high risk; ?:
unclear risk due to insufficient information in the study report)
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2.6 Discussion
2.6.1 Summary of main results
Twenty seven studies were identified that investigated differences in whole brain structural networks
derived from MRI between patients with epilepsy and healthy controls. Nineteen studies used diffusion
MRI to create network edges and the remainder used covariance of region volume or thickness.
Meta-analysis was not performed due to the heterogenous study designs, analysis methods, and
numerical estimates of network measures calculated. Five of nine studies found an increased path
length in patients with epilepsy compared to healthy controls, but no studies showed a difference in
normalised average path length. Five of six studies of covariance networks found an increased
clustering coefficient in epilepsy compared to healthy controls. However, DTI studies all found a
decreased clustering coefficient or no difference in clustering coefficient. Eight of nine studies found no
difference in the normalised clustering coefficient between epilepsy and healthy controls. There were no
trends for differences in the small worldness statistic or average network strength between those with
epilepsy and healthy controls in the identified studies.
A higher average path length and a lower global efficiency in patients with epilepsy compared to healthy
controls could be accounted for pathologically by a global loss of white matter with fewer streamlines in
patients with epilepsy in the DTI derived networks.136,137 For the covariance networks, although
regional and local increases in correlation may occur in epilepsy,117 if globally these changes are not
occurring in a co-ordinated pattern, this may still lead to fewer longer range connections, and therefore
longer overall path lengths. There was no consensus amongst studies with regards to changes in
clustering coefficients in epilepsy. This may be due to the different network construction techniques
used by studies. Regional changes in cortical thickness or volumes seen in epilepsy patients138,163 may
lead to increased covariance between nearby regions and therefore increased clustering coefficients in
covariance networks. However, decreases in longer range connections, or global loss of white
matter,117 which may be better represented using DTI derived networks may lead to lower clustering
coefficients in DTI derived networks.117
Studies investigating the normalised average path length, where the metrics are normalised to networks
with the same degree or overall edge weights, found values above 1, suggesting that in epilepsy, the
overall brain structure of higher path lengths than regular networks, is maintained. In addition, all
studies reported small world networks in the epilepsy groups with σ > 1. However, few studies showed
any group differences between those with epilepsy and healthy controls in the normalised metrics λ, γ,
or σ. The elimination of group differences through normalisation of metrics suggests that any
differences in metrics between groups is either being driven by overall network structure, or is not a
robust enough finding to withstand normalisation due to small reported group differences. Small
numerical differences between groups could be driven by small numbers of participants in the groups, or
a lack of sensitivity in network measures to group differences, meaning that differences between groups
must be large before network measures can reliably identify them. These two possibilities could be
addressed by increased the number of participants in groups, or by improving the sensitivity of network
construction methods to small anatomical changes.
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Of the few studies that investigated the relationship of the severity of epilepsy with network metrics, only
half found any associations between network measures and epilepsy characteristics. This may be due
to well characterised, similar epilepsy groups. For example a group of patients with left TLE being
investigated for a surgical programme in a single centre may have a small range of epilepsy
characteristics such as number of daily seizures and duration of epilepsy as they have been
subselected as suitable for that programme and that study. It may also be due to small group numbers
in many studies. However, a few studies did find a dose-response relationship with epilepsy
characteristics, where more severe epilepsy suggested more network disruption compared to healthy
controls. With the current evidence base, it is difficult to know whether this provides further evidence in
addition to the findings in path length and clustering between groups that there is an overall difference in
structural brain networks between epilepsy and healthy controls.
2.6.2 Completeness, quality, and applicability of evidence
The risk of bias in applicability and study conduct as assessed with the QUADAS-2 tool was generally
low. This tool is designed for studies of diagnostic accuracy and was applied as though the network
analysis was the index test, and the diagnosis of epilepsy was the reference standard. This tool was
used as no suitable tool for assessing quality and risk of bias in connectome studies has yet been
developed. However, this tool did not assess all sources of bias or quality in these studies. For example,
no specific assessment of choice of threshold for network construction, methods of correcting for group
differences, or consistent reporting of results was carried out. This led to most studies having an unclear
risk of bias surrounding the network analysis, which was reviewed as the index test.
Studies included few numbers of patients, with epilepsy groups ranging from seven to 156 participants
per study. This is likely due to the intensity of image processing and network matrix processing and
analysis required to create and analyse MRI derived structural networks. Further, all studies used
slightly different network construction techniques, with a wide variety of atlases, number of network
nodes, edge types, and network densities. This meant that networks were not comparable between
studies, and numerical estimates of network measures varied widely. This prevented any meta-analysis
being undertaken and restricted the analysis options available. Several studies calculated group network
measures and used permutation testing to test statistical associations, which is a reliably documented
method for assessing group differences in network analysis. However, these analyses also do not lend
themselves easily to meta-analysis unless measures of dispersion are also provided along with the
group estimate and p value, and this was not the case in most studies. This also contributed to the
decision not to undertake meta-analysis for these studies. Larger studies using similar methodologies
that create individual rather than group networks would lend themselves to meta-analysis more easily.
Abstract screening and study selection was performed by two people independently, which decreases
the chance of potentially relevant papers being missed by this review. Checking forward citations and
reference lists meant that it is unlikely that any studies were missed by this review. The lack of clear
network parameters documented in papers or supplementary material meant that these were required
to be calculated from graphs or figures, which may have introduced mistakes into the review
methodology. Ideally, data extraction would be double checked by a second reviewer or authors would
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provide accurate figures. However, contacted authors did not respond with figures where these were
missing or only available to be read from graphs.
2.6.3 Recommendations for Reporting
The advantages of meta-analysis are that results of smaller studies can be combined to increase the
number studied, the statistical power, and improve estimates of the effect size of the association.
Performing meta-analysis based on a systematic review aims to avoid the selective weighting and
inclusion and the consequent inherent risk of bias that can result from narrative reviews without clear
inclusion and exclusion criteria and an aim to include all available literature. Combining estimates is
particularly important in areas where small numbers are enrolled in studies, such as this investigation
into connectome differences in epilepsy. Small numbers result from a smaller pool of patients with the
condition of interest compared to the general population and the resources and time required to process
data for connectome studies. However, the studies identified by this review could not be combined in a
meta-analysis despite a reasonable number of studies addressing the same research questions. This
was due to the heterogeneity of populations, network construction methods, and network analysis
methods, and variability in study reporting. Many sources of heterogeneity are inherent in the question
addressed. Epilepsy covers a wide range of clinical syndromes and conditions. Structural networks can
be constructed and analysed in multiple different ways, with advantages and disadvantages to each
technique, and no generally accepted gold standard for each step of the processing and analysis
pathway. However, consistent reporting of studies would aid in meta-analysis of those studies with
similar analysis methods of similar populations. The minimum dataset required to be reported to allow
an evidence synthesis and meta-analysis of connectome differences in epilepsy compared to healthy
controls is:
• description of the population studied and the comparison population, including inclusion and
exclusion criteria
• description of connectome creation, including parcellation scheme and number of nodes, any
data thresholding, network density choices, choice of edge construction method and description
of edge construction, and any corrections of the data for population characteristics
• description of methods of calculation of network measures
• value and measure of dispersion of either group level or individual network for each measure
assessed in each group
• whether data was processed and analysed blinded to group allocation, and steps taken to
minimise bias and improve accuracy during data processing
These points could be used as minimum reporting criteria in future studies of graph theory measures to
facilitate assessment of study quality and risk of bias and allow meta-analysis. This would facilitate the
combination of published studies to create estimates of correlation or effect sizes for the association of
network measures with epilepsy.
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2.7 Conclusions
Twenty seven studies have investigated structural network differences between patients with epilepsy
and healthy controls. Heterogeneity in study populations, network construction and analysis methods,
and data reporting meant study estimates could not be combined for meta-analysis. An increased
average path length and decreased global efficiency was found in epilepsy compared to healthy
controls, but this finding was not consistent across studies. Higher clustering coefficients were found in
patients with epilepsy in studies of structural covariance, but not in studies of DTI derived connectomes.
Most studies found no differences between patients with epilepsy and healthy controls in the normalised
average path length and clustering coefficient, suggesting any differences may be due to network
construction methods rather than global network organisation. Recommendations for reporting and




This thesis aims to address whether structural network characteristics are associated with cognitive
function in suspected epilepsy and epilepsy surgery. To achieve this, two clinical cohorts were
investigated. This chapter provides a detailed description of the methods used in Chapters 4 and 5 to
identify and anlayse the clinical cohorts. The methods used to collect the study data and establish
subgroups are described. Then, the creation of connectomes from structural MRI data is described.
Finally the analyses of the structural networks and the statistical analysis of the network characteristics
with the clinical characteristics of the cohorts is described.
3.2 Aims
Chapter 4 investigates a cohort of children undergoing an epilepsy research protocol MRI for
investigation of suspected seizures. Both cortical thickness and DTI based brain networks were created
from structural MRI data for the children in this cohort. The association of structural network measures
with cognitive dysfunction and IQ was investigated. The two types of network were compared with each
other to assess the robustness of the findings, and the influence of markers of epilepsy severity on the
network characteristics were investigated.
Chapter 4 investigates children undergoing epilepsy surgery who have had appropriate investigation
and follow up with MRI and neuropsychology. In this cohort, cortical thickness networks were created
and the association with pre-operative and post-operative IQ scores was investigated. This investigated
whether the findings from the first cohort were applicable in a second different cohort of children with
epilepsy, and whether structural network measures can be used to predict cognitive outcomes following
epilepsy surgery.
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3.3 Description of the Cohorts
3.3.1 Suspected epilepsy cohort
Between 2004 and 2009 children undergoing an MRI for known or suspected epilepsy at the University
Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU) underwent brain imaging using a specific research epilepsy protocol
MRI scan. The details of children imaged using this protocol were recorded in a research database at
the time of scanning. From this database, children between the ages of one year and 17 years whose
MRI scan was available on the UMCU Picture Archiving and Communications System (PACS) were
selected for inclusion in the suspected epilepsy cohort. Children under the age of one year were
excluded because poor grey white differentiation at this age makes automated MRI segmentation
unreliable. The upper age cut off was set at 17 years to create a cohort that only included paediatric
patients. Many epilepsy syndromes tend to occur in specific age groups,164 and the onset of epilepsy
during childhood is more frequently associated with cognitive dysfunction.103 The cohort was restricted
to paediatric patients to decrease the heterogeneity of patients and to ensure the results are applicable
to the groups of children encountered in paediatric clinical practice. Clinical data was extracted from the
electronic patient record system of the UMCU and the research database created at the time of MRI
imaging. Clinical data collected included demographics, age at the onset of seizures, duration of
seizures, seizure types, epilepsy diagnoses, medication, and the results of EEG, MRI, and other clinical
investigations. The results from this cohort are presented in Chapter 4.
3.3.2 Epilepsy surgery cohort
A multicentre epilepsy surgery cohort was planned, and children meeting the following inclusion criteria
were sought.
Inclusion criteria:
• Undergone or undergoing resective epilepsy surgery in an epilepsy surgery centre
• Between the ages of 1 year and 17 years at the time of surgery
• Both DTI and 3D T1-weighted non-contrast MRI performed pre-operatively
• Assessment of IQ both pre-operatively and at one year or later post operatively
Patients under one year of age were excluded due to the difficulties in automated segmentation of grey
and white matter below this age. Patients above 17 years at the time of operation were excluded to
ensure the results were applicable and valid for the paediatric population. A 3D T1-weighted MRI scan
was essential for segmentation into anatomical ROIs to act as nodes for network creation. A
pre-operative IQ score was necessary to compare baseline network characteristics with baseline
pre-operative cognition, and a post-operative IQ score was necessary to assess whether the baseline
network characteristics could predict the change in IQ following resective surgery. Patients who had
undergone resective procedures, such as lobectomy, functional hemispherectomy, or lesion resection
were included and those who had undergone palliative procedures such as callosotomy or had bilateral
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seizure onset were excluded so that the population had similar seizure and cognitive outcome
expectations.
Initial discussions were held between the Royal Hospital for Sick Children (RHSC), Edinburgh, United
Kingdom (UK), Boston Children’s Hospital (BCH), United States of America (USA), and the UMCU, The
Netherlands to create a multi-centre surgical cohort. The cohorts identified at each centre are described
below.
3.3.2.1 Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edinburgh
All children who had undergone resective epilepsy surgery in Edinburgh were identified from the
database of the Scottish national paediatric epilepsy surgery service. Data was available from February
2012 when the service began. Scottish national PACS was searched to identify patients with suitable
pre-operative imaging, and Research Ethics Committee (REC) and National Health Service (NHS)
Lothian Research and Design (R&D) approval was sought to add DTI for research purposes to the
pre-operative imaging of children undergoing epilepsy surgery. This was approved and commenced
from March 2015. Paper neuropsychology records for NHS Lothian were searched to identify and
record the standard clinical epilepsy surgery pre-operative and post-operative neuropsychological
assessments for patients assessed within NHS Lothian. The national paediatric epilepsy surgery
service database and NHS Lothian electronic patient records were searched to identify the clinical
details of the eligible participants.
During the process of data collection and analysis there was a formal review of the location of the
Scottish paediatric epilepsy surgery service and it was not possible to continue with data collection or
analysis for the Scottish service at this time. It also became apparant that very few children had
neuropsychology assessments documented in NHS Lothian, and therefore pre-operative and
post-operative IQ scores were available for fewer than 10 patients. Due to this, the results from this
cohort are not presented in this thesis.
3.3.2.2 Boston Children’s Hospital
Patients who had undergone resective epilepsy surgery were identified by collaborators in Boston via
their epilepsy surgery service database. Neuropsychology test results were entered into this database.
A data sharing agreement was agreed for the anonymous analysis of these patients. MRI scans for this
same group of patients were transferred electronically. On receipt of the MRI scans, it was apparent that
the group of patients were imaged on multiple different MRI platforms with only up to three patients
sharing each of several markedly different DTI sequences. The neuropsychology scores for this cohort
were not initially entered into the database, and sourcing these led to a long delay in acquiring patient
data. Because of the concern over eliciting whether differences in network measures were due to the
different scanner platforms and sequences rather than differences in patient cognition and clinical
characteristics, and the delay in acquiring neuropsychological data, results from this cohort are also not
presented in this thesis.
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3.3.2.3 University Medical Centre Utrecht
All children who had undergone epilepsy surgery and had attended both a pre-operative and a
post-operative neuropsychological assessment at the UMCU were identified from the records of the
paediatric neuropsychology department. The UMCU PACS was searched for each of the children to
identify whether a pre-operative 3D T1-weighted non-contrast MRI sequence and a DTI sequence had
been performed. As only a few patients had undergone DTI imaging pre-operatively, and
neuropsychology data was not available from the other two centres, the inclusion criteria were changed
so that patients with only 3D T1-weighted imaging and no DTI sequence could also be included. Only
MRI scans within the two years prior to the operation were considered to ensure comparison with
contemporaneous neuropsychological assessment results. Children without a 3D T1-weighted MRI
scan within two years prior to the operation date were excluded. Demographic and clinical data was
acquired for all patients from the electronic record system of the UMCU, the Dutch paediatric epilepsy
surgery database, and other surgical epilepsy databases at the paediatric neurology department. Data
collected included demographics, epilepsy characteristics, medication, and surgical outcome. All clinical
data were entered into custom databases and spreadsheets. The results from this cohort are reported
in Chapter 5.
3.4 Research Approvals and Data Sharing Agreements
Research approval and data sharing agreements were agreed for the epilepsy surgery cohorts from the
RHSC, BCH, and UMCU. The South East Scotland REC committee confirmed a favourable ethical
opinion for the study in March 2015. NHS Lothian R&D approval was granted for this project in April
2015. This study initially only included patients with DTI MRI sequences acquired for clinical use or
added to the pre-operative MRI planning scan for research purposes. In patients in whom the DTI
sequence was added for research purposes, ethical approval was only granted for patient or parent
consent in patients up to the age of 16 years as in Scotland the provisions of the Adults with Incapacity
(Scotland) Act 2000 apply to those over the age of 16 years and parents cannot consent on behalf of
their children unless they hold power of attorney. Due to the lack of patients with pre-operative DTI
imaging available, a substantial amendment to facilitate the use of all retrospective data in patients up to
18 years of age who had undergone resective epilepsy surgery and only had 3D T1-weighted imaging
available was added and approved by the South East Scotland REC and NHS Lothian R&D department
in June 2015. This was to facilitate analysis with cortical thickness connectomes in the surgical cohort
once it became clear that there would be insufficient patients with pre-operative DTI available to analyse
DTI derived networks.
In July 2015, the Dutch Medical Ethics Committee (METC) of the UMCU considered the study and
confirmed that the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO) did not apply and that
official approval of the study was not required. This allowed the retrospective use of patient clinical,
neuropsychological, and imaging data for the purposes of assessing the relationship between network
characteristics and cognition in patients undergoing epilepsy surgery. To allow data transfer between
the UMCU and the University of Edinburgh, a clinical trial agreement was required by the University of
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Edinburgh. This was approved by both parties in July 2015.
At BCH, ongoing Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for research assessment of the paediatric
epilepsy surgery programme was already in place and had undergone a continuing review in May 2015.
A data transfer agreement for the transfer of anonymous data between the University of Edinburgh and
BCH was agreed in May 2016. This required appropriate clinical trials insurance to be arranged by the
University of Edinburgh prior to any data transfers being accepted. Confirmation of appropriate
insurance was provided by the University of Edinburgh in February 2016.
3.5 Data Management
At each epilepsy surgery centre, each individual patient was assigned a unique anonymous study
number. The link between patient details and the unique study number was stored on a password
protected computer on the clinical hospital network at the clinical site. Access to the file linking patient
identity and study number was restricted to acquiring and linking the clinical data, neuropsychology
data, and MRI data. Study data was then stored only linked to the unique study number on University of
Edinburgh computers. Data transferred to the University of Edinburgh only included the unique study
number and did not include any patient identifiable data. Anonymous data from UMCU was transferred
using an encrypted password protected hard disc carried on the person of the researcher. Anonymous
data from BCH was transferred over a secure encrypted data transfer service. Anonymous data from
the RHSC was acquired and entered directly into co-located University of Edinburgh computers from the
NHS Lothian network. On the University of Edinburgh network, data was stored in password protected
files on a password protected network, and backed up regularly. Data was processed using local
computers and servers within the University of Edinburgh network.
3.6 Neuropsychology Methods
All neuropsychology assessments were carried out at the patient’s local epilepsy surgery centre or local
hospital by trained paediatric neuropsychologists. All assessments were carried out for clinical purposes
and no additional research assessments were performed. In the epilepsy surgery cohort,
neuropsychological assessment was carried out pre-operatively and at two years post operatively, and
all patients were assessed. In the paediatric seizure cohort, neuropsychological assessments were
carried out when clinically indicated at the request of the clinicians caring for the patient, and not all
patients underwent formal neuropsychological assessment. All children underwent neuropsychological
testing in their native language.
3.6.1 IQ assessment
Age and developmentally appropriate instruments were used to assess IQ. Due to the 1 year to 17
years age range in these cohorts, it would not have been appropriate to test all patients using the same
instrument. The IQ tests used in the cohorts in this thesis are shown in Table 3.1 along with each test’s
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appropriate age range. Numbers of patients undertaking each test type are reported with the test
results in Chapters 4 and 5. Post-operative assessments were carried out using the same instrument as
pre-operatively. When patients scored lower than the lowest score possible on the test, this was
recorded as not achieving an IQ score. When IQ scores could not be calculated, but the assessing
neuropsychologist believed it was appropriate to calculate a DQ, this was calculated as:
DQ = 100∗ mental age
calendar age
Both IQ and DQ scores were combined and used in analyses. All tests used had a population normal
mean of 100 points and a standard deviation of 15 points, so were combined on this population normed
scale and were not converted to z scores. The difference between pre-operative and post-operative
scores was calculated as the post-operative score minus the pre-operative score. Total Intelligence
Quotient (TIQ), VIQ, and PIQ scores were all recorded when these were available from the instruments
used, but only TIQ was used in the final analyses. This was to ensure that all test results used were
attempting to measure the same underlying construct of general cognitive ability.
Neuropsychological Test Age Range
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scales of Intelligence (WPPSI) 3-7 years
Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children (WISC) 5-17 years
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS) 16-17 years
Snijders-Oomen Niet-verbale Intelligentietest (SON) 3-7 years
Kaufman Adolescent and Adult Intelligence Test (KAIT) 15-17 years
Bayley Scales of Infant Development (BSID) 16-165 months
Table 3.1: IQ test and age range IQ tests, their abbreviations, and the age ranges tested
during neuropsychological assessment.
3.6.2 Diagnosis of cognitive impairment
For the suspected epilepsy cohort described in Chapter 4, the UMCU electronic patient records and
paediatric neurology databases were searched to establish if the child had a diagnosis of Intellectual
Disability (ID) documented by a neuropsychologist or paediatrician caring for that child. If the child had a
documented diagnosis of an ID or if they attended special education due to significant educational
needs, they were assigned to the group with cognitive impairment. If the child had documented evidence
that there were no concerns about their cognitive development or educational attainment, they were
assigned to the cognitively normal group. Children with special educational needs only due to physical
disability who did not also have cognitive dysfunction or an ID and who were documented to have
normal cognitive and educational development, were assigned to the group without cognitive difficulties.
If there was no documentation regarding an ID, no neuropsychology assessment, or no documentation
of educational attainment, then these children were not assigned to either group, and were excluded
from analyses of cognitive impairment. The diagnosis of ID or special educational needs was
independently clarified from each child’s medical records by two doctors on two separate occasions.
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In the epilepsy surgery cohort, a diagnosis of cognitive impairment was determined using the IQ score.
Those who scored between 70-130 points, within two standard deviations of the population mean of 100
were considered to have scored within the normal range of the test. Those who scored below 70 points,
or who were unable to be assigned a IQ or DQ score due to severe impairment were considered to have
cognitive impairment.
3.6.3 Assessment of change in IQ
A clinically meaningful change in IQ was taken as a change in full scale or total IQ of at least 10 points,
as agreed and described in previous studies investigating IQ change.125,126,165 In the epilepsy surgery
cohort patients were divided into two groups. One group had a post-operative increase in IQ of at least
10 points, and the other group did not. A change in IQ of fewer than 10 points was taken as no change
in IQ. Any decrease in IQ of at least 10 points was also recorded.
3.7 Imaging Methods
3.7.1 MRI acquisition
All MRI scans were acquired as part of routine clinical care. No additional research scans were
acquired in the cohorts of patients whose results are reported in this thesis. In the suspected epilepsy
cohort all scans were acquired on a 1.5 T Philips Achieva with a SENSE 8 channel head coil. The 3D
volume T1-weighted scan was a fast field echo sequence with a TR of 25ms, an TE of 4.6ms, a flip
angle of 30◦, a field of view (FOV) of 256x256mm2, and a slice thickness of 1mm to give a near isotropic
voxel size of 0.94x0.94x1mm. The acquisition time for this sequence was 2mins11s. The DTI sequence
consisted of a single EPI b=0s/mm2 image followed by 15 diffusion directions at a b value of 800s/mm2.
Acquisition parameters were TR=1382ms, TE=60ms, flip angle=90◦, FOV=128x128mm2, slice
thickness=2mm, voxel size = 1.75x1.75x2mm, and an acquisition time of 2mins12s.
In the epilepsy surgery cohort 3D T1-weighted MRI was performed as a pre-operative assessment or for
surgical planning purposes as part of routine clinical care according to one of the following protocols:
1. 1.5T Phillips Achieva with SENSE head coil. TR:25ms, TE:4.6ms, flip angle:30◦, FOV:256x256,
voxel size: 0.94x0.94x1
2. 1.5T Phillips Achieva with SENSE head coil. TR:8.2ms, TE:3.7ms, flip angle:8◦, FOV:256x256,
voxel size: 1x1x1
3. 1.5T Phillips Intera with SENSE head coil. TR:25ms, TE:7ms, flip angle:30◦, FOV:256x256, voxel
size: 1x1x1
4. 1.5T Phillips Intera with SENSE head coil. TR:8.2ms, TE:3.7ms, flip angle:8◦, FOV:256x256,
voxel size: 1x1x1
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3.7.2 MRI processing
Anonymised MRI data labelled with unique study numbers were exported from PACS in Digital Imaging
and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format and transferred to the University of Edinburgh
servers as described in section 3.5. DICOM files were converted to Neuroimaging Informatics
Technology Initiative (NifTI) format using dcm2nii.146
3.7.2.1 Processing of 3D T1-weighted sequences
Each patient’s 3D T1-weighted sequence was visually inspected for quality and pathology. It was not
possible to extract meaningful data from scans with excessive artefact, so these were excluded from the
study. Examples of significant movement, ring, streak, or implant artefacts leading to exclusion from the
study are shown in Figure 3.1. The numbers of patients with artefacts leading to exclusion in each
cohort are reported in Sections 4.5.1.1 and 5.4.1. All scans had been previously reported by a
consultant radiologist aware of the patient’s clinical history. Any reported abnormalities were identified
and recorded.
The 3D T1-weighted sequence was processed using Freesurfer software, which is documented and
available online (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Briefly, the brain was extracted using a watershed
and surface deformation procedure,166 the Talairach transformation was computed, and volumetric
segmentation of deep grey matter structures and subcortical white matter structures was performed.49
Then the grey:white matter boundaries and grey matter:cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) boundaries were
defined using intensity normalisation and automated topology correction to place the boundaries at the
location with the greatest shift in signal intensity.167 Surface based registration was performed by
inflation of the cortical surface and parcellation into cortical units matching sulcal and gyral folding
patterns.168 Parcellation was completed using the Desikan-Killiany atlas.48 At each surface vertex,
cortical thickness was calculated as the distance from the grey:white boundary to the grey:CSF
boundary.169
All segmentations and parcellations were manually checked for quality and accuracy. Manual checks
were undertaken in all subjects following: (1) brain extraction, (2) tissue segmentation, and (3) cortical
and subcortical parcellation. In addition, if an error message occurred or data processing stalled,
additional manual checks were performed. To check brain extraction, the volume extracted was overlaid
on the original T1-weighted data in each subject. Images were visually checked for unintentional
inclusion of dura or skull and missing brain within the brain volume. Each slice in all three planes was
checked. Following tissue segmentation, white matter and grey matter volume maps were overlaid on
the original T1-weighted data and the extracted brain. White and grey matter boundaries were visually
checked against the macroscopic appearance of the T1-weighted volume on each slice in all three
planes. To check cortical and subcortical segmentations, the segmentations with labels were overlaid
on the original T1-weighted volume and each labelled region was checked in its complete volume in all
three planes. This was checked through existing knowledge of approximate region boundaries and for
symmetry where appropriate. The list of segmented structures was also checked to ensure no regions
were missing from the parcellation. All processed images and file names were labelled with the
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Figure 3.1: Participants excluded due to MRI artefact. Axial MRI example scans of
participants who were excluded due to imaging artefacts degrading the data and preventing
accurate automated analysis
anonymised study number. Although I had full access to all data including group allocations, and IQ
scores, the image processing was carried out completely separately in batches on a separate computer
without these files, and it would not have been practical to remember group allocations or IQ scores or
check these whilst checking multiple processed images or performing manual editing. Although manual
editing is a potential source of bias within the processing pipeline, this was performed in preference to
including visibly inaccurate data in the analyses or excluding multiple subjects from the analyses due to
inaccurate automated processing.
When Freesurfer software was not able to process the MRI data, or segmentations or parcellations were
inaccurate, manual adjustments were made to the Freesurfer processing stream. In some cases with
abnormal anatomy, initial registration to the Talairach atlas failed. This was performed manually using
Freesurfer tools when necessary. When left and right hemispheres were not correctly identified as such
in patients with hemispheric abnormalities, manual seed points for the corpus callosum were set. To
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adjust brain masks after skull stripping was performed, the watershed parameters and use of the atlas
were adjusted to improve the brain extraction. When an accurate brain mask could not be generated
after rerunning brain extraction with adjusted parameters, the brain mask was manually edited slice by
slice within Freesurfer. The segmentation of grey matter, white matter and CSF was found to be
inaccurate in regions with pathology and in regions with lower signal intensity than the rest of the brain.
A problem with lower overall signal intensity was frequently identified in the temporal lobes. To correct
the tissue boundaries, control points were used in the white matter to manually set the intensity of the
voxel to that of white matter, or the white matter template was manually edited. An example of manual
correction of the temporal grey white boundary using control points is shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Correction of white matter segmentation using control points. Left:
Example of low intensity in the temporal lobe causing inaccurate identification of the grey
white boundary and therefore of the pial surface. A control point (green dot) was added to
set the intensity of that voxel to that of white matter. Right: The new white matter and pial
surface boundaries following regeneration of the surfaces using the control point to reset
the level at which white matter should be identified in this region. (green dot: control point
location, yellow line: white matter surface, red line: pial surface)
When hemispheric abnormalities compromised whole brain accurate segmentations, right or left
hemispheres were processed separately, or only the healthy hemisphere was processed. When
abnormal anatomy caused shift or absence of subcortical regions, and this affected the accuracy of
cortical segmentations, cortical processing was performed ignoring the prior subcortical segmentation.
Region labels of segmentations were edited as required by renaming voxels using the Freesurfer
interface. After each step, the processing stream was re-run from the appropriate step, and the results
were re-examined for quality and accuracy. This led to multi-stage processing for some scans,
particularly those showing extensive pathology. An example of a scan that required multiple manual
interventions for accurate segmentation and parcellation is shown in Figure 3.3.
Accurate whole brain segmentation and parcellation was attempted in all cases without significant
artefact. Some pathological findings, such as small white matter abnormalities, or deep small infarcts,
did not interfere with accurate segmentation, parcellation, and cortical thickness measurements.
Lesions such as tumours or cortical dysplasia interfered with accurate assessment and measurements
only in the gyri, lobe, or hemisphere affected. In these cases, as long as the rest of the brain was
accurately processed, the inaccurate region was recorded and excluded from analysis. In some cases,
extensive bilateral pathology interfered with processing, and no accurate segmentation or parcellation
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could be performed. Examples of these cases are shown in Figure 3.4. When a single hemisphere
could not be accurately segmented and parcellated, patients were excluded from further analyses. The
numbers of patients removed from the analyses due to extensive bilateral pathology in the cohorts are
reported in Sections 4.5.1.1 and 5.4.1.
Figure 3.3: Manual intervention of Freesurfer pipeline. This scan required manual
Talairach registration, manual specification of the corpus callosum seed point to correctly
separate the right and left hemispheres, and separate processing of the left hemisphere.
Left: original T1 axial volume scan. Middle: Brain extracted data with pial surface outlined
in red and the white matter surface outlined in yellow. Right: Accurately segmented right
hemisphere. The left hemisphere could not be accurately segmented due to the extensive
pathological changes and was not used in the analysis
Figure 3.4: Participants excluded due to bilateral pathology Examples of participants
who were excluded due to the presence of bilateral extensive pathology that prevented
accurate segmentation and parcellation. Left: Four year old patient with lissencephaly.
Right: 18 month old patient with tuberous sclerosis and multiple bilateral cortical and
subcortical tubers.
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3.7.2.2 Processing of DTI sequences
The DTI sequences were processed at the UMCU. Patient motion and eddy current distortions were
corrected by aligning all 15 diffusion weighted scans to the b=0s/mm2 image.170 Diffusion tensors were
estimated deterministically at each voxel and the main diffusion direction was selected as that voxel’s
principal eigenvector using robust estimation of tensors by outlier rejection.171 The FA at each voxel was
calculated. FA is determined by the eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor’s eigenvector that points along the













Whole brain streamlines were generated using the fiber assignment by continuous tracking (FACT)
algorithm.172 Eight seed points were placed in each white matter voxel and the stopping criteria used
were an FA of less than 0.1 in the voxel, a turning angle of more than 45 degrees, or exit of the
streamline from the brain mask volume. Linear registration of the DTI sequence to the 3D T1-weighted
sequence was performed to allow alignment of the Freesurfer segmentation with the generated
streamlines. These methods of determining streamlines are in established use for network creation.81
3.8 Network Methods
3.8.1 Network construction
3.8.1.1 Cortical thickness networks
A single group cortical thickness network was constructed for each patient group described in Chapters
4 and 5. Whole brain cortical thickness networks were constructed using anatomical regions as nodes
and the correlation in cortical thickness between these regions as edges. The 68 regions of the
Desikan-Killiany atlas48 were taken as the network nodes. Atlas regions and the order in which they are
displayed in this thesis are shown in Table 3.2. Cortical thickness in each of the 68 regions was
measured using Freesurfer as described in Section 3.7.2. Networks were constructed in MATLAB
Release 2015b (The Mathworks Inc, Massachusetts, United States). The pearson product moment
correlation of the cortical thickness of each region was calculated and used as the weight of the edge
between each pair of regions, as per previous studies.83,134,143
In addition to using the cortical thickness measurements to create networks, age and sex corrected
cortical thickness measurements were also used in an attempt to mitigate the effects of age and sex on
the network findings. To correct for age and sex, a linear model predicting the cortical thickness
measurement from the age and sex of the patients was fitted for each of the 68 regions, and the
standardised residual from these models at each region was used instead of the original cortical
thickness measurement. The pearson product moment correlation for each region pair was again
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calculated, and these correlations were used as the edge strengths between each region for the age
and sex corrected cortical thickness networks. These, and similar methods have previously been used
in studies of cortical thickness networks.83,143,149
Single hemisphere cortical thickness networks were constructed using the 34 Desikan-Killiany regions
from a single hemisphere (right or left). Both raw cortical thickness measurements and age and sex
corrected residuals were used to determine edge strengths in single hemisphere networks.
The correlation matrices were used as the connectivity or adjacency matrices for each group. Self-self
connections were set to zero and negative correlations were removed as is frequently described in
connectome analysis of both structural and functional data due to the lack of clarity over interpretation of
negative correlations and inability of current mathematical graph theory analysis to deal with negative
edge weights.74 The matrices were thresholded using absolute thresholding to remove all weights
below the threshold value or by proportional thresholding to maintain the proportion of weights above
the threshold value. Thresholds were applied at 0.1 intervals from zero to one. The threshold at which
both group networks remained fully connected was used for group comparisons. This was to facilitate
the calculation of network average path lengths and is a technique described in previous analyses of
cortical thickness connectomes.52,83,173 Cortical thickness networks were also thresholded to create
sparse networks as described previously,52 aiming for densities of around 0.2 for comparison to DTI
derived networks. Networks of similar densities were compared because of the reliance of many graph
parameters on the density of the network.70 The reasoning for the choice of thresholds at which
network characteristics were calculated in each group is discussed in the methods, results, and
discussion sections of Chapters 4 and 5. Both weighted and binary networks were investigated. To
create binary cortical thickness networks, all edge weights that remained after thresholding were set to
one. Non-existent edge weights were set to zero. The processing pipeline to create cortical thickness
networks is shown in Figure 3.5.
3.8.1.2 DTI networks
DTI networks were created in MATLAB using the 68 cortical regions of the Desikan-Killiany atlas, plus
the 14 subcortical regions, and three brain stem regions segmented with Freesurfer. These were
created by Martijn van den Heuvel. The 85 ROIs are described and numbered in the order displayed in
adjacency matrices in this thesis in Table 3.2. The existence and weights of edges between these
nodes were determined using two methods. A NOS adjacency matrix was formed by counting the NOS
that connected each pair of nodes. NOS network weights were examined with both raw streamline
counts and after normalisation of streamline counts so that they followed a gaussian distribution and
were in the range from zero to one. This was achieved using the normalisation tools distributed with the
Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT),74 and is as described in previous studies.81,174 An FA weighted
network adjacency matrix was formed by averaging the FA values in all voxels traversed by the
streamlines connecting each pair of nodes. Average FA fall between zero and one due to FA only taking
values between zero and one and were analysed without any normalisation. The processing pipeline to
create DTI based networks is shown in Figure 3.5.
Streamline counts generated from white matter seeds may introduce bias into measurements through
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over-representation of long white matter matter fibres due to seeding in white matter,
under-representation of fibres travelling long distances due to problems with tractography algorithms
reconstructing long distance white matter tracts, preference for algorithms to end streamlines at gyri
rather than sulci, and an increased number of streamlines beginning or ending at cortical nodes with
larger volumes or surface areas.175 Various attempts have been made to correct for these errors,
including correcting the number of streamlines for the volume or surface area of the node, use of
average tract FA, introducing a threshold number of streamlines, normalising streamline counts using
various methods, using the volume or cross sectional area of the path of the streamline, or dealing only
with binary networks.175 This thesis uses tract average FA, binary networks, and normalisation of
streamline counts to assess for any influence of bias introduced through streamline counts. Where raw
streamline counts are used in this thesis, these are always compared to other methods of correcting for
streamline bias. Raw streamline counts are used as the raw method of network construction. Correction
of the number of streamlines to streamline density was not undertaken as correction using FA values
already corrects for the previously mentioned biases.
Binary networks were created from both the FA and NOS weighted adjacency matrices by setting all
existent connections to have a weight of one. These are referred to as the FA and NOS binary networks.
Individual binary and weighted FA and NOS networks were analysed for each participant. Group
averaged DTI networks were also created for some analyses. To create the group averaged networks,
only connections appearing in at least 60% of all subjects within the group were retained. Each
remaining edge was weighted with the average weight of those subjects in whom the edge existed.
Group averaged networks were created for both the FA and NOS networks, and were analysed as both
weighted networks and binary networks. The binary group averaged connectivity matrices were created
by setting all existing edge weights to one and non existent edge weights to zero.
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Figure 3.5: Network creation pathway. Data processing steps to create connectomes
from structural MRI data. Anatomical regions were segmented using the Freesurfer
Desikan-Killiany atlas. For cortical thickness networks (left), the cortical thickness at each
region was calculated as the distance between the white matter boundary outlined in
yellow and the cortical surface outlined in red. The pearson correlation coefficient of the
cortical thickness measurements at each region was used as the edge weight. For DTI
networks (right), streamlines were generated between each cortical region and the number
of streamlines or the average FA along the streamline was used as the edge weight. For
both network types, self-self connections were set to zero. Networks or connectomes can
be displayed anatomically (bottom left) with nodes placed in anatomical regions and edges
placed between connected nodes, or as adjacency matrices (bottom right), where the edges
are represented as filled in yellow-red squares and each node is a row or column in the
matrix. (DTI: diffusion tensor imaging, FA:fractional anisotropy)
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right accumbens area 14
left bank of the superior temporal sulcus 15 1
left caudal anterior cingulate cortex 16 2
left caudal middle frontal gyrus 17 3
left cuneus cortex 18 4
left entorhinal cortex 19 5
left fusiform gyrus 20 6
left inferior parietal cortex 21 7
left inferior temporal gyrus 22 8
left isthmus of cingulate cortex 23 9
left lateral occipital cortex 24 10
left lateral orbital frontal cortex 25 11
left lingual gyrus 26 12
left medial orbital frontal cortex 27 13
left middle temporal gyrus 28 14
left parahippocampal gyrus 29 15
left paracentral lobule 30 16
left pars opercularis 31 17
left pars orbitalis 32 18
left pars triangularis 33 19
left pericalcarine cortex 34 20
left postcentral gyrus 35 21
left posterior cingulate cortex 36 22
left precentral gyrus 37 23
left precuneus cortex 38 24
left rostral anterior cingulate cortex 39 25
left rostral middle frontal gyrus 40 26
left superiorfrontal gyrus 41 27
left superior parietal cortex 42 28
left superior temporal gyrus 43 29
left supramarginal gyrus 44 30
left frontal pole 45 31
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Region DTI Region Number Cort.Thick. Region Number
left temporal pole 46 32
left transverse temporal cortex 47 33
left insula 48 34
right bank of the superior temporal sulcus 49 35
right caudal anterior cingulate cortex 50 36
right caudal middle frontal gyrus 51 37
right cuneus cortex 52 38
right entorhinal cortex 53 39
right fusiform gyrus 54 40
right inferior parietal cortex 55 41
right inferior temporal gyrus 56 42
right isthmus of cingulate cortex 57 43
right lateral occipital cortex 58 44
right lateral orbital frontal cortex 59 45
right lingual gyrus 60 46
right medial orbital frontal cortex 61 47
right middle temporal gyrus 62 48
right parahippocampal gyrus 63 49
right paracentral lobule 64 50
right pars opercularis 65 51
right pars orbitalis 66 52
right pars triangularis 67 53
right pericalcarine cortex 68 54
right postcentral gyrus 69 55
right posterior cingulate cortex 70 56
right precentral gyrus 71 57
right precuneus cortex 72 58
right rostral anterior cingulate cortex 73 59
right rostral middle frontal gyrus 74 60
right superiorfrontal gyrus 75 61
right superior parietal cortex 76 62
right superior temporal gyrus 77 63
right supramarginal gyrus 78 64
right frontal pole 79 65
right temporal pole 80 66
right transverse temporal cortex 81 67
right insula 82 68
brain stem 83
left ventral dorsal columns 84
right ventral dorsal columns 85
Table 3.2: Network region descriptions. Descriptions of network regions for DTI and Cort.Thick.
networks. Numbering of nodes is in the order displayed in all adjacency matrices in this thesis. (DTI:
diffusion tensor imaging; Cort.Thick.: cortical thickness)
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3.8.2 Network measures
Connectivity matrices for the networks were analysed using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox74 in
MATLAB. The network measures analysed in this thesis are described in the following sections. To
define the network measures, the following notation is used:
• n is the number of nodes in the network
• N is the set of all nodes in the network
• l is the number of edges in the network
• L is the set of all edges in the network
• lw is the sum of all edge weights in the network
• i and j are nodes in the network
• i j is the link between nodes i and j
• a is the binary adjacency matrix or undirected binary graph
• ai j is the presence of an edge between nodes i and j in a binary network. The value of ai j is one
when an edge exists between nodes i and j and zero when there is no edge between nodes i
and j.
• w is the weighted adjacency matrix or undirected weighted graph
• wi j is the weight of the edge between nodes i and j in the weighted network
3.8.2.1 Density
Network density is the number of edges present in the network as a proportion of all the possible edges





Example binary and weighted versions of the same example network are shown in Figure 3.6. These
networks have seven nodes, and therefore 21 potential edges. They only have 8 edges, which is
equivalent to a density of 0.38. Density is identical for weighted and binarised networks as it does not
depend on edge weights.
3.8.2.2 Degree
The degree of each node, known as ki, is the number of edges connected to that node. For each node i,
the degree is calculated as:




In Figure 3.6, node A has a degree of 2, and node B has a degree of 3. To describe the degree of the
network (k), the mean of each node’s degree was taken. Edge weights are not taken into account when
calculating the degree so binarised networks have the same degree as their weighted equivalents, as
can be seen in Figure 3.6.
3.8.2.3 Node strength
Node strength (kwi ) is the sum of all the edge weights of edges connected to that node. For each node i,




The mean network strength is the mean of all node strengths across all nodes in the network. Node
strength is only applicable to weighted networks. In Figure 3.6, the strength of node E is 1.5, and the
strength of node A is 1.1.
3.8.2.4 Edge weight
The edge weight for each edge is set during the construction of the weighted networks. The mean
network EW is the mean of all the edge weights in the network.
Figure 3.6: Example binary and weighted networks. Left: Binary network. Edges that are
present in the network have a weight of one. Edges are black lines. Nodes are the green
circles. Right: Weighted network. Edge weights vary from zero (not present) to one, and
are represented by the thickness of the edge. Edge weights are given in red text.
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3.8.2.5 Path length
Paths within networks are sequences of nodes and edges. The shortest path between any two nodes in
a binary network is the minimum number of edges that require to be traversed to reach the target node.
The average shortest path length across the network (L) is also known as the characteristic path length.
To calculate this, first the shortest path length or shortest distance d was calculated between each pair
of nodes i and j using Dijkstra’s algorithm,176 and recorded in the distance matrix. For binary networks,
the shortest path length between two nodes is the minimum number of edges between the nodes. For
example, in the binary network in Figure 3.6, the shortest path length between nodes G and A is 2.
There is also a path between nodes G and A that traverses node F and has a total of 3 edges, but this is
a longer path between the two nodes in the binary network. For weighted networks, the edge weights
were first converted to lengths by inverting the edge weights. Weight inversion is necessary in networks
derived from brain imaging because higher edge weights represent more efficient connections and
therefore shorter edge distances. The shortest path length between any two nodes in a weighted
network is the sum of the inverted edge weights between the two nodes. For example in the weighted
network in Figure 3.6, the weighted shortest path length between nodes G and A is actually the path
that passes through node F. The direct path from G to A has a path length of 12 ( 10.1 +
1
0.5 ), whereas the





The characteristic path length (L) of the network is the mean of the shortest path lengths between all




∑ j∈N, j 6=i di j
n−1
In the above equation di j represents either the binary or the weighted shortest distance between nodes.
When networks are not fully connected, and there is no path between two nodes, the path length cannot
be calculated as defined, as when the shortest path of zero is inverted, the matrix entry becomes
infinity. When shortest path lengths were calculated in disconnected networks, the values of infinity
were removed from the distance matrix and set to zero and the mean shortest path length was
calculated on only non zero entries in the matrix to avoid this problem.
3.8.2.6 Global efficiency
The global efficiency of the network (EGlob) is the mean of the inverse shortest path length between








In this equation di j represents either the binary or the weighted shortest distance between nodes. Unlike
path length, global efficiency is defined for disconnected networks. When there is no edge between two
nodes, the distance becomes infinity, but the inverse of infinity is taken as zero, and therefore it is
possible to calculate global efficiency regardless of whether the network is fully connected.177
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3.8.2.7 Clustering coefficient
The binary clustering coefficient Ci for each node is the fraction of the neighbours of a node that are
also connected to each other.72 The binary network clustering coefficient (C) is the mean of the






In this equation, ki is the degree of node i and ti is the number of triangles around node i. The number





In the binary network in Figure 3.6, node E is connected to nodes G, F, and A and has a degree of 3. It
is possible for nodes A, F, and G to have 3 edges between them, but only the edge between nodes F
and G exists. This gives node E a clustering coefficient of 13 . Alternately, it is possible for there to be 3
triangles around node E (1: E,G,F; 2: E,G,A; 3: E,F,A). Only one of these three triangles is fully formed
giving a clustering coefficient of 13 .
The weighted clustering coefficient of a node is defined as the average intensity of the triangles around
that node, where the intensity is calculated as the geometric mean or cubed root of the product of the
three edge weights.178 The network weighted clustering coefficient was calculated as the mean of each
node’s clustering coefficient. Prior to calculating the weighted clustering coefficient, all edge weights
were scaled by the largest weight in the network by dividing each weight by the maximum edge weight.
This was as per the original description of the weighted clustering coefficient to ensure that the
definition of the weighted clustering coefficient approached the binary clustering coefficient as edge








Then the weighted clustering coefficient (C) was calculated for the network by calculating the mean of
each node’s clustering coefficient Ci across the network.
3.8.2.8 Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality of a node is the fraction of all shortest paths in the network that pass
through that node,179 and was calculated as:
betweenness centralityi =
1
(n−1)(n−2) ∑h, j∈N,h6= j,h6=i, j 6=i
ρh j(i)
ρh j
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In this equation, ρh j is the number of shortest paths between h and j that pass through i.74 The
weighted and binary betweenness centrality are calculated in the same manner, but using the weighted
or binary shortest path lengths respectively for that node.
3.8.2.9 Normalisation of metrics
Network measures were normalised by comparison to randomised reference networks. Symbols,
definitions, and equations for the normalised measures are shown in Table 3.3, and descriptions of the
normalised measures are displayed in Chapter 1 in Table 1.1. For each individual or group network,
random reference networks were created with the same number of nodes, edges, and node degrees as
the original network. This was achieved using the randomisation tool provided by the BCT.74 One
thousand random networks were computed for each of the DTI networks and the patient cortical
thickness networks. For the permuted networks, only 100 of the 1000 networks were each randomly
rewired 100 times due to the long computing time required to achieve 1000 random reference networks
for each of 1000 permutations.
After creation of the randomly rewired networks, each of the network measures in Table 3.3 was
calculated for each of the randomly rewired networks. To calculate the normalised metrics, the original
metric was divided by the mean of that metric from the randomly rewired networks.
Symbol
Metric Original Normalised Calculation
Shortest path length L λ Lmean(Lrand)
Clustering coefficient C γ Cmean(Crand
Table 3.3: Normalised metrics. Definitions and symbols representing original and
normalised network metrics.The subscript ’rand’ indicates the metric calculated from the
randomly rewired metrics.
3.8.2.10 Small world coefficient




where γ is the normalised mean network clustering coefficient and λ is the normalised mean network
shortest path length72,75 as described in Section 3.8.2.9. Networks are described as having a small
world organisation when σ > 175 or when λ is about one and γ exceeds one.72
3.9 Statistical Methods
Networks were viewed in MATLAB Release 2015b (The Mathworks Inc, Massachusetts, United States)
or in BrainNet viewer.180 Statistical testing was carried out using R version 3.4.0 ”You Stupid Darkness”
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(The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 2017) and MATLAB. For group comparisons t tests were
used for numerical data following a normal distribution, Mann Whitney U tests were used for numerical
data that did not follow a normal distribution, and X2 tests were used for categorical data. Histograms
and Q-Q plots were used to assess whether data followed a normal distribution. Multiple comparisons
were accounted for by controlling the false discovery rate (FDR) to be 5% and FDR corrected p values
are reported.181 These are also known as q values but are referred to as corrected p values in this
thesis. To calculate the adjusted p values, for each assessment of network measures, the p.adjust
command was used in R with the setting ”BH.”181 The input was the list of p values for each network
analysis, so each p value was adjusted for 32 comparisons (2 network types and 16 network measures,
for example the list in Table 4.10). For multivariable analyses, logistic regressions were performed for
categorical outcome data and linear (gaussian) regressions were performed for numerical data. For all
models, the model fit, residuals and standard errors were analysed.
For group comparisons using the cortical thickness data, permutation testing was performed. This
involved randomly assigning group labels to participants to create 1000 random group permutations.
The participants were randomly assigned to two groups in 1000 different ways. For each of these 1000
different allocations, a cortical thickness network was created for each of the two groups. For each of
these 2000 networks (2 for each permutation), network metrics were calculated and the difference
between the two groups for each metric was calculated. This led to a distribution of 1000 group
differences for each metric, which could be plotted and analysed. The p values were calculated using
the number of times a value greater than that encountered in the experimental data was seen in the
random group permutations, divided by 1000 (the number of permutations). This is an established
method for determining statistical significance in connectomics research, and is applicable when the
underlying probability distribution of the metrics or group differences in unknown.81,83,174
3.10 Contributions
The suspected epilepsy cohort database was established by Suzanne Koudijs and Kees Braun at the
UMCU. The list of potential eligible patients for the epilepsy surgery cohort was provided by Monique
van Schooneveld at the UMCU. For both of the cohorts I analysed the patient records to establish which
patients were eligible for the studies and to record clinical features and neuropsychology assessment
results. I extracted the MRI from the UMCU PACS system for all patients. I performed all Freesurfer
segmentations, including corrections. Processing of DTI and creation of DTI whole brain networks was
performed by Martijn van den Heuvel at the UMCU. I created all cortical thickness connectomes. I
created all single hemisphere connectomes, binary connectomes, thresholded connectomes, or
connectomes produced from adjusted edge weights. I performed all connectome analysis and statistical




Cognitive impairment is a common and significant comorbidity in paediatric epilepsy. Difficulties with
cognition may be attributed to the underlying pathological process causing seizures, or the disruption of
normal processing pathways by ictal discharges. Widespread structural brain changes have been
reported in both focal and generalised onset epilepsies. This chapter investigates whether the
organisation of structural brain networks derived from cortical thickness measurements or white matter
streamlines is associated with cognitive impairment or IQ scores in children investigated for seizures.
Cognitive impairment was found to be associated with lower network densities, lower average node
degrees, lower average node strengths, and lower average network edge weights. Children with
cognitive impairment had higher average path lengths and lower network global efficiency in networks
created from DTI NOS and streamline averaged FA. These findings persisted when corrections were
made for network density or average edge weight, suggesting differing network topologies contributes to
the difference in network average path lengths between the groups. Cortical thickness networks
thresholded to similar densities as the DTI networks also showed higher average path lengths.
However, these findings were not reproducible at high network densities in the cortical thickness
networks. DTI network average path lengths were also associated with IQ scores, providing further
evidence for an association between network organisation and cognition. These findings were robust in
the subgroup of children who later had a definite diagnosis of epilepsy. The relationship between
cognition and network average path length also remained significant when seizure frequency and
number of AEDs were included in multivariable analyses. In conclusion, cognitive impairment is
associated with less efficient network organisation, and this finding is robust across several network
construction and analysis methods. However, network construction does affect some findings, and the
conclusions are limited by the small sizes of some of the analysed subgroups.
84
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4.2 Introduction
The organisation of the human brain can be modelled as a structural network consisting of nodes or
regions and the edges or links that connect them.46 On a macroscopic scale, MRI is used to determine
anatomical network nodes using segmented cortical and subcortical structures. Edges can be
determined using covariance of ROI properties43 or DTI to map streamlines between regions.62. The
application of graph theory to macroscopic human structural MRI derived networks or connectomes has
shown the human brain to be highly organised with a small world topology.46,72 Further, shorter network
average path length and higher global efficiency of structural brain networks have been associated with
higher IQ scores or measures of cognitive function in healthy adults,89, normally developing children90,
and in the healthily ageing elderly.182 Structural network organisation has also been associated with
cognitive abilities in some disease states such as Alzheimer’s Disease,78 and schizophrenia.82
Brain network organisation is of particular interest in those with epilepsy due to the disorder of brain
networks associated with seizure onset and propagation. A diagnosis of epilepsy is associated with
global functional and structural whole brain network changes, and epilepsy is increasingly viewed as a
disorder of brain networks.100,102 There is also an increased frequency of cognitive deficits in those with
a diagnosis of epilepsy,103 and even focal onset epilepsies may lead to generalised cognitive
dysfunction not necessarily expected from the location of the epileptogenic focus.111,113 Cognitive
deficits are associated with an early age of onset of epilepsy111,112 and a longer duration of epilepsy.113
Due to this, and the potential impact of epilepsy during development, the effect of epilepsy on cognition
is of particular importance during childhood. Childhood epilepsy, particularly when medication resistant,
can lead to significant intellectual disability that impacts on development and future adult attainment.
Approximately 60% of children undergoing epilepsy surgery have IQ scores lower than 80.111,113 The
frequency and severity of cognitive problems in childhood epilepsy may be associated with the alteration
of whole brain functional and structural networks in epilepsy.
Only a few studies have investigated whether structural network topology is associated with cognition in
childhood epilepsy. A small group of nine patients with cognitive impairment and frontal lobe epilepsy
had a higher path length and clustering than those with epilepsy and no cognitive impairment or healthy
controls, but the difference was not statistically significant.131 In a second study of children with
non-lesional localisation related epilepsy undergoing epilepsy surgery there were no significant
correlations between global network properties and IQ.135 In 39 children with new onset epilepsy, the
ratio of clustering coefficient to characteristic path length derived from cortical thickness networks was
found to be reduced in those with lower IQ scores.134 Decreased path length and increased clustering
coefficients in DTI structural networks were associated with increased IQ in 39 adults with frontal or
temporal lobe epilepsy.133 However, in all of these studies, the mean IQ of the patients with epilepsy
was very close to the population mean of 100 points rather than the poorly performing group whose
lower cognitive performance can have a significant impact on daily activities. As the ability to complete
an IQ test relies upon a certain baseline level of function that may exclude those with a significant
intellectual disability, it is not known how children with epilepsy and very poor cognitive performances
compare to those with epilepsy and cognitive function within the normal range. Further, sample sizes
are small and findings have not been reproduced. Thus there is a need to assess whether these studies
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are reproducible and whether cognitive changes in children with epilepsy do have a structural correlate
in graph theory measures. This chapter aims to investigate whether children investigated for suspected
epilepsy who have significant cognitive impairment differ from those whose cognitive performance is
within the normal range in terms of the organisation of their whole brain structural networks as derived
from MRI.
4.3 Objectives
This chapter aims to answer the following questions in a cohort of children investigated for suspected
epilepsy.
• Is cognitive impairment associated with longer average path lengths and lower global efficiency in
structural brain networks?
• Is IQ associated with longer average path lengths and lower global efficiency in structural brain
networks?
• Is there an association between seizure characteristics, cognition, and the clustering coefficient or
average path length of structural brain networks?
4.4 Methods
A paediatric suspected epilepsy cohort was established as described in detail in Chapter 3 in Section
3.3.1. This cohort consisted of children between the ages of one year and 17 years who had undergone
a specific epilepsy protocol MRI brain scan on a single MRI scanner at the UMCU for the investigation of
suspected seizures. The MRI scan included the 3D T1-weighted sequence and the DTI sequence
described in Section 3.7.1. The 3D T1-weighted volume was segmented and parcellated using
Freesurfer as described in Section 3.7.2. Whole brain structural covariance cortical thickness networks
were created using both raw cortical thickness measurements and residual cortical thickness
measurements after regressing the effects of age and sex using a linear model. Networks were formed
using the 68 cortical regions of the Desikan-Killiany atlas48 as nodes. Region descriptions for these
nodes are listed in Table 3.2. Both binary and weighted networks were created and analysed. The DTI
data was used to generate streamlines between these same cortical regions as well as the subcortical
regions listed in Table 3.2. DTI networks were created using both the NOS and the average FA along
the streamlines to determine edge weights as described in Section 3.8.1.2. Both binary and weighted
networks were created from the DTI data. The processing pipeline for MRI structural network creation is
shown in Figure 3.5. Network measures were computed using tools from the BCT74 in MATLAB.
Methods for calculation of network measures are described in Section 3.8.2.
Demographic and clinical epilepsy characteristics for the patients in the paediatric suspected epilepsy
cohort were gathered from databases within the paediatric neurology department at the UMCU and
from the UMCU electronic patient records. All patients included in this cohort had experienced an event
that was thought to be a seizure, and had subsequently been investigated for this. Details of the clinical
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history, examination, EEG, and any other investigations prior to and after the MRI undertaken were
recorded and analysed. Final diagnoses and seizure types were established from review of the medical
notes to establish the opinion of the paediatric neurologist in charge of the patient. Those described as
having a focal onset epilepsy had MRI, EEG and clinical semiology concordance. Those described as
having generalised epilepsy had generalised onset of seizures. Some of the children in this cohort did
not meet the requirement for a final diagnosis of epilepsy, and sometimes it was unclear whether the
event was actually a seizure. In all descriptions of seizures and timings, the event investigated as a
possible seizure is referred to, even when this is later investigated and thought not to be a seizure. The
term ’seizure’ in this chapter refers to all of the suspicious events investigated. Some patients in this
cohort had a well established diagnosis of epilepsy. In these patients, the timing of their first seizure is
taken as the time of epilepsy onset even if this was not the event that prompted re-investigation with an
MRI.
Cognitive assessments had been undertaken in this cohort as clinically indicated. Not all patients
underwent formal neuropsychological testing. All neuropsychological testing was carried out by a
paediatric neuropsychologist as described in Section 3.6. Where possible, patients were assigned a
TIQ or DQ score using one of the age appropriate instruments listed in Table 3.1. TIQ and DQ scores
were analysed together as raw scores as described in Section 3.6. Patient records were also searched
to find out whether the child had an established diagnosis of an ID. When the patient’s paediatrician,
paediatric neurologist, or paediatric neuropsychologist had documented a diagnosis of an ID or the child
had documented special educational needs due to an ID, they were assigned to the cognitive
impairment category. If the patient’s medical records documented that there were no concerns
regarding their learning, education, or development, they were assigned to the no cognitive impairment
category. When this information was not documented in the patient’s record, this was treated as missing
data, and the child was not assigned to either group.
To assess the relationships between structural network measures and cognition in children investigated
for seizures, the calculated network measures were compared between the group with cognitive
impairment and the group without. Network measures were also compared directly with IQ scores in the
patients in whom these were available. Global network measures were compared between the two
groups. Network findings were also compared between the different types of networks. The influence of
epilepsy characteristics on the association between structural network measures and cognition was also
assessed in the DTI networks. Statistical testing was carried out in MATLAB and R as described in
Section 3.9.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Description of the suspected epilepsy cohort
4.5.1.1 Creation of the cohort
Between 2004 and 2009, 130 children underwent the epilepsy protocol MRI for investigation of
suspected seizures and their details were entered into a research database. This database was
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interrogated to establish which patients could be included in the present study. Patients under the age of
one (n=9) or over the age of 18 (n=1) at the time of the MRI were excluded. MRI scans were reviewed
and those whose MRI scans were not found on the PACS system at the UMCU (n=6), those with
bilateral pathology on imaging (n=5), and those whose imaging had artefacts preventing analysis (n=4)
were also excluded. Examples of artefacts leading to exclusion from this study are shown in Figure 3.1.
Patients with bilateral pathology preventing reasonable interpretation of grey and white matter
segmentations or cortical parcellations, such as multiple cortical or subcortical tubers, widespread white
matter signal changes, and extensive infarcts were excluded due to difficulty establishing the boundary
between grey and white matter. The presence of lissencephaly or extensive perinatal infarcts leading to
altered patterns of sulcal and gyral folding led to inaccurate cortical parcellation, and these patients
were also excluded. Examples of imaging findings leading to exclusion due to pathological findings on
MRI are shown in Figure 3.4. Reasons for exclusion from this cohort are displayed in the patient flow
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Figure 4.1: Paediatric epilepsy cohort. Numbers of patients initially identified and
consecutively scanned with the research MRI protocol. The flow diagram shows the reasons
for exclusion from the cohort.
4.5.1.2 Demographics
The cohort consists of 62 (59%) males and 43 females (41%). At the time of undergoing MRI, patients
were aged between one year and 17 years. The median age was 6 years and the age range distribution
is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Age at MRI. Age distribution at the time of undergoing MRI (MRI: magnetic
resonance imaging)
4.5.1.3 Clinical characteristics
The date of first seizure, or the date of the first event thought to be a seizure was available for 90 (86%)
patients. In the remaining patients, the date of the event was not documented in the medical notes. All
events investigated as seizures are referred to as seizures in the following graphs and tables. Patients
were between 1 day old and 16 years old at the time of their first seizure. The median age at first
seizure was one year and the distribution of the age at first seizure is shown in Figure 4.3.
The time interval between the first seizure and the MRI scan ranged from 4 days to 11 years. In some
children this MRI was the first investigation for seizures, whereas others had undergone multiple
previous investigations. The median duration between the first seizure and the MRI scan was 18
months, and 52 (58%) patients had undergone the epilepsy protocol MRI scan within one year of their
first seizure. The interval between first seizure and MRI is shown in Figure 4.4.
Data on seizure frequency at the time of MRI scanning was available for all patients. Thirty-two (30%)
patients were experiencing daily seizures and 39 (40%) were seizure free. Seizure frequency for the
remainder is shown in Figure 4.5. Seizure freedom was defined as having only had one event with no
further events, or having been on AEDs and free of seizures for the last six months.
The number of AEDs being taken at the time of the MRI was available for 93 patients. Data for the
remainder were not available in the patient records. The number of AEDs ranged from zero to four. The
largest number of patients (34, 37%) were not taking any AEDs. The distribution of the number of AEDs
being taken by each patient is shown in Figure 4.6. No patients had stopped taking AEDs so all patients
who were not taking any AEDs at the time of the MRI had not started AED therapy.
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Figure 4.3: Age at first seizure. Age in years at the time of the first seizure.
Figure 4.4: Time interval from first seizure to MRI. Number of years from the first seizure
to the time of MRI scanning (MRI: magnetic resonance imaging)
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Figure 4.5: Seizure frequency. Reported seizure frequency at the time the MRI scan was
undertaken. (MRI: magnetic resonance imaging
Figure 4.6: Number of AEDs. The number of AEDs being taken at the time of MRI scanning
(AED: anti-epileptic drug; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging)
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Twenty four (23%) patients had focal onset seizures, 69 (66%) patients had generalised onset seizures,
and 12 (11%) patients were being investigated for episodes thought to be possible seizures, but the
diagnosis was unclear at the time of scanning. Of the 24 patients with focal onset seizures, 11 had right
sided onset and 13 had left sided onset. The side of onset was concordant on EEG, clinical semiology,
and MRI in all cases. Aetiology of the focal onset seizures is shown in Table 4.1. In the MRI negative
group, one patient had a small lesion in the ipsilateral globus pallidus not thought to be responsible for
seizures, and one patient had an old infarct in the contralateral hemisphere to that likely to be
responsible for seizures on EEG and clinical semiology. The remaining eight patients had normal MRI
scans. Of the 69 patients with generalised onset seizures, 10 (15%) patients had experienced multiple
febrile seizures (FS) or febrile status epilepticus. Aetiology of the remaining 59 generalised onset
seizures is shown in Table 4.2. Genetic causes included one patient with an SCN1a mutation. Metabolic
causes included two patients with mitochondrial disorders. Sixteen patients with generalised onset
seizures had been diagnosed with electroclinical syndromes. These included benign epilepsy with
centrotemporal spikes (BECTS)(1), epileptic encephalopathy with continuous spike-and-wave during
sleep (CSWS)(1), CAE(2), epilepsy with myoclonic atonic seizures(1), FS plus(1), Lennox-Gastaut
syndrome (LGS)(4), myoclonic epilepsy in infancy (MEI)(4), and mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS) on
MRI with generalised onset seizures(2). Fifty-three (77%) of the 69 patients with generalised onset
seizures had normal MRI scans, 7 (10%) patients had bilateral structural MRI abnormalities, and 9
(13%) patients had unilateral MRI abnormalities. These MRI abnormalities are described below in




Focal Cortical Dysplasia 2 2
Hemimegalencephaly 1 0
Infarction 0 1
Mesial Temporal Sclerosis 1 0
MRI negative 6 5
Total 13 11
Table 4.1: Causes of focal onset seizures. Frequency of each aetiology within the cohort.
4.5.1.4 Neuropsychology
The results of neuropsychological assessment were available for 47 (45%) patients. Of these, nine had
been unable to complete an IQ test due to severe cognitive impairment. The remaining 38 patients had
achieved an IQ or DQ score following assessment. The distribution of IQ scores is shown in Figure 4.7,
and the tests undertaken are listed in Table 4.3.
Forty-six (44%) patients had a documented diagnosis of an ID in their medical records or attended a
school for children with special educational needs. These children formed the group with cognitive
impairment. Fifty-two (50%) children were documented to have no concerns about their intellectual











Table 4.2: Causes of generalised onset seizures. Frequency of each aetiology within the
cohort.
development or function at school or had achieved a score on an IQ test within two standard deviations
of the population mean, and these formed the group without cognitive impairment. In 7 (7%) patients,
there was no documentation in the child’s medical records regarding their intellectual or cognitive
function or progress at school and no documentation of a neuropsychological assessment. These
children were excluded from the analyses of cognition.
The group without cognitive impairment had a mean IQ or DQ score of 91 points (SD:11) and the group
with cognitive impairment had a mean IQ or DQ score of 60 points (SD:9). As expected, there was a
statistically significant difference in IQ between these two groups (p<0.001). The group with cognitive
impairment were younger at the time of imaging (p=0.002), younger at onset of epilepsy (p=0.009), had
a longer duration between the time of the first seizure and the MRI (p=0.03), were more likely to be
experiencing daily seizures (p=0.001), and more likely to be taking AEDs (p=0.018). There was no
difference in the number of female patients or whether seizures were of focal or generalised onset
between those with and without cognitive impairment.
Name of Assessment Number of Children
Bayley Scales of Infant Development (BSID) 8
Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children (WISC) 17
Snijders-Oomen Niet-verbale Intelligentietest (SON) 6
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scales of Intelligence (WPPSI) 1
Kaufman Adolescent and Adult Intelligence Test (KAIT) 1
Unknown 5
Total 38
Table 4.3: Neuropsychological tests. Frequency of use of each neuropsychological
assessment in this cohort.
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Figure 4.7: Total IQ score. Distribution of combined total IQ and DQ scores of patients
tested. (IQ: intelligence quotient; DQ: development quotient)
4.5.1.5 MRI processing
Eighty-one (77%) MRI scans were acquired under general anaesthetic (GA). Seventy-two (69%) MRI
scans were reported as being within normal limits, 16 (15%) had an abnormality limited to the right
hemisphere, 10 (10%) had an abnormality limited to the left hemisphere, and 7 (7%) had bilateral or
midline abnormalities involving both hemispheres. Of the 26 patients with unilateral abnormalities, 6
were limited to within a single lobe, 3 were multilobar, and 17 were hemispheric. Abnormalities that
were likely causes of seizures are described in Section 4.5.1.3. In addition, 11 patients had corpus
callosum abnormalities, and eight patients had small areas of white matter signal change. Arachnoid
cysts were classified as normal variants.
Thirty (29%) MRI scans did not require manual intervention of the Freesurfer processing stream to
achieve accurate segmentation and cortical parcellation. However, one scan required manual
registration, 44 scans required manual editing of the brain mask after adjusting the skull strip settings,
and 58 scans required editing of the white matter template using either control points or manual editing.
Examples of manual editing of Freesurfer segmentations of MRI scans are shown in Figure 3.2 and
Figure 3.3, and the descriptions of how scans were manually edited are in Section 3.7.2.
After manual editing, there were 100 MRI scans with accurate whole brain segmentations and
parcellations. However, in 15 cases pathology interfered with accurate cortical thickness measurements
in one hemisphere (6 left, 9 right). These 15 cases were excluded from whole brain cortical thickness
analyses. The 11 patients with corpus callosum abnormalities were also excluded due to the large
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influence of the corpus callosum on whole brain network characteristics. This left 85 patients for the
whole brain cortical thickness analyses (see Figure 4.8).
Ninety-two patients had accurate parcellations and DTI of sufficient quality and accuracy to calculate
DTI based connectomes. In 6 patients the DTI sequence was not acquired, and in 13 patients the DTI
or freesurfer parcellations were not of sufficient quality to create connectomes. A further 12 patients
were excluded due to pathology interfering with accurate connectome creation, or due to corpus
callosum abnormalities. This left 80 patients for whole brain DTI connectome analyses (see Figure 4.8).
Some patients with inaccurate grey-white boundary approximations and inaccurate cortical thickness
measurements had accurate regional parcellations and could be included in the DTI network analysis,
and some patients who did not have the DTI sequence acquired had accurate cortical thickness
measurements and could be included in the cortical thickness network analysis. Therefore, the group
for cortical thickness analysis and the group for DTI analysis included different but overlapping groups of
patients. The number of participants who were included in each type of network analysis and the
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Figure 4.8: Image processing and exclusions. Image processing pipeline and reasons
for exclusions at each stage.
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4.5.2 Is cognitive impairment associated with structural network organisation
in children with suspected epilepsy?
To assess whether structural network organisation differs between children with and without cognitive
impairment, the suspected epilepsy cohort were divided into two groups. One group has a diagnosis of
cognitive impairment and the other does not. Patients whose cognitive status was unknown were
excluded from this analysis. First DTI derived connectomes were examined, and then cortical thickness
derived connectomes.
4.5.2.1 Are DTI derived networks different in those with and without cognitive impairment?
Of the 80 patients with reliable DTI whole brain networks (see Figure 4.8), seven did not have
information available regarding cognitive function, 30 (41%) patients had cognitive impairment as
determined by a formal diagnosis of an ID or special educational needs, and 43 (59%) had normal
cognitive function reported. The demographic and clinical features of these two groups are shown in
Table 4.4. The group with cognitive impairment were younger at the time of their first seizure and were
more likely to have daily or more frequent seizures. As expected, the group with cognitive impairment








Female 18 (58%) 20 (48%) 0.518
Age at MRI (years) 5.3 (6.9) 5.5 (6.2) 0.274
Age at first seizure (years) 1.1 (3.0) 3.2 (5.9) 0.004
Interval from first seizure to MRI (months) 28.0 (37.8) 15.0 (42.3) 0.374
Daily or more frequent seizures 15 (48%) 5 (12%) 0.001
Number of AEDs 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (2.0) 0.087
Focal onset seizures 8 (26%) 9 (21%) 0.875
Structural abnormality 13 (42%) 14 (33%) 0.612
IQ 59.0 (13.8) 92.5 (16.3) <0.001
Table 4.4: DTI networks: demographic and clinical features by presence of cognitive
impairment. Comparison of demographic and clinical features between those with intact
cognition and those with cognitive impairment. Data are count (percentage) for categorical
data and median (interquartile range (IQR)) for numerical data except IQ which is mean
(SD). Significance testing was carried out using X2 tests for categorical data, Mann-Whitney
U tests for numerical data except IQ, and t-tests for IQ. (AED: Anti-epileptic drug; IQ:
total intelligence quotient; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; IQR: interquartile range, SD:
standard deviation)
Global network characteristics were calculated for each individual patient network as described in
Section 3.8.2. Network measures were calculated for networks derived from both the NOS and the FA
averaged along the streamlines. NOS networks were initially examined using the raw NOS counts
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without any adjustment of edge weights. Global metrics for the weighted networks for the groups with
and without cognitive impairment are shown in Table 4.5. Patients with intact cognition had significantly
higher network density, average node degree and average network strength in both the FA and the NOS
networks. Average edge weight was statistically significantly higher in the group with intact cognition in
the FA networks only. L was statistically significantly higher and network global efficiency was
statistically significantly lower in the group with cognitive impairment in both types of network. When
path length was normalised through comparison with random networks with the same number of nodes
and edges to λ there was still a statistically significant difference between groups. The raw clustering
coefficient was slightly higher in the group with intact cognition in the FA weighted networks only, but
after normalisation of the C through comparison with random networks with the same numbers of nodes
and edges to γ, clustering was statistically significantly higher in the group with cognitive impairment in
both the FA and the NOS networks. All networks showed a small world organisation with γ greater than












density 0.19 (0.01) 0.21 (0.02) 0.001 0.20 (0.01) 0.21 (0.02) 0.002
degree 16.2 (1.16) 17.4 (1.78) 0.001 16.4 (1.15) 17.6 (1.74) 0.002
S 5.86 (0.67) 6.65 (0.79) <0.001 3222 (534) 3763 (878) 0.003
EW 0.36 (0.02) 0.38 (0.02) <0.001 196 (29) 215 (55) 0.077
L 5.25 (0.44) 4.76 (0.34) <0.001 0.01 (0.003) 0.01 (0.002) 0.002
λ 1.15 (0.03) 1.12 (0.03) <0.001 1.48 (0.30) 1.33 (0.22) 0.031
C 0.27 (0.02) 0.28 (0.03) 0.045 0.02 (0.406) 0.02 (0.004) 0.521
γ 2.00 (0.24) 1.88 (0.20) 0.031 3.22 (0.34) 3.05 (0.24) 0.031
σ 1.75 (0.21) 1.68 (0.18) 0.128 2.23 (0.35) 2.32 (0.26) 0.237
EGlob 0.22 (0.02) 0.24 (0.02) <0.001 167 (30) 201 (44) 0.002
Table 4.5: Weighted DTI networks: global network characteristics by cognitive
impairment. Comparison of global network characteristics between those with cognitive
impairment and those with intact cognition calculated from the weighted FA and NOS
networks. Data are mean (SD). Statistical testing was carried out using t-tests and p values
are adjusted using the FDR set at 5% for 32 comparisons (16 network measures - binary and
weighted, and 2 network types). Adjusted p values are reported in the table. (FA: fractional
anisotropy; NOS: number of streamlines; S: average network strength; EW: mean edge
weight; L: average path length; λ: normalised average path length; C: clustering coefficient;
γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small worldness statistic; EGlob: global efficiency;
SD: standard deviation; FDR: false discovery rate)
4.5.2.2 Which aspects of network structure account for the differences in DTI derived network
organisation between those with and without cognitive impairment?
The group with cognitive impairment has lower mean density, degree, and strength. Average path
lengths decrease and clustering coefficients increase with increasing network density, increasing
network average strength and increasing average edge weights.52 Correction to the normalised metrics
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(λ and γ) partly corrects the path length and clustering coefficient by normalising to random networks of
the same number of nodes and edges. However, this does not account for differences in network
strength and edge weights in the weighted networks. To assess whether differences in path length and
clustering between the groups are due to the differences in overall number and strength of edges,
binary networks were created as described in Section 3.8.2. Analysing binary networks removes the
influence of edge weights and therefore node strengths, but maintains edge arrangements and number.
Correction of L and C to λ and γ in binary networks does account for the number of edges per node.
Binary network metrics are shown in Table 4.6. The group with cognitive impairment has statistically
significantly higher L and λ and lower global efficiency in both the FA and NOS networks than the group
with intact cognition. There are no differences in C between groups, but γ is statistically significantly
higher in the group with cognitive impairment. The small world index (σ) is just statistically significantly
higher in the group with cognitive impairment. As λ is higher in the group with cognitive impairment and
σ is calculated from the ratio of γ to λ, this difference in σ must be attributable to a greater increase in γ
than λ in the group with cognitive impairment. Normalisation of C to γ using values from random
networks is less effective than normalisation of L to λ when networks show a small world organisation
because in small world networks, whilst L is similar to random networks, C is more similar to lattice
networks, and is therefore not well corrected by comparison to random networks.52 Therefore, the
differences between groups in γ may be spuriously created by the normalisation procedure, but the












density 0.19 (0.01) 0.21 (0.02) 0.002 0.20 (0.01) 0.21 (0.02) 0.002
degree 16.2 (1.16) 17.4 (1.78) 0.002 16.4 (1.15) 17.6 (1.74) 0.002
L 2.10 (0.07) 2.04 (0.09) 0.002 2.10 (0.07) 2.04 (0.08) 0.002
λ 1.12 (0.02) 1.10 (0.02) 0.002 1.12 (0.02) 1.10 (0.02) 0.002
C 0.60 (0.02) 0.61 (0.01) 0.534 0.61 (0.01) 0.61 (0.01) 0.356
γ 2.13 (0.24) 2.00 (0.21) 0.020 2.14 (0.24) 2.01 (0.21) 0.025
σ 1.90 (0.19) 1.81 (0.16) 0.040 1.90 (0.19) 1.82 (0.16) 0.046
EGlob 0.55 (0.02) 0.56(0.02) 0.002 0.55 (0.02) 0.56 (0.02) 0.002
Table 4.6: Binary DTI networks: global network characteristics by cognitive
impairment. Comparison of global network characteristics between those with cognitive
impairment and those with intact cognition calculated from binarisation of the FA and NOS
networks. Data are mean (SD). Statistical testing was carried out using t-tests and p values
were adjusted using the FDR set at 5% for 32 comparisons (16 network measures - binary
and weighted, and 2 network types). Adjusted p values are reported in the table. (FA:
fractional anisotropy; NOS: number of streamlines; L: average path length; λ: normalised
average path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small
worldness statistic; EGlob: global efficiency; SD: standard deviation; FDR: false discovery
rate)
An alternative method of investigating whether the node strengths and the edge weights play a part in
determining the differences in network path lengths, global efficiency, and clustering between groups, is
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to investigate whether changing the magnitude and distribution of network weights alters the findings.
To do this, the NOS counts were normalised to be between zero and one and to follow a normal
distribution as described in Section 3.8.2. Global network measures following normalisation of the NOS
counts are shown in Table 4.7. After normalisation of streamline counts, there were no differences in
mean network strength, edge weight, L, C, or global efficiency between the group with cognitive
impairment and the group without. As the group differences in path length and clustering disappear
when the group networks are adjusted to have similar edge weights and mean network strength,
differences between groups may be attributable to differences in group network mean edge weights and
overall node strengths. However, normalising the edge weights could also be a method of artificially







S 0.87 (0.16) 0.91 (0.17) 0.359
EW 0.05 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.606
L 38.2 (10.4) 33.4 (11.4) 0.132
C 0.02 (0.004) 0.02 (0.004) 0.579
EGlob 0.05 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.136
Table 4.7: DTI networks: global weighted network characteristics of NOS
networks after normalisation by cognitive impairment. Comparison of global network
characteristics between the those with cognitive impairment and those who are cognitively
intact calculated from the weighted NOS networks after normalisation of network strengths.
Data are displayed as mean (SD). Statistical testing was carried out using t-tests and p
values were adjusted using FDR correction at 5% by substituting these values for those
in Table 4.5. (FA: fractional anisotropy; NOS: number of streamlines; DTI: diffusion tensor
imaging; S: average network strength; EW: mean edge weight; L: average path length; C:
clustering coefficient; EGlob: global efficiency; SD: standard deviation; FDR: false discovery
rate)
As there is no completely reliable method of correcting for differences in network degree, density,
strength, and edge weight, an alternative method of assessing whether differences in path lengths and
clustering coefficients in weighted networks are due to differences in numbers or strengths of edges or
due to differences in underlying network topology was also investigated. Linear regressions with λ or γ
as the dependent variable were performed using mean edge weight and presence of cognitive
impairment as predictors for the weighted networks. Mean edge weight was added first as a predictor,
and cognitive impairment second and the reduction in the residual sum of squares was assessed using
the F statistic to compare the mean sum of squares to the residual mean sum of squares. Models for
the weighted networks are shown in Table 4.8. Mean edge weight was chosen as the comparator as it
reflects the overall number and strength of edges within the network. In both the FA and the NOS
networks there is a statistically significant effect of adding the diagnosis of cognitive impairment as a
predictor to λ, suggesting that there may be a difference in path length between the groups that is not
accounted for by differences in total edge weight in the network. Models were also created using the
mean edge weight from the NOS networks after normalisation of the edge weights. There was a
significant effect of adding the cognitive impairment diagnosis to the models for both λ and γ in these
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models. Therefore, mean edge weight of the network may not account for all of the differences in
weighted λ and γ between the networks of the groups with and without cognitive impairment and weight
placement and differing network organisation or topology may also be important.
FA weighted NOS weighted
sum squares F p sum squares F p
λ
EW 0.003 3.95 0.051 0.491 8.54 0.005
Cognitive Impairment 0.006 7.21 0.009 0.640 11.1 0.001
γ
EW 0.565 13.4 <0.001 0.015 0.17 0.678
Cognitive Impairment 0.033 0.77 0.381 0.595 7.08 0.009
Table 4.8: DTI weighted networks: effect of cognitive impairment on association
between mean edge weight and path length or clustering coefficient. Linear regression
modelling using λ, and γ as dependent variables and EW and the presence of cognitive
impairment as predictors. Type I sums of squares were calculated for addition of cognitive
impairment to EW as a predictor variable. (FA: fractional anisotropy; NOS: number
of streamlines; EW: mean edge weight; DTI: Diffusion Tensor Imaging; γ: normalised
clustering coefficient; λ: normalised path length)
4.5.2.3 Conclusions regarding DTI network organisation in those with and without cognitive
impairment
In conclusion, the group with cognitive impairment consistently showed a lower network density, degree,
and global efficiency and higher L and λ in the binary networks, and a lower network strength, mean
edge weight, L and λ in the weighted networks. Findings for the clustering coefficient were inconsistent
across network construction and analysis methods. When the overall number of nodes and edges was
taken into account by normalising L to λ, the group difference in path length remained. When network
mean edge weight was regressed in a linear model the association between weighted λ and cognitive
dysfunction remained. Therefore, although there may be a contribution to the group differences of the
overall differences in number and weights of edges, there is evidence that the group differences in path
lengths cannot be completely explained by these differences, and may be due to different topology of
the networks between the groups.
4.5.2.4 Are cortical thickness derived networks different in those with and without cognitive
impairment?
There were 85 patients with reliable cortical thickness measurements and cortical parcellations as
described in Section 4.5.1.5 and in Figures 4.1 and 4.8. Seven of these patients did not have
information available regarding whether or not they had cognitive impairment. Of the other 78 patients,
30 (39%) patients had documentation of cognitive impairment as described in Section 3.6 and the
records of 48 (62%) patients documented normal cognitive function. The demographic and clinical
features of the patients with cognitive impairment compared to those with intact cognition are shown in
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Table 4.9. The group with cognitive impairment had no significant differences in their seizure
characteristics compared to the group with intact cognition. This contrasts with the findings in Table 4.4
which compares the patients with and without cognitive impairment who have DTI networks for analysis.
In the cohort investigated with DTI derived networks, the group with cognitive impairment had a higher
likelihood of daily seizures and were younger at the age of their first seizure. In this group of patients
with cortical thickness connectomes available, there are only non-significant trends for a lower age at








Female 14 (46.7%) 22 (45.8%) 1.00
Age at MRI (years) 6.6 (7.2) 6.0 (6.2) 0.914
Age at first seizure (years) 1.3 (4.7) 3.0 (5.9) 0.129
Interval from first seizure to MRI 19.0 (32.0) 14.0 (32.3) 0.450
Daily or more frequent seizures 11 (36.7%) 8 (16.7%) 0.083
Number of AEDs 1.0 (2.0) 1.0 (2.0) 0.089
Focal onset seizures 3 (10.0%) 9 (18.8%) 0.472
Structural abnormality 9 (30.0%) 13 (27.1%) 0.984
IQ 59.0 (9.5) 91.0 (14.8) <0.001
Table 4.9: Cortical thickness networks: demographic and clinical features by
presence of cognitive impairment. Comparison of demographic and clinical features
between those with and without cognitive impairment. Data are count (percentage) for
categorical data and median (IQR) for numerical data. Statistical testing was carried out
using X2 tests for categorical data and Mann-Whitney U tests for all numerical data except
IQ, and t-tests for IQ. (AED: anti-epileptic drug; IQ: total intelligence quotient; MRI: magnetic
resonance imaging; IQR: interquartile range)
Group cortical thickness binary and weighted networks were constructed from both raw cortical
thickness measurements and from the residual cortical thickness measurement after regressing the
effects of age and sex in a linear model as described in Section 3.8.1.1. Networks were thresholded
using a range of both proportional and absolute thresholds at 0.1 intervals from zero to one as
described in Section 3.8.1.1. Networks were analysed after thresholding to find the lowest density at
which the network remained fully connected to allow investigation of average path lengths and as
described in previous analyses of cortical thickness connectomes.83,173 The degree of each node in the
network plotted against network density across the range of thresholds for networks constructed from
raw cortical thickness measurements are shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. The group network for
the group with cognitive impairment is fully connected at lower densities than the group network for
those with intact cognition following both methods of network construction using both raw cortical
thickness values and age and sex corrected values. At a density of 0.7 or above, all networks were fully
connected. To ensure that both groups had fully connected networks, global graph metrics were
calculated at a proportional threshold that maintained the top 70% of edge weights and maintained a
fixed network density of 0.7, and at an absolute threshold of 0.3 as removing all edges below 0.3 did not
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cause the networks to disconnect.
Figure 4.9: Node degree after proportional thresholding of raw cortical thickness
networks. The degree of each node is plotted against network density after applying
proportional thresholds between zero and one to keep the top proportion of edge weights.
Top: group network for those with cognitive impairment. Bottom: group network for
those with intact cognition. Networks disconnect at lower densities in those with cognitive
impairment.
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Figure 4.10: Node degree after absolute thresholding of raw cortical thickness
networks. The degree of each node is plotted against network density after applying
an absolute threshold between zero and one to remove all edge weights lower than the
threshold. Top: group network for those with cognitive impairment. Bottom: group network
for those with intact cognition. Networks disconnect at lower densities in those with cognitive
impairment.
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Global weighted and binary network metrics were calculated at the lowest proportional threshold that
ensured both groups had fully connected networks and are shown in Table 4.10. Statistical testing was
carried out using permutation tests. At a threshold that maintained the top 70% of edges, there were no
significant differences between the group with cognitive impairment and the group with intact cognition
in binary or weighted network strength, mean network edge weight, path length, global efficiency,
clustering, or small worldness. In both the raw and age and sex corrected cortical thickness weighted
networks λ was above one, but in the binary networks λ was equal to one in all groups. In all of the
networks γ was around one, and σ was around one or less than one. Therefore, after proportional
thresholding to maintain a density of 0.7, these networks do not show a small world organisation.












density 0.70 0.70 1.00 0.70 0.70 1.00
degree 46.9 46.9 1.00 46.9 46.9 1.00
L 1.31 1.31 0.750 1.30 1.30 0.973
λ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.973
C 0.83 0.87 0.696 0.82 0.84 0.973
γ 1.02 0.96 0.240 1.04 1.01 0.973
σ 1.01 0.96 0.640 1.04 1.01 0.973
EGlob 0.85 0.85 0.750 0.85 0.85 0.973
Weighted Networks
S 24.9 28.4 0.640 23.0 21.9 0.990
EW 0.53 0.61 0.640 0.49 0.47 0.990
L 2.57 2.28 0.640 2.66 2.83 0.990
λ 1.15 1.10 0.766 1.11 1.11 0.990
C 0.48 0.55 0.640 0.44 0.43 0.990
γ 1.03 0.96 0.640 1.05 1.02 0.990
σ 0.90 0.88 0.640 0.95 0.92 0.990
EGlob 0.45 0.51 0.640 0.43 0.40 0.990
Table 4.10: Cortical thickness networks, proportional thresholding: global network
characteristics by cognitive impairment. Comparison of global network characteristics
between the those with cognitive impairment and those with intact cognition. Data are
single values calculated from group networks with significance testing carried out using
permutation of groups. The p values are adjusted for 32 multiple comparisons (16 network
measures, 2 network types) using the FDR at 5%. Each network was thresholded to
maintain the top 70% of edge weights. (Cort.Thick.: cortical thickness; S: average network
strength; EW: mean edge weight; L: average path length; λ: normalised average path
length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small worldness
statistic; EGlob: global efficiency; FDR: false discovery rate)
Binary and weighted global network measures after applying an absolute threshold to the networks to
remove all edges with a weight of less than 0.3 are shown in Table 4.11. With the same absolute
threshold applied, the density of the networks varied from 0.65 to 0.83. There were no statistically
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significant differences between groups in network density or degree, but the values for density, degree,
mean strength and mean edge weighted tended to be higher in the group with intact cognition,
particularly in the raw cortical thickness networks. Similar to the proportionally thresholded networks, at
these network densities, the thresholded networks showed a λ slightly higher than one in the weighted
networks, but around one in the binary networks. These networks also had γ of around one, and σ of
around one and did not show small world organisation.












density 0.69 0.83 0.387 0.65 0.66 1.00
degree 46.0 55.9 0.387 43.8 43.9 1.00
L 1.32 1.17 0.387 1.35 1.35 1.00
λ 1.01 1.00 0.940 1.00 1.00 1.00
C 0.83 0.92 0.387 0.80 0.82 1.00
γ 1.02 1.00 0.940 1.05 1.01 1.00
σ 1.01 1.00 0.940 1.05 1.01 1.00
EGlob 0.84 0.92 0.387 0.83 0.83 1.00
Weighted Networks
S 24.7 31.6 0.810 22.1 21.0 0.990
EW 0.54 0.57 0.901 0.50 0.48 0.990
L 2.57 2.20 0.810 2.66 2.84 0.990
λ 1.15 1.09 0.960 1.11 1.11 0.990
C 0.48 0.54 0.810 0.44 0.43 0.990
γ 1.04 1.00 0.960 1.07 1.02 0.990
σ 0.90 0.92 0.960 0.96 0.92 0.990
EGlob 0.45 0.52 0.810 0.43 0.40 0.990
Table 4.11: Cortical thickness networks, absolute thresholding: global network
characteristics by cognitive impairment. Comparison of global network characteristics
between the those with cognitive impairment and those with intact cognition. Data are
single values calculated from group networks with significance testing carried out using
permutation of groups. Adjusted p values are shown after FDR correction for 32 multiple
comparisons (16 network measures, 2 network types) at 5%. All networks were thresholded
to keep all edge weight values above 0.3. (Cort.Thick.: cortical thickness; S: average
network strength; EW: mean edge weight; L: average path length; λ: normalised average
path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small worldness
statistic; EGlob: global efficiency; FDR: false discovery rate)
Because the cortical thickness group networks required high densities to maintain connected networks,
and examining the networks at densities of 0.6-0.8 may not be representative of brain architecture,43,70
and densely connected networks are known to be less likely to show a small world architecture,70
networks were allowed to disconnect and were analysed across the range of densities from 0.1 to the
full original density after removal of negative weights. Global efficiency was calculated at each threshold
as this is not susceptible to the effects of network disconnections. The global efficiency of the group with
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cognitive impairment compared to the group with intact cognition in the networks created from raw
cortical thickness values are shown in Figure 4.11. After proportional thresholding from zero to one to
maintain the top percentage of edge weights, the group with cognitive impairment have higher global
efficiency across thresholds below 0.5. After applying absolute thresholds from zero to one which
removed any edges with weights lower than the threshold, the group with intact cognition had a higher
global efficiency. After creating 1000 random permutations of group assignments, none of the thresholds
showed a significant difference using a p value cut off of 0.005 to account for 10 thresholds applied to
the network. Global efficiency across the range of thresholded age and sex corrected networks is
shown in Figure 4.12. The group with cognitive impairment appear to have slightly higher global
efficiency between the thresholds of 0.1 and 0.6 in the proportionally thresholded graphs and between
the thresholds of 0.2 and 0.7 in the graphs with absolute thresholds applied. However, after permutation
testing, none of the thresholds showed a significant difference between groups using corrected p values.
Global network characteristics were also computed in sparsely thresholded networks for comparison
with the network characteristics computed from the DTI networks. Network characteristics after
proportional thresholding to keep only the top 20% of edge weights are shown in Table 4.12. The
average path length was computed by removing infinity values from the distance matrix as described in
Section 3.8.2. There were no statistically significant differences between the groups with and without
cognitive impairment in strength or mean edge weight. Both L and λ were significantly higher in the raw
cortical thickness networks at this threshold. In the age and sex corrected networks, only λ was
significantly higher in the group with cognitive impairment. In the raw cortical thickness networks, there
were no differences in C or γ between the two groups, but in the age and sex corrected networks, γ was
significantly higher in the group with cognitive impairment in both the the binary and weighted networks.
All of the proportionally thresholded networks at this density showed a small world organisation with γ
higher than one, γ higher than λ, λ higher than one, and σ higher than one. In the group with cognitive
impairment, σ was higher than in the group with intact cognition. As λ was also higher in the group with
cognitive impairment, this must be due to the higher γ in the group with cognitive impairment.
To achieve network densities of around 0.2 to match the proportionally thresholded networks and the
DTI networks, the raw cortical thickness networks were thresholded to keep all edge weights above 0.6,
and the age and sex corrected cortical thickness networks were thresholded to keep all edge weights
above 0.5. After absolute thresholding, density, degree, strength and edge weight were all higher in the
group without cognitive impairment in the raw cortical thickness networks and in the group with cognitive
impairment in the age and sex corrected networks. However none of these differences were statistically
significant. The findings in the raw cortical thickness networks are similar to those in the DTI networks,
whereas the networks constructed from age and sex corrected cortical thickness measurements seem
to show opposite results. After absolute thresholding, both binary and weighted L and λ were higher in
the raw cortical thickness networks in the group with cognitive impairment. There were no differences in
γ between the groups with and without cognitive impairment. However, in both the binary and weighted
networks, σ was statistically significantly higher in the group with cognitive impairment compared to the
group with intact cognition. This must be driven by the non significant differences in γ as λ is higher in
the group with cognitive impairment. In the age and sex corrected networks, there were no differences
in path length between the groups, but γ and σ were statistically significantly higher in the weighted
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density 0.20 0.20 1.00 0.20 0.20 1.00
degree 13.4 13.4 1.00 13.4 13.4 1.00
L 2.04 1.81 0.00 2.17 2.10 0.184
λ 1.05 0.96 0.00 1.11 1.07 0.00
C 0.60 0.54 0.440 0.57 0.53 1.00
γ 1.43 1.23 0.440 1.79 1.29 0.027
σ 1.36 1.28 0.00 1.61 1.21 0.00
EGlob 0.46 0.39 0.440 0.53 0.46 1.00
Weighted Networks
S 9.52 9.96 0.626 8.88 8.32 1.00
EW 0.71 0.74 0.626 0.66 0.62 0.00
L 2.87 2.41 0.00 3.27 3.36 0.123
λ 1.10 0.98 0.00 1.16 1.10 0.00
C 0.47 0.43 0.493 0.42 0.37 0.00
γ 1.45 1.24 0.493 1.81 1.31 0.00
σ 1.32 1.26 0.00 1.57 1.18 0.00
EGlob 0.32 0.29 0.536 0.35 0.29 1.00
Table 4.12: Cortical thickness networks: global network characteristics by cognitive
impairment after proportional thresholding to keep the top 20% of edge weights.
Comparison of global network characteristics between the those with cognitive impairment
and those with intact cognition. Data are single values calculated from group networks with
significance testing carried out using permutation of groups. The p values are adjusted
for 32 multiple comparisons (16 measures, 2 network types) using the FDR at 5%. Each
network was thresholded to maintain the top 20% of edge weights. (Cort.Thick.: cortical
thickness; S: average network strength; EW: mean edge weight; L: average path length;
λ: normalised average path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering
coefficient; σ: small worldness statistic; EGlob: global efficiency; FDR: false discovery rate)
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density 0.22 0.36 0.613 0.31 0.26 0.935
degree 15.0 24.2 0.613 20.6 17.5 0.935
L 2.27 1.64 0.027 1.86 2.02 0.931
λ 1.20 0.99 0.027 1.06 1.11 0.931
C 0.59 0.65 0.727 0.62 0.63 0.935
γ 1.36 1.03 0.680 1.36 1.26 0.935
σ 1.13 1.04 0.027 1.28 1.13 0.931
EGlob 0.51 0.56 0.727 0.63 0.56 0.935
Weighted Networks
S 10.5 16.8 0.752 12.7 10.4 0.867
EW 0.70 0.70 0.888 0.62 0.60 0.558
L 3.27 2.35 0.027 2.98 2.39 0.558
λ 1.26 1.04 0.027 1.12 1.18 0.558
C 0.46 0.48 0.888 0.43 0.42 0.925
γ 1.37 1.03 0.752 1.38 1.27 0.00
σ 1.09 1.00 0.027 1.23 1.08 0.00
EGlob 0.36 0.39 0.888 0.39 0.34 0.764
Table 4.13: Cortical thickness networks: global network characteristics by cognitive
impairment after absolute thresholding. Comparison of global network characteristics
between the those with cognitive impairment and those with intact cognition. Data are
single values calculated from group networks with significance testing carried out using
permutation of groups. Adjusted p values are shown after FDR correction for 32 multiple
comparisons (16 network measures, 2 network types) at 5%. Raw networks were
thresholded to keep all edge weight values above 0.6 and age and sex corrected networks
were thresholded to keep all edge weight values above 0.5. (S: average network strength;
EW: mean edge weight; L: average path length; λ: normalised average path length; C:
clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small worldness statistic; EGlob:
global efficiency; FDR: false discovery rate
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Figure 4.11: Global efficiency of raw cortical thickness networks by cognitive
impairment Network global efficiency of raw cortical thickness networks plotted across a
range of network thresholds. Top: proportional thresholds were applied to keep the top
percentage of the threshold value of edge weights. Bottom: absolute thresholds were
applied to keep only edge weights above the threshold value. The group with cognitive
impairment is shown in red and the group with intact cognition in blue. Solid lines are
weighted network measures and dotted lines are binary network measures. (ID: cognitive
impairment; Cort.Thick.: cortical thickness)
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Figure 4.12: Global efficiency of corrected cortical thickness networks by cognitive
impairment. Network global efficiency of the age and sex corrected cortical thickness
networks plotted across a range of network thresholds. Top: proportional thresholds
were applied to keep the top percentage of the threshold value of edge weights. Bottom:
absolute thresholds were applied to keep only edge weights above the threshold value. The
group with cognitive impairment is shown in red and the group with intact cognition in blue.
Solid lines are weighted network measures and dotted lines are binary network measures.
(ID: cognitive impairment; Cort.Thick.: cortical thickness)
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4.5.2.5 Conclusions regarding cortical thickness network organisation in those with and
without cognitive impairment
Cortical thickness networks were constructed from both raw and age and sex corrected cortical
thickness measurements. Both binary and weighted networks were considered, and both proportional
and absolute thresholds were applied to the networks. Prior to thresholding, networks were densely
connected. After thresholding, networks had a tendency to disconnect and it was necessary to maintain
high densities to examine fully connected networks. When fully connected networks at densities of
0.6-0.8 were examined, there were no differences between the groups with and without cognitive
impairment. However, when networks were examined at lower densities (between 0.2-0.4) there were
similar findings to the DTI networks with higher path length, higher clustering, and a higher small
worldness statistic in the group with cognitive impairment. These differences were present in the raw
cortical thickness networks after both proportional thresholding to maintain a density of 0.2 and after
absolute thresholding where density was allowed to vary between groups, and therefore cannot be
solely attributable to differences in density between groups. Networks constructed from the age and sex
corrected cortical thickness measurements did not show a difference in L between groups after
proportional thresholding, but did show a higher λ, γ and σ in the group with cognitive impairment. In
the age and sex corrected networks, absolute thresholding of the cortical thickness measurements led
to networks with no significant differences in network characteristics except that weighted γ and σ were
higher in the group with cognitive impairment. At low densities, the findings in the cortical thickness
networks were similar to those in the DTI networks with higher λ, γ, and σ in those with cognitive
impairment. However, these findings did not hold in all types of network, and were not present when
networks were examined at higher densities.
4.5.2.6 Comparison of DTI and cortical thickness derived network organisation in those with
cognitive impairment
In the group with DTI connectomes there were some patients without cortical thickness connectomes
and vice versa. This led to slight differences in the clinical characteristics between the groups with and
without cognitive impairment as seen when comparing Table 4.4 and Table 4.9. To ensure that any
differences in findings between the DTI networks and the cortical thickness networks were not due to
different patient inclusions in the groups, DTI networks and cortical thickness networks were compared
in the overlapping group with both types of connectome available. There were 65 patients with both
cortical thickness and DTI connectomes available. Twenty-six (40%) patients had a documented
diagnosis of cognitive impairment and 39 (60%) patients did not. The characteristics of the two groups
are shown in Table 4.14. In this subset of patients, there is a significantly lower age at first seizure and a
significantly higher likelihood of daily seizures in the group with cognitive impairment, similar to the
findings in the group with DTI connectomes (Table 4.4).
DTI networks were compared to cortical thickness networks in the groups with and without cognitive
impairment. Table 4.15 shows the network characteristics for the two groups in the FA weighted
networks and the raw cortical thickness connectomes. The FA weighted networks were chosen for
comparison as they are constructed so that edge weights fall between zero and one prior to any








Female 14 (54%) 19 (49%) 0.879
Age at MRI (years) 5.5 (6.2) 5.6 (6.2) 0.520
Age at first seizure (years) 1.3 (3.2) 3.9 (6.0) 0.032
Time from first seizure to MRI (months) 19.0 (32.5) 14.0 (35.0) 0.465
Daily or more frequent seizures 11 (42%) 5 (13%) 0.016
Number of AEDs 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (2.0) 0.111
Focal onset seizures 3 (12%) 8 (21%) 0.543
Structural abnormality 8 (31%) 11 (28%) 1.00
IQ 59.0 (9.5) 95.0 (16.0) <0.001
Table 4.14: Both network types: demographic and clinical features by cognitive
impairment. Comparison of demographic and clinical features between those with
and without cognitive impairment in the subset with both cortical thickness and DTI
data available. Data are count (percentage) for categorical data and median (IQR) for
numerical data. Statistical testing was carried out using X2 tests for categorical data and
Mann-Whitney U tests for numerical data except IQ, for which t-tests were used. (AED:
anti-epileptic drug; IQ: total intelligence quotient; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; IQR:
interquartile range)
correction or normalisation, similar to structural covariance networks from cortical thickness
measurements. As the FA weighted networks are not corrected for age, networks created from raw
cortical thickness measurements were chosen for comparison. The raw cortical thickness connectomes
were thresholded at an absolute threshold that maintained only edge weights above 0.8 to give
densities that were not fixed across the groups and were similar in magnitude to the FA networks. As
these cortical thickness networks were not fully connected, L was calculated across the network by
removing entries of infinity from the distance matrix as described in Section 3.8.2. Both weighted and
binary networks were compared.
The FA weighted and binary networks in this subgroup show similar results to those seen in the total
group with DTI connectomes. The group with cognitive impairment has lower network densities, lower
average degrees, lower average strength, lower average edge weights, lower global efficiency, and
higher λ and γ than the group with intact cognition. In the cortical thickness networks the lower density,
degree, strength, mean edge weight, and global efficiency in the group with cognitive impairment were
not statistically significant. However, λ and γ were significantly higher in the group with cognitive
impairment. In the FA weighted networks, γ was higher than λ and σ was greater than one, suggesting
a small world organisation in both groups without any difference in σ between groups. In the cortical
thickness networks, γ was greater than λ and σ was greater than one in the group with cognitive
impairment but in the group with intact cognition, λ, γ, and σ were only just greater than one, which
does not suggest a small world organisation.
The FA DTI networks and the raw cortical thickness networks were processed to try to keep the network
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density 0.19 (0.01) 0.21 (0.02) 0.001 0.12 0.20 0.534
degree 16.1 (1.12) 17.5 (1.66) 0.001 7.79 13.3 0.534
L 2.12 (0.07) 2.04 (0.08) 0.001 2.60 1.81 0.00
λ 1.12 (0.02) 1.10 (0.02) 0.001 1.16 1.00 0.040
C 0.60 (0.02) 0.61 (0.01) 0.539 0.43 0.51 0.362
γ 2.14 (0.24) 2.01 (0.20) 0.034 1.84 1.12 0.00
σ 1.91 (0.19) 1.82 (0.15) 0.068 1.59 1.11 0.00
EGlob 0.55 (0.02) 0.56 (0.02) 0.001 0.34 0.39 0.534
Weighted Networks
S 5.80 (0.65) 6.64 (0.73) <0.001 6.03 10.2 0.675
EW 0.36 (0.02) 0.38 (0.02) 0.001 0.77 0.77 0.879
L 5.28 (0.44) 4.76 (0.33) <0.001 3.39 2.35 0.035
λ 1.15 (0.03) 1.12 (0.03) 0.001 1.19 1.03 0.400
C 0.27 (0.02) 0.28 (0.03) 0.023 0.37 0.41 0.675
γ 2.01 (0.23) 1.90 (0.18) 0.048 1.87 1.12 0.00
σ 1.76 (0.20) 1.70 (0.16) 0.200 1.57 1.09 0.035
EGlob 0.22 (0.02) 0.24 (0.02) <0.001 0.26 0.30 0.675
Table 4.15: DTI and cortical thickness global network characteristics by cognitive
impairment. Comparison of global network characteristics between the those with cognitive
impairment and those with intact cognition. Only patients with both DTI and cortical
thickness networks are included. For the DTI FA networks data are mean (SD) and statistical
comparison was carried out using t-tests. The raw cortical thickness networks are single
values calculated from group networks after an absolute threshold of 0.7 was applied to
remove all edge weights less than 0.7. For the cortical thickness networks group differences
were tested statistically using permutation testing. All p values are adjusted following
FDR correction at 5% for 32 comparisons (2 network types and 16 network measures).
(DTI: diffusion tensor imaging; Cort.Thick.: cortical thickness; FA: fractional anisotropy; S:
average network strength; EW: mean edge weight; L: average path length; λ: normalised
average path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small
worldness statistic; EGlob: global efficiency; SD: standard deviation; FDR: false discovery
rate)
properties as similar to each other as possible. However, this meant the cortical thickness networks
were not fully connected. This is reflected in the lower node degrees seen in the cortical thickness
networks. The disconnections in the cortical thickness networks may have contributed to λ and γ being
similar to regular networks and the lack of small world organisation. Thresholding the cortical thickness
networks also led to high mean edge weights as the lower edge weights were removed, and also meant
the mean edge weights were similar across the two groups. Despite the similar mean edge weights,
weighted γ was still significantly higher in the group with cognitive impairment suggesting that this is due
to different arrangements of weights in the cortical thickness networks rather than overall group
differences in mean edge weight.
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Connectivity matrices for the FA weighted networks are displayed in Figure 4.13. These can be
compared with the connectivity matrices of the cortical thickness networks displayed in Figure 4.14. The
DTI networks include subcortical areas, unlike the cortical thickness networks, leading to a higher
number of nodes. The lower (blue coloured) weight connections can be appreciated in the DTI
networks. These have been thresholded out in the cortical thickness networks, and only high edge
weights remain. In both the DTI and cortical thickness networks, the greater network density in the
group without cognitive impairment (bottom matrices) can be visually appreciated. There appears to be
a greater number of interhemispheric connections in the cortical thickness networks than in the DTI
networks. All of these differences in network structure arise from the methods involved in creating the
connectivity matrices.
Overall, there are differences in path length and clustering in both the DTI networks and the cortical
thickness networks in the groups with and without cognitive impairment. This suggests that network
topology does differ between the group with cognitive impairment and the group with intact cognition.
There are differences in findings between the DTI and the cortical thickness networks, and these
differences may arise from the differences in network construction methodology. As similar findings do
exist in networks created using very different techniques, this suggests the findings are robust and not
an artefact of network creation techniques.
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Figure 4.13: DTI FA weighted networks: group averaged connectivity matrices.
Group averaged weighted connectomes were constructed for both the group with cognitive
impairment and the group with intact cognition. Connections were kept if they were present
in more than 60% of the subjects within the group. Edges were weighted with the average
group weight. The connectivity matrix is laid out with nodes running from top to bottom and
left to right in the order given in Table 3.2. Top: group averaged weighted connectivity matrix
for those with cognitive impairment. Bottom: group averaged weighted connectivity matrix
for those with intact cognition. (FA: fractional anisotropy; DTI: diffusion tensor imaging)
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Figure 4.14: Raw cortical thickness weighted networks: connectivity matrices Single
group connectomes for those with cognitive impairment and those with intact cognition. The
connectivity matrix is laid out with nodes running from top to bottom and left to right in the
order given in Table 3.2. Top: group cortical thickness weighted connectivity matrix for those
with cognitive impairment. Bottom: group cortical thickness weighted connectivity matrix
for those with intact cognition (Cort.Thick.: cortical thickness)
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4.5.3 Is there an association between DTI network characteristics and IQ in
children with suspected epilepsy?
To provide further evidence for an association between network characteristics and cognitive function,
the subgroup of children with DTI networks and IQ scores available were investigated. IQ scores were
correlated against network characteristics. DTI networks were chosen for this analysis rather than
cortical thickness networks because they are constructed as individual networks rather than group
networks. Of the 80 patients with DTI networks, 36 had undergone formal neuropsychological testing,
and 32 had achieved a IQ score. Both binary and weighted FA and NOS networks were assessed. The
normalised metrics were chosen for investigation as normalisation to random networks with the same
number of edges, nodes, and node degrees should decrease the influence of overall network density
and degree on the analyses. General linear models with the normalised network characteristic as the
outcome measure, and IQ as a predictor were created and analysed. Models assessing binary
normalised metrics included density as a covariate, and models assessing weighted normalised metrics
included mean edge weight as a covariate to control for overall network number and strength of edges.
FA NOS
Estimate Std Error t p Estimate Std Error t p
binary
λ
density -0.776 0.143 -5.41 <0.001 -0.89 0.14 -6.39 <0.001
IQ -0.0002 0.0001 -2.17 0.039 -0.0002 0.0001 -2.17 0.078
γ
density -10.2 1.82 -5.59 <0.001 -11.8 1.53 -7.72 <0.001
IQ -0.001 0.001 -0.62 0.538 <0.001 0.001 -0.32 0.752
weighted
λ
EW 0.25 0.22 1.14 <0.262 0.67 4.06 0.17 <0.870
IQ -0.0007 0.0002 -2.74 0.010 -0.002 0.002 -1.09 0.283
γ
EW -4.22 2.28 -1.85 0.074 8.25 4.45 1.85 0.074
IQ -0.0009 0.002 -0.35 0.729 -0.004 0.002 -1.67 0.105
Table 4.16: DTI networks: prediction of normalised network characteristics using IQ.
Linear regression modelling using λ, and γ as dependent variables and density, mean edge
weight, and IQ as predictors. (FA: fractional anisotropy; NOS: number of streamlines; DTI:
diffusion tensor imaging; EW: mean edge weight; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; λ:
normalised path length; IQ total intelligence quotient)
The estimates, standard errors, t and p values for the linear models are shown in Table 4.16. The linear
model predicting λ using density and IQ in the binary networks had an adjusted R2 of 0.59 in the FA
networks and 0.69 in the NOS networks. IQ was a significant predictor of λ in addition to density in the
FA networks but not in the NOS networks. The models predicting γ in the binary networks had an
adjusted R2 of 0.54 in the FA networks and 0.69 in the NOS networks. Although density was a
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significant predictor of γ in both network types, IQ was not. In the weighted networks, the adjusted R2
for the model predicting λ from mean edge weight and IQ was only 0.17 in the FA networks and 0.03 in
the NOS networks. Mean edge weight was not a significant predictor of λ in either type of network, and
IQ was only a significant predictor of λ in the FA network. When γ was used as the outcome variable,
the adjusted R2 was 0.15 in the FA networks and 0.11 in the NOS networks. Neither IQ or mean edge
weight were statistically significant predictors of γ. The combination of density and IQ accounts for a
reasonable proportion of the variance in λ and γ in the binary networks (0.54-0.69). However, mean
edge weight and IQ account for only a very small proportion of the variance (up to 0.17) in weighted γ
and λ, suggesting that factors other than IQ and mean network edge strength must also be important in
determining these weighted measures. In the FA networks, IQ is a significant predictor of both binary
and weighted λ over and above density or mean edge weight. This is not seen in the NOS networks. IQ
is not a significant predictor of γ in any of the networks.
Overall, there is a statistically significant association between IQ and λ in the FA weighted networks,
and this persists even when controlling for the effects of density in the binary networks and mean edge
weight in the weighted networks. However, this relationship is not seen in the NOS derived networks.
4.5.4 Is there an association between network characteristics, cognition, and
seizure characteristics?
To investigate whether the group differences in frequency of seizures and age at onset of seizures can
account for the differences in network characteristics between those with cognitive impairment and
those without, the correlations between seizure characteristics, cognition, and network characteristics
were examined. The correlation matrix for the binary metrics from the FA networks is shown in Figure
4.15, and the correlation matrix for the weighted metrics from the FA networks is shown in Figure 4.16.
As can be appreciated from these figures, network characteristics are all highly correlated with each
other. The measures of cognitive impairment and IQ are also highly correlated with each other.
Measures of IQ and cognitive impairment are also correlated with network characteristics. The clinical
seizure characteristics are also correlated with each other and then with cognitive and network
characteristics to a lesser extent.
Initially models were built to assess the effect of seizure characteristics on IQ and cognitive impairment.
The age at MRI, the interval from first seizure to MRI, and the age at onset of seizures were all highly
correlated due to a large proportion of children undergoing MRI within a year of their first seizure (see
Figure 4.4), and including all of these as predictor variables in linear or logistic regressions was not
possible due to the problem of multicollinearity from correlated variables. The age at first seizure was
chosen for inclusion as this correlated most strongly with the network and cognitive variables. Logistic
regression with cognitive impairment as the dependent variable and the clinical features as predictors
was performed. The included predictors, along with their estimates, standard errors, z values and p
values are shown in Table 4.17. Only daily seizures were significantly predictive of cognitive impairment.
Replacing the age at first seizure with the age at MRI or time from first seizure to MRI led to similar
results. A linear model was built using the same predictors with IQ as the dependent variable and the
estimates, standard errors and p values are shown in Table 4.18. The age at first seizure, number of
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Figure 4.15: Network, cognitive, and clinical correlations for binary FA networks.
The spearman correlation coefficient was calculated for each of the network, clinical, and
cognitive variables (FA: fractional anisotropy; ID: cognitive impairment; MRI: magnetic
resonance imaging; AED: anti-epileptic drug; TIQ: total intelligence quotient; VIQ:
performance intelligence quotient; PIQ: verbal intelligence quotient; L: average path length;
λ: normalised average path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering
coefficient; σ: small worldness statistic; EGlob: global efficiency)
AEDs, and the presence of an MRI structural abnormality were all predictive of TIQ. The adjusted R2 for
this model was 0.48. Replacing the age of onset of seizures with the time from the first seizure to MRI
or the age at MRI led to a similar model with either the interval from first seizure to MRI or the age at
MRI being significant predictors of TIQ.
To check whether the difference in findings using IQ and cognitive impairment as the outcome was due
to patient differences in the smaller cohort with IQ available, the model for cognitive impairment was
repeated including only the 32 patients with IQ scores available. When only patients with IQ scores
available were included, the age that seizures started was also significantly predictive of cognitive
impairment in addition to the occurrence of daily seizures. Therefore, part of the difference in findings
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Figure 4.16: Network, cognitive, and clinical correlations for weighted FA networks.
The spearman correlation coefficient was calculated for each of the network, clinical,
and cognitive variables (FA: fractional anisotropy; AED: anti-epileptic drug; MRI: magnetic
resonance imaging; ID: cognitive impairment; TIQ: total intelligence quotient; VIQ:
performance intelligence quotient; PIQ: verbal intelligence quotient; S: average network
strength; EW: average network edge weight; L: average path length; λ: normalised average
path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small worldness
statistic; EGlob: global efficiency)
when using cognitive impairment and IQ as outcome variables relates to differences in the cohort of
patients available for analysis.
The models predicting cognitive impairment and IQ were adjusted by adding binary or weighted λ or γ
from the FA and NOS networks as predictors. Both binary and weighted λ had a significant prediction of
cognitive impairment over and above the clinical features in the FA and NOS networks. In all of the
networks except for the NOS weighted networks, the addition of λ to the model predicting cognitive
impairment rendered the occurrence of daily seizures to become a non-significant predictor of cognitive
impairment. In the linear model predicting IQ, adding binary or weighted λ from the FA or NOS networks
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Estimate Standard Error z p
Female -0.197 0.738 -0.973 0.330
Age at first seizure 0.005 0.008 0.66 0.513
Less than daily seizures 1.772 0.685 2.59 0.010
Number AEDs -0.251 0.279 -0.90 0.367
Structural abnormality 0.568 0.694 0.82 0.413
Focal seizures -0.605 0.691 -0.87 0.382
Table 4.17: Predicting cognitive impairment from clinical variables. Logistic regression
model predicting cognitive impairment from clinical variables. (AED: anti-epileptic drug)
Estimate Standard Error t p
Female -11.9 8.18 -1.46 0.156
Age at first seizure 0.277 0.107 2.60 0.015
Less than daily seizures 17.7 7.89 2.24 0.034
Number AEDs -10.3 3.40 -3.04 0.005
Structural abnormality 27.2 8.56 -3.17 0.004
Focal seizures -7.24 7.81 -0.93 0.362
Table 4.18: Predicting IQ from clinical variables. Linear regression model predicting IQ
from clinical variables. (AED: anti-epileptic drug)
did not decrease the significance of the clinical predictors, and λ did not become a significant predictor.
Adding binary or weighted λ increased the adjusted R2 to 0.49-0.51. When the model predicting
cognitive impairment was re-examined in just those patients in whom an IQ score was available, neither
weighted or binary λ became a significant predictor of cognitive impairment and the clinical features
remained significant. Therefore, λ is a significant predictor of cognitive impairment in the whole set of
patients, but not in the subset with IQ scores available. When γ was added to the model predicting
cognitive impairment instead of λ, daily seizures remained a significant predictor of cognitive
impairment, and γ was not a significant predictor of cognitive impairment. Neither binary or weighted γ
were significant predictors of IQ when added as predictors instead of λ, and the clinical seizure features
remained significant predictors of IQ in these models. Adding γ as a predictor to the models increased
the adjusted R2 to 0.47.
General linear models were also built with λ and γ as the outcome variables, and the clinical seizure
characteristics as predictors. The estimates, standard errors, t values and p values for each of the terms
included in the models to predict λ are shown in Table 4.19. Daily seizures were predictive of binary λ in
both the FA and NOS networks and were also predictive of weighted λ in the FA networks, but not in the
NOS networks. However, the number of medications was predictive of weighted λ in the NOS networks.
The adjusted R2 for these models was only 0.16 for the binary NOS λ and 0.17 for the binary FA λ and
0.04 for weighted FA and 0.06 for weighted NOS. Adding cognitive impairment as a predictor variable to
the binary models increased the R2 to 0.21 in the FA model and 0.20 in the NOS models. In both these
models, daily seizures remained predictive of λ. Cognitive impairment was significantly predictive of λ in
the FA model with a p value of 0.04 but non significant in the NOS model with a p value of 0.05. Adding
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IQ to the models instead of cognitive impairment rendered daily seizures non-significant, but was also
itself not a significant predictor of λ, and increased the adjusted R2 to 0.19 in the FA model and 0.16 in
the NOS model. Therefore adding IQ explained less of the variance in λ than cognitive impairment, but
may be more closely correlated with having daily seizures. Adding density to the models with cognitive
impairment increased the R2 to 0.70 in both the NOS model and in the FA model and rendered both
daily seizures and cognitive impairment non significant in both models. Adding density to the models
with IQ included as a predictor increased the R2 to 0.60 in the FA model and 0.59 in the NOS model and
again rendered all predictive variables non-significant. Density therefore accounts for much of the
variance in binary λ. Cognitive impairment may account for more variance in binary λ than IQ, although
the smaller sample size of patients with IQ scores available may be responsible for this difference.
FA NOS
Estimate Std Error t p Estimate Std Error t p
Binary Networks
λ
Female 0.006 0.006 1.03 0.308 0.006 0.006 0.99 0.326
Age first seizure -<0.001 <0.001 1.67 0.100 <0.001 <0.001 1.61 0.112
Not daily seizures -0.020 0.006 -3.06 0.003 -0.019 0.006 -2.94 0.005
Number of AEDs 0.005 0.003 1.82 0.074 0.005 0.003 1.95 0.056
MRI abnormality -0.009 0.006 -1.48 0.143 -0.009 0.006 -1.38 0.172
Focal seizures 0.003 0.006 0.44 0.663 0.003 0.007 0.40 0.688
Weighted Networks
λ
Female 0.004 0.008 0.47 0.639 0.022 0.061 0.37 0.716
Age first seizure <0.001 <0.001 1.41 0.164 <0.001 0.001 0.06 0.949
Not daily seizures -0.022 0.009 -2.46 0.017 -0.096 0.069 -1.39 0.169
Number of AEDs 0.002 0.003 0.62 0.541 0.057 0.027 2.08 0.042
MRI abnormality -0.007 0.009 -0.76 0.453 -0.004 0.069 -0.06 0.953
Focal seizures 0.005 0.009 0.60 0.553 -0.008 0.069 -0.12 0.903
Table 4.19: DTI networks: prediction of λ using demographic and clinical features
Linear regression modelling using λ as the dependent variable and demographic and
clinical features as predictors. (FA: fractional anisotropy; NOS: number of streamlines;
DTI: diffusion tensor imaging; EW: edge weight; λ: normalised path length; MRI: magnetic
resonance imaging; AED: anti-epileptic drug)
Cognitive impairment was also added to the models predicting weighted λ. In the FA networks, cognitive
impairment was a significant predictor of λ with a p value of 0.017, and daily seizures became non
significant. In the NOS weighted networks, cognitive impairment was not a significant predictor of λ
above the clinical characteristics but the number of AEDs remained significant. The adjusted R2
became 0.12 in the NOS networks and 0.10 in the FA networks with the addition of cognitive
impairment. When IQ was added to the model instead of cognitive impairment, the adjusted R2
decreased to -0.01 in the FA model and 0.05 in the NOS model and none of the clinical factors or IQ
were significant predictors of λ. Adding mean edge weight increased the adjusted R2 to 0.02 in the
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NOS and 0.04 in the FA models including IQ and to 0.19 in the NOS and to 0.11 in the FA models
including cognitive impairment. The number of AEDs was still a significant predictor of λ after adding
mean edge weight to the NOS weighted model. Adding density rather than mean edge weight did not
increase the adjusted R2 value any further. Thus cognitive impairment may also explain more of the
variance in weighted λ than IQ, and the models show better fit without the IQ term, although again this
may be due to the reduced sample size with IQ compared with cognitive impairment. Adding mean
edge weight and cognitive impairment decreased the effect of daily seizures on λ in the FA networks but
had no effect on the significant of the number of medications on λ in the NOS networks.
A similar experiment was performed using γ as the outcome variable rather than λ. The results are in
Table 4.20. In the binary networks, daily seizures and the number of AEDs were significant predictors of
γ. These models had an adjusted R2 of 0.14 in the FA networks and 0.15 in the NOS networks. For
weighted γ, daily seizures was a significant predictor in the FA networks, but the number of AEDs was
not significant. In the NOS networks, the number of AEDs was significant but daily seizures were not
significant with p values just above 0.05. The adjusted R2 for the weighted γ models was 0.14 for the FA
networks and 0.16 for the NOS networks. Adding cognitive impairment to these models rendered daily
seizures a non-significant predictor of γ but the number of AEDs remained significant. The addition of
cognitive impairment increased R2 to 0.14 in both the NOS and FA networks. Cognitive impairment was
not a significant predictor. When IQ was added to the models rather than cognitive impairment, this was
also not a significant predictor, but it rendered all the clinical features non significant and increased the
adjusted R2 to 0.16 in the NOS networks and 0.15 in the FA networks. Adding density increased R2 to
0.71 in the NOS and 0.69 in the FA networks, and was a significant predictor of γ in the models including
IQ. Adding density also rendered all clinical variables non-significant predictors of γ. In the models
including cognitive impairment, adjusted R2 increased to 0.59 in the NOS networks and 0.57 in the FA
networks, less than in the models including cognitive impairment. Again density was the only significant
factor in the model.
In the weighted networks, the addition of cognitive impairment increased adjusted R2 to 0.16 in the NOS
networks and 0.13 in the FA networks, and the clinical factors remained significant. Adding IQ to the
models instead of cognitive impairment gave an adjusted R2 of 0.13 in the FA models and 0.17 in the
NOS models and rendered all the clinical factors insignificant predictors. IQ was also an insignificant
predictor of weighted γ. Adding mean edge weight to the models with IQ improved adjusted R2 to 0.31
in the FA networks and 0.19 in the NOS networks. None of the clinical factors remained significant.
Mean edge weight was itself a predictor of weighted γ in the FA networks but not in the NOS networks.
Adding mean edge weight to the models with cognitive impairment increased R2 to 0.22 in the the FA
networks and 0.16 in the NOS networks. Adding density to the models instead of mean edge weight did
not change the findings or increase R2. Mean edge weight and the number of medications were
significant predictors in the FA networks. In the NOS networks, only daily seizures were significant
predictors of γ. Therefore, daily seizures and number of medications remained significant predictors of γ
in the weighted networks after addition of cognitive impairment and mean edge weight to the models.
For binary γ, the number of AEDs remained significant after the addition of cognitive impairment. Adding
IQ to the models rendered all the clinical features non-significant, and IQ itself was also non-significant.
In conclusion, seizure, network, and cognitive variables are all correlated. The presence of cognitive
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FA NOS
Estimate Std Error t p Estimate Std Error t p
Binary Networks
γ
Female 0.067 0.057 1.16 0.250 0.066 0.057 1.16 0.250
Age first seizure 0.001 0.001 1.23 0.226 0.001 0.001 1.23 0.223
Not daily seizures -0.138 0.065 -2.11 0.039 -0.136 0.065 -2.10 0.040
Number of AEDs 0.063 0.026 2.45 0.017 0.064 0.026 2.49 0.016
MRI abnormality 0.053 0.065 -0.82 0.416 -0.058 0.065 -0.89 0.375
Focal seizures 0.010 0.066 0.153 0.879 0.012 0.065 0.18 0.855
Weighted Networks
γ
Female 0.066 0.055 1.19 0.240 0.094 0.072 1.31 0.197
Age first seizure 0.001 0.001 1.07 0.291 0.001 0.001 1.65 0.105
Not daily seizures -0.123 0.063 -1.96 0.055 -0.207 0.082 -2.53 0.014
Number of AEDs 0.061 0.025 2.46 0.017 0.065 0.032 2.00 0.051
MRI abnormality -0.051 0.063 -0.81 0.419 -0.023 0.082 -0.29 0.776
Focal seizures 0.011 0.063 0.17 0.868 -0.012 0.082 -0.15 0.879
Table 4.20: DTI networks: prediction of γ using demographic and clinical features
Linear regression modelling using γ as the dependent variable and demographic and
clinical features as predictors. (FA: fractional anisotropy; NOS: number of streamlines; DTI:
diffusion tensor imaging; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; MRI: magnetic resonance
imaging; AED: anti-epileptic drug)
impairment is not only predicted by DTI network density, λ, and γ as shown in Section 4.5.2.1, but is
also predicted by the presence of daily seizures after taking other clinical variables into account as seen
in Table 4.17. In models predicting network characteristics in the FA networks, daily seizures were
predictive of λ in the FA networks and the number of AEDs was predictive of λ in the NOS networks. γ
was predicted by daily seizures and the number of AEDs in both the FA and NOS networks. Adding λ to
models predicting cognitive impairment from clinical variables decreases the effect of the clinical
variables. This suggests that λ may have a mediating effect on the association between seizure
characteristics and cognition. Adding γ to the models predicting cognitive impairment from clinical
variables did not have the same effect, and γ was not a significant predictor of cognitive impairment,
suggesting γ does not have a similar mediating effect on cognition and is more closely associated with
clinical variables than the presence of cognitive impairment. As models including the seizure
characteristics also decrease the effect of λ on cognition, there could also be a mediating effect of
seizure characteristics on the association between λ and cognitive impairment. However, including both
seizure characteristics and network characteristics in models predicting cognitive impairment led to the
highest adjusted R2 values, suggesting that both seizure characteristics and network characteristics
contribute to explaining whether or not a patient has cognitive dysfunction. The results for investigation
of IQ scores are different to those for the cognitive impairment group, which is likely to be due to the
smaller group size of patients with IQ scores available or the different statistical methods used for the
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continuous IQ scores as opposed to the dichotomous cognitive impairment groups as all the patients in
the cognitive impairment group had lower IQ scores than those in the group with intact cognition. In the
binary networks, network density accounted for much of the variance in λ, but in the weighted networks,
mean edge weight accounted for a much smaller proportion of the variance in λ. Adding density instead
of mean edge weight to the models predicting weighted network characteristics did not change the
findings.
4.5.5 Patients with a definite diagnosis of epilepsy
This suspected epilepsy cohort consists of patients investigated for suspected seizures. Some of these
patients did not go on to receive a definite diagnosis of epilepsy. To assess whether the findings in this
chapter are applicable to those with a definite diagnosis of epilepsy as well as to a cohort investigated
for suspected epilepsy, the subgroup who were later diagnosed with epilepsy by their paediatric
neurologist were investigated. As described in Section 4.5.1.3, twelve patients had an unclear
diagnosis, and ten patients had experienced febrile seizures. These were excluded as they did not meet
the criteria for a diagnosis of epilepsy.99
There were 41 children in the cohort with whole brain DTI connectomes and a definite diagnosis of
epilepsy. Four patients did not have any documentation regarding cognitive impairment. Seventeen
(46%) patients had cognitive impairment as described in Section 3.6, and twenty (54%) were cognitively
intact. The demographic and clinical features of the two groups are shown in Table 4.21. There are no








Female 10 (59%) 11 (55%) 1.00
Age at MRI (years) 6.4 (7.4) 6.8 (4.1) 0.855
Age at first seizure (years) 1.5 (4.3) 4.0 (4.5) 0.141
Time from first seizure to MRI (months) 14.5 (36.8) 14.0 (21.5) 0.551
Daily or more frequent seizures 8 (47%) 4 (20%) 0.162
Number of AEDs 1.5 (1.0) 1.0 (2.0) 0.2402
Focal onset seizures 2 (12%) 5 (25%) 0.546
IQ 59.6 (9.3) 92.1 (14.9) <0.001
Table 4.21: DTI networks: demographic and clinical features by cognitive impairment
in subgroup with definite epilepsy Comparison of demographic and clinical features
between those with and without cognitive impairment in the subgroup with definite epilepsy.
Data are count (percentage) for categorical data and median (IQR) for numerical data except
for IQ which is mean (SD). Significance testing was carried out using X2 tests for categorical
data and Mann-Whitney U tests for all numerical data except IQ, where a t-test was used.
(AED: Anti-epileptic drug; IQ: intelligence quotient; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; IQR:
interquartile range; SD: standard deviation)
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Global network characteristics for the binary and weighted networks for the groups with and without
cognitive impairment are shown in Table 4.22. There were no statistically significant differences in the
global network measures calculated for binary networks between the group with cognitive impairment
and the cognitively intact group. In the weighted networks, network strength was significantly higher in
the group without cognitive impairment in both the networks constructed from FA and those constructed
from the NOS. In the group with cognitive impairment average path length was higher and global
efficiency lower in both the FA and NOS networks. However, there was no statistically significant













density 0.19 (0.01) 0.20 (0.02) 0.081 0.19 (0.01) 0.20 (0.02) 0.095
degree 15.9 (1.08) 17.0 (1.68) 0.081 16.1 (1.07) 17.1 (1.68) 0.095
L 2.12 (0.07) 2.07 (0.09) 0.081 2.12 (0.07) 2.06 (0.09) 0.095
λ 1.12 (0.02) 1.11 (0.02) 0.098 1.12 (0.02) 1.11 (0.02) 0.117
C 0.60 (0.02) 0.60 (0.01) 0.281 0.60 (0.02) 0.61 (0.01) 0.201
γ 2.18 (0.25) 2.06 (0.22) 0.171 2.28 (0.24) 2.06 (0.21) 0.165
σ 1.93 (0.19) 1.85 (0.17) 0.186 1.94 (0.19) 1.85 (0.16) 0.174
EGlob 0.54 (0.02) 0.56 (0.02) 0.081 0.55 (0.02) 0.56 (0.02) 0.094
Weighted Networks
S 5.74 (0.61) 6.45 (0.71) 0.007 2993 (463) 3509 (734) 0.041
EW 0.36 (0.02) 0.38 (0.02) 0.008 186 (22) 205 (38) 0.099
L 5.25 (0.39) 4.82 (0.31) 0.005 0.01 (0.003) 0.01 (0.002) 0.041
λ 1.14 (0.02) 1.12 (0.03) 0.061 1.46 (0.33) 1.29 (0.12) 0.099
C 0.27 (0.02) 0.28 (0.03) 0.040 0.02 (0.005) 0.02 (0.004) 0.230
γ 2.04 (0.24) 1.94 (0.21) 0.177 3.28 (0.29) 3.11 (0.31) 0.129
σ 1.79 (0.22) 1.72 (0.18) 0.301 2.31 (0.36) 2.41 (0.16) 0.309
EGlob 0.22 (0.02) 0.24 (0.01) 0.005 156 (27) 189 (42) 0.041
Table 4.22: DTI networks: global network characteristics by cognitive impairment in
subgroup with definite epilepsy. Comparison of global network characteristics between
those with cognitive impairment and those without calculated from the FA and NOS
networks. Data are mean (SD). Statistical testing was carried out using t-tests and p values
are adjusted using the FDR set at 5% for 32 multiple comparisons (16 network measures, 2
network types). (FA: fractional anisotropy; NOS: number of streamlines; S: average network
strength; EW: mean edge weight; L: average path length; λ: normalised average path
length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small worldness
statistic; EGlob: global efficiency; SD: standard deviation; FDR: false discovery rate)
To assess whether the differences in L in the weighted networks between those with cognitive
impairment and those without are due to the differences in mean network edge weight in the FA
networks, a linear regression with L as the dependent variable and mean edge weight and cognitive
impairment as predictors was created. Models for the weighted networks are shown in Table 4.23.
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There is a statistically significant effect of adding the diagnosis of cognitive impairment as a predictor to
L, confirming that there is a difference in L between groups that can not completely be accounted for by
the differences in total edge weights between the networks.
sum squares F p
L
EW 5.12 88.2 ¡0.001
Cognitive Impairment 0.312 7.21 <0.026
Table 4.23: DTI FA weighted networks: effect of mean edge weight on the association
between cognitive impairment and average path length. Linear regression modelling
using L as the dependent variable and EW and the presence of cognitive impairment as
predictors. Type I sums of squares were calculated for addition of cognitive impairment to
EW as a predictor variable. (FA: fractional anisotropy; EW: mean edge weight; DTI: Diffusion
Tensor Imaging; L: average path length)
The association between network characteristics and IQ was also investigated in the group with definite
epilepsy. In this subgroup, 17 (41.5%) had undergone formal neuropsychological testing, and 14 had
achieved an IQ or DQ score. The other three were unable to complete testing and scores could not be
assigned. The association of λ with IQ was investigated for both the binary and weighted FA and NOS
networks. Scatter plots for the FA networks are shown in Figure 4.17. Pearson’s correlation coefficient
for the combined IQ or DQ scores with binary λ was -0.50 (p=0.037 ) for the FA derived networks and
-0.55 (p=0.041) for the NOS derived networks. In the weighted networks, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient for the combined IQ or DQ scores with λ was -0.50 (p=0.068) for the FA derived networks
and -0.353 (p=0.215) for the NOS derived networks.
In the subgroup with a definite diagnosis of epilepsy, the relationship between cognitive impairment and
a longer path length that exists in the DTI networks in the whole cohort is present in the weighted
networks but not the binary networks, and is only statistically significant for L and EGlob, but not λ. The
association between λ and IQ is also present in this subgroup.
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Figure 4.17: Association between IQ or DQ and λ in subgroup with definite epilepsy.
The normalised average path length (λ) from the FA derived networks is plotted against the
combined DQ and IQ scores. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is given on the graph along
with the line representing the linear model fitted using linear regression with a gaussian
model. Top: λ derived from FA weighted networks. Bottom: λ derived from FA binary
networks (IQ: intelligence quotient; DQ: development quotient; λ: normalised weighted
average path length; FA: fractional anisotropy; r: Pearson’s product moment correlation
coefficient)
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4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Summary of findings
DTI networks were successfully created in 85 children with suspected epilepsy. Children with cognitive
impairment had binary networks with lower density, average node degree, and global efficiency, and
higher L and λ. Weighted networks had lower average node strength, average edge weight, and
average global efficiency, and higher L and λ in those with cognitive impairment. This was consistent
across networks constructed from NOS and streamline average FA. When cortical thickness networks
were constructed to have a fixed density of 0.2 or proportional thresholding was used, aiming for
network densities of around 0.2, similar findings of increased average path lengths in the the group with
cognitive impairment were confirmed. The finding of an association between average path lengths with
cognition was further strengthened by finding a dose response effect whereby IQ scores in the cohort
were also associated with longer average path lengths.
To assess whether the association between average path length and cognition could be explained by an
increase in the number and strength of network connections in children without cognitive impairment, L
was normalised to λ by comparison with regular networks with the same number of nodes and edges,
and the effects of network average edge weight were regressed. Neither of these steps were sufficient
to remove the statistical association between average path length and cognitive function. This suggests
that different network organisation rather than just number of connections plays a role in the determining
the association between path length and cognitive function. However, regressing the effect of density
did render the association between λ and cognitive dysfunction statistically insignificant in the binary
networks. Further, normalising the NOS values to between zero and one, correcting raw cortical
thickness values for age and sex, and creating cortical thickness networks with high densities also led to
group differences no longer being present. This may be due to correction for confounding factors, or this
may have been as a result of mathematical over-manipulation of networks causing real group
differences to no longer be apparant.
The relationship between cognition, network average path length, and clinical features was explored to
ensure that the findings of an association between average path length and cognition could not be
explained by clinical features. The frequency of seizures and the number of AEDs were statistically
significantly associated with network average path length and cognitive function. Including both the
network average path length and the seizure frequency as predictors of cognition improved the amount
of variance explained by the models, but adding average path length to the model decreased the effect
of seizure frequency and vice versa. This suggests that there may be some mediation by structural
network characteristics of associations between clinical epilepsy characteristics and the presence of
cognitive impairment. Patients in whom a definite diagnosis of epilepsy was made after full investigation
showed similar findings with increased path lengths associated with lower IQ values and cognitive
impairment. However, these associations were not statistically significant in all network types, and this is
likely due to a lack of power in this smaller subgroup analysis.
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4.6.2 Limitations of findings
This suspected epilepsy cohort was created from a retrospective group of patients who all underwent
MRI scanning with a particular protocol. However, out of 130 patients, both cortical thickness and DTI
networks could be created for only 65 patients. Only 41 children in this cohort had a definite diagnosis
of epilepsy following investigation and an accurate DTI whole brain connectome, and only 14 also had a
documented IQ score. The small numbers within subgroups meant that subgroup analyses were
underpowered. The models involving seizure characteristics, network characteristics and cognition were
not repeated in the subgroup with a definite diagnosis of epilepsy due to the small number of patients in
this group, and therefore the findings from these models may not apply to this subgroup. However, this
cohort is a pragmatic representation of the clinical heterogeneity of patients assessed in a paediatric
neurology department with suspected epilepsy, and therefore the findings in this cohort should be
widely applicable to the majority of patients who are investigated for seizures. Although this was an
undifferentiated cohort of children investigated for seizures, 56% underwent the MRI within one year of
their first seizure, and 38% were not taking any AEDs, suggesting that for many children, this was their
first imaging investigation for possible epilepsy. Several patients could not be included due to poor MRI
quality or structural pathology interfering with MRI processing and interpretation, and this is
representative of an undifferentiated cohort in clinical practice. Any research study is limited by the
willingness of the participant to undergo the investigation, and children may particularly struggle with the
noisy and claustrophobic MRI environment. Using scans acquired for clinical purposes ensures that
there is a direct benefit to the participant of the investigation, but also means that data may be acquired
that is sufficient for clinical diagnostic purposes where qualitative assessment is required, but may have
too much artefact for research quantitative analysis. Automated quantitative MRI techniques are also
usually tested on adult data from healthy volunteers, and therefore techniques may be more difficult to
apply to clinical paediatric patients. Only 29% of MRI scans in this study did not require manual
intervention in the Freesurfer processing pipeline to achieve accurate segmentation and parcellation,
and this is likely due to the scans not being the homogenous research scans that automated analysis is
trained on. It is not known whether the need for manual editing of processing has led to inconsistencies,
or could influence the results of this study, but all scans were checked for errors, and patients with scans
that could not be accurately processed were excluded.
Various different techniques of network construction were employed in this cohort. Two different
methods of determining edge weights from DTI were investigated (NOS and FA), and findings were
mostly consistent between these two methods. However, there were some differences, which shows
that in the same patient group, network construction techniques will affect study findings. Raw
streamline counts are problematic due to spurious results from seed points in white matter, a tendency
to end at gyri, difficulty reconstructing long-range connections, and the possibility of an increased
number beginning or ending at cortical nodes with larger volumes or surface areas.175 Due to these
problems with raw streamline counts, networks derived from tract averaged FA, normalised streamline
counts, and binary networks were also examined. There were some differences in findings between
networks constructed using different methods to determine edges. In particular, group differences were
not evident after normalising the NOS edge weight distributions. Whilst this may represent an accurate
correction of spurious results, it may also represent the overcorrection or over-normalisation of findings
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to force data to fit models that actually removes the existing group differences. Correction of streamline
counts for node volume or surface area to streamline density was not undertaken, and this is a limitation
of this study. However, group differences remained present in binary networks, which do not use the
weighting information, and correction to streamline density would not have altered the binary networks
created from the number of streamlines information. The cortical thickness networks were thresholded
for analysis with the aim of removing spurious connections without removing network topology through
over correction. However, there is no established agreed technique for thresholding networks, and
different thresholds in this cohort produced quite different findings. The three major approaches to
thresholding in brain connectomics are to aim for a desired density, use a 5% significance level so only
edges likely not to be due to chance are included, or to threshold so that all nodes are connected or a
large as possible component exists.52 When choosing the lowest threshold that ensured all nodes were
connected, the cortical thickness networks were very dense (0.6-0.8), and such a high density means
that small world architecture is not present, as although average path length decreases with density,
clustering also increases.70 The density at which the network is analysed can determine many features
of the network,52 and although brain networks are often analysed at low densities,70 recent tract tracing
studies in Macaque monkeys involving high resolution data have analysed brain networks with much
higher densities, suggesting that with increasing technological advances, the density at which brain
networks are analysed may well increase,70,183 and what are currently thought of as spurious nuisance
connections to discard may provide further enlightening information about brain structure. The reliance
of network characteristics on network degree and density makes it unsurprising that group findings were
different when the cortical thickness networks were analysed at 20% density rather than 60% density. It
is also unsurprising that findings differed between DTI and cortical thickness networks. However, it is
reassuring for the robustness of the conclusions of this analysis that networks constructed from cortical
thickness covariance and networks constructed from DTI had similar between group findings when
analysing the same group of patients with networks of approximately the same densities.
The practical definition of cognitive impairment employed in these analyses arose from a pragmatic
approach to a cohort with a wide range of cognitive abilities. Even if neuropsychological assessment
had been undertaken in every participant, some of the participants would not have achieved a valid IQ
score due to their significant cognitive comorbidities. In some participants who were doing well at
school, cognitive testing would not have changed their management, and therefore was not undertaken.
However, the groups could be criticised for not having a formal dedicated assessment of the presence of
intellectual disability or learning difficulties. The retrospective nature of this study meant that testing was
not feasible, and data that was not recorded at the time of assessment was not possible to source.
Employing a pragmatic definition of cognitive impairment ensures that the results of this study are
applicable to general patient populations seen in clinical practice. The group differences were also
corroborated by similar findings in the subgroup in whom IQ scores were available. The fact that the
same findings were evident with IQ scores and the pragmatic definition provides some evidence for its
use as a definition of cognitive impairment.
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4.6.3 Comparison of findings to prior studies
This study has shown an association between cognitive impairment and low IQ scores with increased
structural network average path length. This is in keeping with studies showing an association between
a lower IQ with a longer average path length in functional and structural networks in schizophrenics,82,86
an association between IQ and average path length in DTI derived networks in a healthy adult
population89, and a higher global efficiency with higher IQ in a healthy childhood population.93
However, as shown within this study, this association is not consistently found in all network types and
all populations. Nine patients with cognitive impairment and frontal lobe epilepsy did not show any
statistically significant differences in network properties compared to those without cognitive
impairment,131 and there were no significant correlations between global network properties and IQ in a
different group of patients undergoing epilepsy surgery.135 In a larger study from the human
connectome project there was no association between IQ and functional network characteristics.88 Both
the size and characteristics of the populations studied plus the network construction techniques may all
play a role in the different findings between studies. Smaller studies may be underpowered to detect
differences between populations. In addition, a small range of IQ scores or cognitive functioning may
make differences more difficult to detect statistically. Many research studies are carried out in healthy
volunteers or patients with near normal imaging and near normal cognition, and if the range of severely
affected patients are not included in these studies, then the study results will not apply. For research
findings that may be applied to a clinical population, it is important to study the clinical population who
may benefit from the study results.
4.6.4 Biological mechanisms and future questions
This study found an association between an increased structural network average path length and
cognitive impairment in children investigated for suspected epilepsy. Increased average path lengths
occur in networks with poorer integration, fewer long range connections, and a more regular topology.
Poorer network integration could be as a result of generalised whole brain disruption of brain structure.
Epilepsy has been associated with widespread white matter changes,136 as well as changes in cortical
thickness.137,138 Cognitive dysfunction in epilepsy has been previously shown to be associated with an
early age of onset of epilepsy,111,112 a longer duration of epilepsy,113 an encephalopathic
aetiology,113,114 increased seizure frequency,108,109 and the use of AEDs.115 Many children in this
study were not taking AEDs, and the MRI was the first investigation for potential seizures. As a higher
path length in those with cognitive impairment was already present at the early stages of an epilepsy
diagnosis, there is a suggestion that the cognitive dysfunction seen in epilepsy may be more as a result
of the underlying problem responsible for the epilepsy, rather than as a result of the effects of seizure
activity. However, including both seizure characteristics and network characteristics in models predicting
cognitive impairment explained more model variance than either factor alone. This suggests that both
seizure characteristics and network characteristics are important in determining cognitive dysfunction,
and that network path lengths may not be solely dependent on epilepsy or seizure characteristics, but
may also depend on the genetic and environmental background of the patient. Adding average path
length to models predicting cognitive function from clinical epilepsy variables decreased the effect of the
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clinical variables on cognition. This suggests that average path length may partially mediate this
relationship. If increasing network average path length is a possible mechanism by which factors such
as increased frequency of seizures, an early age of onset of epilepsy, and a longer duration of epilepsy
are related to cognition, then it could function as a biomarker for cognitive dysfunction in epilepsy.
However, it is still unclear as to why the path length in structural brain networks is increased in epilepsy,
and whether this reflects an underlying structural cause for the epilepsy. If there were more patients
available with IQ scores then factor analysis to combine epilepsy factors, followed by structural equation
modelling would have been undertaken to try to tease out this relationship plus any mediation effects
between network average path length, epilepsy characteristics, and cognitive function.
4.7 Conclusions
In a cohort of children with suspected epilepsy, the presence of cognitive impairment was associated
with lower overall network densities, average node degrees, average node strengths, and average
network edge weights. Children with cognitive impairment had higher average path lengths and lower
global efficiencies in networks created from DTI NOS and streamline averaged FA. These findings
persisted when corrections were made for differing network densities or average edge weights,
suggesting network organisation as well as number and strength of edges contributes to the difference
in network average path lengths between the groups. Cortical thickness networks thresholded to similar
densities as the DTI networks also showed higher average path lengths in children with cognitive
impairment. Longer network average path lengths were also associated with lower IQ scores. These
findings were robust in the subgroup of children who later had a definite epilepsy diagnosis. The
relationship between cognition and network average path length also remained significant when seizure
frequency and number of AEDs were included in models. However, no group differences were evident in
cortical thickness networks analysed at higher network densities, or in NOS derived networks after
normalisation of the edge weights. This suggests that network construction and modelling methods




An estimated one third of patients with epilepsy are resistant to AEDs and continue to experience
seizures despite maximal medical therapy. Surgery to resect the epileptogenic focus or disrupt seizure
pathways may be considered in patients with medication resistant epilepsy. The main aim of epilepsy
surgery is to stop or reduce seizures. However, changes in cognitive function following surgery may
greatly influence the perceived benefits of surgery for the patient and their family. This chapter
investigates the pre-operative structural network characteristics in the healthy non-operated hemisphere
in a cohort of children undergoing contralateral resective epilepsy surgery. First the cohort was divided
into those with a pre-operative IQ greater than or equal to 70 and those with a pre-operative IQ less than
70. There were no statistically significant differences in cortical thickness measurements or cortical
thickness networks within the healthy hemisphere between the two groups. Next, the cohort was divided
into a group who had a post-operative increase in IQ of at least 10 points at two years and a group
whose IQ changed less than 10 points post-operatively. The group with an increase in IQ
post-operatively showed higher cortical thickness network global efficiency across a range of network
thresholds. The group with an increase in IQ post-operatively also had a shorter duration of epilepsy
pre-operatively. The structural connectome of the healthy hemisphere may therefore be a marker of the
capacity for cognitive improvement following epilepsy surgery.
5.2 Introduction
Medication resistant epilepsy requires significant health and social care resources and can affect quality
of life due to the effects of poor seizure control and developmental and cognitive deterioration or
delay.114 The frequency of cognitive impairment in epilepsy varies with aetiology, with low grade
neoplasms being associated with a very low likelihood of intellectual disability and epileptic
encephalopathies being highly associated with cognitive dysfunction.113,114 However, an early age of
onset of epilepsy,111,112 longer duration of epilepsy,112,113 and increased seizure frequency108 are
associated with worse cognition regardless of the epilepsy aetiology. Thus it is not clear what
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contribution the underlying aetiology and the effect of seizure activity have on cognition. Cognitive
deficits may be the result of epileptic activity in structurally normal brains, but equally both cognitive
deficits and uncontrollable seizures may be determined by the same underlying structural pathological
process.
Children undergoing focal surgical resection for epilepsy provide an excellent model to study cognitive
dysfunction in epilepsy as surgical procedures aim to remove the epileptogenic focus and prevent
seizures spreading, but do not alter the underlying pathological process that has led to epilepsy.
Epilepsy surgery candidates are fully assessed pre and post-operatively with a full clinical and
neuropsychological assessment. Children with medication resistant epilepsy referred for epilepsy
surgery have a high frequency of cognitive dysfunction with around 60% having a pre-operative IQ lower
than 80.111,113 Meta-analyses of post-operative changes in IQ following epilepsy surgery have reported
pooled estimates of a 16-19% chance of a gain in IQ post-operatively.124,125 Determining which factors
are associated with better cognitive outcomes following epilepsy surgery could aid pre-operative
outcome prediction, provide better information for patients and families, and could lead to a better
understanding of how epilepsy affects cognition, which could lead to improved interventional strategies
that aim to preserve or improve the factors associated with improved cognition.
Widespread structural changes have been reported in focal onset epilepsies, with reduced FA and
cortical thinning in both the ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres.117–119,137 The structure of the
brain can be modelled as a network, known as a connectome, with anatomical regions as nodes and
either white matter streamlines determined from DTI or covariance of ROI thickness or volume as
edges.47 Networks can be mathematically analysed using graph theory.46 The global changes in brain
structure seen in epilepsy can be reflected in alterations in measures used to analyse and describe
structural connectomes. Chapter 2 reviews the findings of studies investigating differences in structural
networks derived from MRI between patients with epilepsy and healthy controls and concludes that
studies have a tendency to show an increased network average path length in patients with
epilepsy.133,135,142,150,151 Better network efficiency with shorter average path lengths or higher global
efficiency has been associated with improved cognitive function in healthy research participants and
some patient groups.82,89–91,93 In Chapter 4, an association between whole brain network higher
average path lengths and cognitive impairment or lower IQ was shown in a group of patients
investigated for suspected epilepsy. A small number of other studies have also investigated the
association between structural network characteristics and cognition in epilepsy and found a less
efficient network organisation in those with lower scores on cognitive assessments.133,134
This chapter builds on the findings of Chapter 4 by investigating whether similar changes in network
structure in the healthy hemisphere are associated with pre-operative IQ in a group of children
undergoing resective epilepsy surgery for an abnormal epileptogenic focus in their contralateral
hemisphere. This will determine whether similar methods of investigating network structure can be
applied to paediatric patients with an abnormality within one hemisphere. The association of brain
network structure with post-operative change in IQ will then also be investigated. As all children
undergoing resective epilepsy surgery have focal onset seizures, and many have a structural
abnormality visible on MRI, the non-operated, contralateral hemisphere will be investigated so that any
changes in network structure directly attributable to an obvious focal structural abnormality are not
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included in the analysis. Assessing whether differences in pre-operative network organisation within the
non-operated hemisphere are associated with post-operative change in IQ scores could lead to a better
understanding of whether cognitive function is constrained by pre-existing brain structural organisation,
and could help in determining structural correlates of cognition and how structural brain organisation
leads to changes in cognitive function in epilepsy.
5.3 Aims
This chapter aims to address the following questions in a cohort of children undergoing unilateral
resective epilepsy surgery.
• Is pre-operative network average path length or global efficiency related to pre-operative IQ?
• Is pre-operative network average path length or global efficiency related to post-operative change
in IQ?
As the networks are derived from cortical thickness measurements, the association of cortical thickness
with IQ is also assessed to ensure that any differences in network structure are not due to differences in
absolute cortical thickness measurements.
5.4 Methods
5.4.1 Epilepsy surgery cohort
An epilepsy surgery cohort was identified as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2. The details of 259
consecutive patients who had undergone epilepsy surgery between 1994 and 2014 and who had been
assessed both pre and post-operatively in the paediatric neuropsychological department at the UMCU
were extracted from the hospital electronic records. PACS was searched for each patient and MRI brain
scans carried out before the date of surgery were reviewed. Those with a pre-operative 3D volume
T1-weighted non contrast enhanced sequence available on the UMCU PACS system were included.
Patients under the age of one year at the time of the MRI scan or 18 years or older at the time of
undergoing surgery were excluded. Patients with significant artefact on MRI which precluded accurate
analysis were excluded, and examples of patients excluded due to MRI artefacts are shown in Figure
3.1 in Chapter 3, Section 3.7.2. Patients with bilateral pathological findings on MRI or bilaterally arising
seizures on EEG and those who had undergone bilateral or midline procedures were excluded to create
a cohort with an apparently healthy hemisphere contralateral to the side of the operation. This
contralateral hemisphere was termed the ’healthy hemisphere.’ The number of patients excluded at
each stage with reasoning is shown in the flow diagram in Figure 5.1. In total, there were 99 patients
from the original 259 who met the inclusion criteria for this epilepsy surgery cohort.
For all included patients, clinical and demographic details were collected from the electronic record
system of the UMCU, the Dutch paediatric epilepsy surgery database, and other surgical epilepsy
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Figure 5.1: Epilepsy Surgery Cohort. Numbers of patients initially identified in the
consecutive cohort and reasons for exclusion from analyses.
databases held by researchers and clinicians at the paediatric neurology department. Data collected
included relevant demographics, epilepsy characteristics, medication, and surgical outcomes.
5.4.2 MRI processing
All patients had pre-operatively undergone one of the 3D T1-weighted MRI sequences described in
Section 3.7.1. MRI data were extracted from PACS, converted to NifTI format, and processed with
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Freesurfer sorftware as described in detail in Section 3.7.2. In 5 (5%) cases MRI scans required manual
registration to the Talairach atlas, in 10 (10%) cases scans required manual editing of the brain mask to
achieve an accurate skull strip even after adjusting the skull stripping watershed threshold, and in 24
(24%) cases scans required editing of the white matter template using either control points or manual
editing. As some scans required manual intervention at multiple stages of the Freesurfer pipeline, 28
(28%) scans in total underwent manual editing and 71 (72%) did not require any manual editing. Editing
was completed to achieve accurate segmentation and parcellation of the healthy, non-operated
hemisphere, but the operated hemisphere was not corrected as this was not analysed. Hemispheres
were run separately within the steps of the Freesurfer processing stream where this was feasible to
allow the healthy hemisphere to be processed when abnormal anatomy prevented accurate processing
of the pathological hemisphere.
Cortical thickness measurements for each region of the Desikan-Killiany atlas48 were extracted. Mean
hemisphere cortical thickness measurements as calculated across vertices in Freesurfer and across
ROIs were compared with clinical and neuropsychological variables. Cortical thickness networks were
created in MATLAB as described in detail in Section 3.8.1.1. For each group investigated, 34 single
hemisphere cortical regions of the Desikan-Killiany atlas48 as listed in Table 3.2 in Section 3.8.1.1 were
used as network nodes to create a healthy hemisphere group network. The pearson product moment
correlation coefficient between the cortical thickness of each network region was calculated and this
was taken as the edge weight between each pair of nodes to create a single within hemisphere network
for each patient group from their healthy, non-operated hemisphere similar to the description of the
creation of cortical thickness networks in previous studies.83,134,143 Self-self connections were set to
zero and negative correlations were removed from the group connectivity matrices to allow analysis of
networks using graph theory methods.47,74 Matrices were thresholded using absolute thresholds to
remove all edges with weights below the threshold value in steps of 0.05. Network metrics were
calculated at two different thresholds. The first was the highest threshold value that maintained a
completely connected network without any disconnected nodes as per previous studies of cortical
thickness networks.83,173 The second threshold was chosen to create networks with a density as close
as possible to 0.2, as this is a common density at which previous studies have examined brain structural
and functional connectomes.52,70,86 To create binary networks, all existing edge weights were set to one
with non-existent edges set to zero.
Connectivity matrices were analysed using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox74 in MATLAB Release 2015b
(The Mathworks Inc, Massachusetts, United States). Network density, degree, node strengths, edge
weights, path lengths, global efficiency, clustering coefficients, and small world indices were calculated
as described in Section 3.8.2. Group healthy hemisphere cortical thickness network measures were
compared with each other using permutation testing. The subjects were permuted into 1000 random
group allocations and network measures were computed for these random permuted group networks.
The p values were calculated using the number of times the absolute difference between the randomly
permuted groups was greater than the absolute difference between the experimental groups divided by
the number of permutations, as described in Section 3.9.
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5.4.3 Neuropsychology analysis
Neuropsychological testing was carried out both pre and post-operatively in the paediatric
neuropsychology department of the UMCU by trained clinical paediatric neuropsychologists as part of
the Dutch national paediatric epilepsy surgery programme. Age and developmental stage appropriate
testing methods were used to evaluate the IQ of the child. When IQ testing was not able to be carried
out, but the assessing neuropsychologist deemed it to be clinically appropriate, they assigned a DQ
score to the child as described in Section 3.6. Not all children had a numerical IQ or DQ score assigned
as some children were too impaired to be able to complete assessments. The age appropriate
instruments used to assess IQ and the frequency of their use in this cohort are shown in Table 5.1. All
children were tested post-operatively with the same test as pre-operatively except for three children. Two
children were assessed pre-operatively with the BSID at ages 25 and 42 months and post-operatively
with the SON at ages 4 years and 5 years and one child was assessed pre-operatively with the WISC at
age 16 years and post-operatively with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS) at 19 years old.
Results of neuropsychological assessments were available pre-operatively for all patients, but only 52
(53%) patients had results of the post-operative tests undertaken available from the neuropsychology
department. The number of patients with available neuropsychology assessments is included in Figure
5.1. The post-operative score was always the two year follow up score where this was available. When
a score was available at one year but not at two years, this was used as the post-operative score. The
final post-operative neuropsychological testing used in the analyses was undertaken between 13 and 38
months post-operatively, with a mean of 24 months.
Only TIQ or DQ scores were used for the analyses presented in this chapter rather than subscores as
all neuropsychological assessments in use assigned either a TIQ or DQ score with a population normal
mean of 100 points and a standard deviation of 15 points. The difference between pre-operative and
post-operative scores was calculated as the post-operative score minus the pre-operative score. When
assessing IQ change only children tested using the same instrument and who scored within the
assessable range of the instrument at both time points were included. The assessable range for IQ
assessments across tests was a score of greater than 55 points. Children who were not assigned a
score on initial testing did not achieve a score of more than 65 on repeat post-operative testing in any
cases and were not included in assessments of IQ change.
To assess the difference in network characteristics between those with cognitive impairment and those
without, children were divided into two groups based on IQ scores. Children with scores between
70-130, which are within two standard deviations of the population mean were considered to have
scored within the normal range of the test. Those who scored below 70 points, or who were unable to
be assigned an IQ or DQ score due to severe impairment were considered to have cognitive
impairment. No children in this cohort scored above 130 points.
To assess the association of network characteristics with change in IQ, children were divided into a
group who showed an increase in at least 10 IQ points post-operatively, and those who did not. Ten
points was taken as the clinically meaningful change in IQ score as per previous studies of IQ changes
following epilepsy surgery.125
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Neuropsychological Test Number Tested Age Range
Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children (WISC) 64 5-17 years
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS) 5 16-17 years
Snijders-Oomen Niet-verbale Intelligentietest (SON) 10 3-7 years
Kaufman Adolescent and Adult Intelligence Test (KAIT) 3 15-17 years
Bayley Scales of Infant Development (BSID) 17 16-165 months
Total 99
Table 5.1: Frequency of use of pre-operative IQ tests. The number of patients and age
range assessed with each type of neuropsychological assessment.
5.4.4 Statistical analysis
Statistical testing was carried out using R version 3.4.0 ”You Stupid Darkness” (The R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, 2017). Statistical analysis was carried out using t tests for normally distributed
data, Mann Whitney U tests for numerical data that did not follow a normal distribution, and X2 tests for
categorical data as described in Section 3.9. FDR corrected p values181 are reported where multiple
comparisons were performed for network measures. For each network analysis, the p values were
adjusted for 32 comparisons (2 network types and 16 network measures, for example the values in
Table 5.5). For multivariable analyses, logistic regressions were performed for categorical outcome data
and linear (gaussian) regressions were performed for numerical data. For all models, the model fit,
residuals and standard errors were analysed.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Demographics and clinical features
5.5.1.1 Demographics
There were 99 patients included in the final epilepsy surgery cohort as described in Figure 5.1. All
patients underwent surgery between 2001 and 2014 at the UMCU. Age at the time of the operation
ranged between one year and 17 years and the age distribution is shown in Figure 5.2. The median age
at the time of the procedure was 10 years. There were 50 (51%) male patients in the cohort.
5.5.1.2 Epilepsy characteristics
Epilepsy aetiology according to post-operative histological and imaging findings is shown in Table 5.2.
All included patients had a focal onset epilepsy. In six (6%) cases a formal diagnosis was unable to be
reached from the resected tissue or imaging.
Fifty (51%) patients had undergone a resective surgical procedure on the left hemisphere and the other
49 (50%) on the right hemisphere. There were 78 (79%) procedures that were limited to within a single
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Figure 5.2: Age at time of operation. Age distribution at the time of the surgical procedure
Aetiology Total
Malformation of Cortical Development 36

















No tissue diagnosis 6
Total 99
Table 5.2: Epilepsy aetiology. Diagnostic categories determined by histology and imaging
findings. (DNET: dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumour)
lobe. Seventeen (17%) procedures were hemispheric and four (4%) involved a wider area than a single
lobe but not the whole hemisphere. The breakdown by site and side of procedure is shown in Table 5.3.
The age at onset of epilepsy ranged from the first year of life to 14 years. The distribution of the age at
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onset is plotted in Figure 5.3. Twenty-one (21%) patients had their first seizure within the first year of
life, and 53 (54%) had an onset before the age of 3 years. The duration of epilepsy at the time of
surgery ranged from six months to 16 years. Epilepsy duration at the time of surgery is shown in Figure
5.4. Forty-three (43%) patients underwent surgery within five years of onset of epilepsy, but only 8 (8%)
patients underwent epilepsy surgery within two years of onset.
Side
Site Left Right








Table 5.3: Side and site of operation. Multilobar includes any operation extending to more
than one lobe but less than the whole hemisphere.
Figure 5.3: Age at onset of epilepsy.
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Figure 5.4: Duration of epilepsy. Duration of epilepsy at the time of operation
5.5.1.3 Seizure outcomes
Engel scores were available for 94 patients at one year post-operatively and of these 74 (79%) patients
were seizure free with an Engel score of 1A. At two years post-operatively, Engel scores were available
for 88 patients, of whom 61 (69%) were seizure free with an Engel score of 1A. The last available Engel
score after 2 years of follow up is shown in Figure 5.5. In the six patients in whom Engel scores were
not available at two years, but were available at one year, the one year post-operative score was carried
over as the last available Engel score. AED use at two years or the last post-operative assessment was
determined for 92 patients. Of these 34 (37%) had stopped taking all AEDs.
An Engel score of 1A at the last available follow up was associated with a shorter duration of epilepsy
(p=0.022) and a diagnosis of hippocampal sclerosis (p=0.047 ). The Engel score was not associated
with the age at operation, or the age of onset of epilepsy. An Engel score of 1A was associated with
being AED free post-operatively (p=0.002).
5.5.2 Neuropsychological assessments
All patients had undergone pre and post-operative neuropsychological assessment. The results for all
99 pre-operative assessments were available. Seven patients had not been able to complete age and
development appropriate assessments of IQ or DQ and scores could not be assigned. Sixty nine (70%)
children completed an IQ assessment and achieved a score of greater than 55 points, and within the
assessable range of the assessment. Twenty-three (23%) children were either assigned a DQ using the
BSID or were assigned a score that was lower than 55 on the other instruments. The range of
pre-operative IQ and DQ scores are shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Engel score at two years. Distribution of Engel scores by numerical category
at 2 years post-op or last follow up available prior to this.
Figure 5.6: Pre-operative IQ score. Distribution of combined pre-operative IQ and DQ
scores. (IQ: intelligence quotient; DQ: developmental quotient)
Neuropsychological assessment was completed in all patients post-operatively. However, the results of
the assessment could only be sourced for 50 patients at one year and 41 patients at two years of follow
up. There was an available result of the post-operative assessment for 52 (53%) patients in total. There
was no difference in demographics, epilepsy characteristics, or outcome between the group with
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post-operative scores available and the group without post-operative IQ scores available. Of the 52
patients with post-operative IQ or DQ scores available, 35 had scored greater than 55 points on their
pre-operative assessment and were included in the analysis of change in IQ. A change in IQ of 10
points was taken as a clinically meaningful change.125,126,165 In total there were 11 of 35 (31%) patients
who scored more than 55 points on their pre-operative assessment and whose score increased by at
least 10 points post-operatively. There were 24 of 35 (69%) patients whose IQ score did not increase
more than 10 points. Within this group of 24 patients, none had an IQ score decrease of over 10 points
from the pre-operative assessment to the post-operative assessment. None of the patients who had a
IQ of less than 55 points pre-operatively increased to a IQ score of greater than 65 post-operatively.
There was no statistically significant difference in the cohort between the mean IQ scores
pre-operatively and post-operatively.
The age at which the neuropsychology assessment was undertaken was associated with the IQ and DQ
combined scores (p<0.001). Age at testing is plotted against the pre-operative and post-operative IQ or
DQ scores in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Change in IQ or DQ score and age at testing. Dots represent scores.
All assigned pre-operative DQ or IQ scores are included in the graph. Lines join each
individuals pre-operative score to their one or two year follow up score where this is
available. Single dots without lines represent patients in whom no post-operative score
was available. (IQ: intelligence quotient; DQ: developmental quotient)
Children at younger ages were assessed using instruments designed to measure DQs as can be seen
in Table 5.1 and therefore lower scores were possible. When only those with a IQ of greater than 55
were considered, age was still associated with pre-operative IQ (p=0.008). The age of onset of epilepsy
was associated with both the pre-operative combined IQ and DQ scores (p<0.001) and the IQ scores in
those who scored greater than 55 points (p<0.001), with an earlier age of onset of epilepsy associated
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with a lower IQ score. Pre-operative IQ was not statistically significantly associated with the duration of
epilepsy. Multilobar procedures were associated with lower pre-operative combined DQ and IQ scores
(mean:57.6, SD:12.1 vs mean:72.9, SD:20.6 p<0.001) and when only IQ scores greater than 55 were
considered (mean:65.4, SD:16.3 vs mean:79.9, SD:8.7 , p<0.001). The side of operation and aetiology
categories were not associated with pre-operative IQ.
In the 52 patients with post-operative IQ or DQ scores available, the post-operative IQ was strongly
correlated with the pre-operative IQ score (r=0.73, p<0.001). The post-operative IQ score was also
associated with the age at onset of epilepsy (p=0.013). However, the post-operative IQ score was not
associated with the age at assessment, the duration of epilepsy pre-operatively, the side of operation,
multilobar procedures, or the aetiology of epilepsy. The post-operative IQ score was higher in those who
had an Engel score of 1A post-operatively (mean:86.6, SD:20.9 vs mean:68.4, SD:10.2, p<0.001). The
post-operative IQ was not associated with post-operative cessation of AEDs.
5.5.3 Is cortical thickness associated with pre-operative IQ?
Mean cortical thickness measurements of the healthy, non-operated hemisphere were obtained from the
pre-operative 3D T1-weighted MRI scans. Mean healthy hemisphere cortical thickness is plotted against
age at MRI scan in Figure 5.8. Cortical thickness decreased with age (r=-0.55, p<0.001). Cortical
thickness is plotted against the combined pre-operative IQ and DQ scores in Figure 5.9. Mean cortical
thickness had a linear correlation with the combined IQ and DQ scores (r=-0.26, p=0.011), but not with
the IQ scores alone (r=-0.15, p=0.22), suggesting that the relationship was influenced heavily by the few
lower DQ scores.
Figure 5.8: Cortical thickness by age. Mean cortical thickness of the healthy hemisphere
pre-operatively, plotted against age at time of MRI. (mm: millimetres; MRI: magnetic
resonance imaging)
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Figure 5.9: Cortical thickness with IQ Mean cortical thickness of the healthy hemisphere
pre-operatively, plotted against combined IQ and DQ scores. (IQ: intelligence quotient; DQ:
developmental quotient; mm: millimetres)
5.5.4 Are cortical thickness network characteristics in the healthy hemisphere
related to pre-operative IQ in children undergoing epilepsy surgery?
To assess whether cortical thickness network characteristics are related to pre-operative IQ, the cohort
was divided into two groups. One group consisted of those with pre-operative IQ scores within two
standard deviations of the population mean, who were considered to have scored within the normal
range of the test. This group had IQ scores between 70-130. The second group consisted of those who
scored below 70 on testing, and included those who were unable to be assigned a IQ or DQ score due
to severe impairment. The characteristics of the two groups are shown in Table 5.4. The groups are
similar in sex and duration of epilepsy, but the group with higher pre-operative IQ is older at the time of
surgery, older at the time of onset of epilepsy, more likely to be undergoing a procedure within a single
lobe, more likely to have hippocampal sclerosis or tumour aetiology, and has lower mean cortical
thickness measurements.
Group cortical thickness networks were created for the group of patients with pre-operative IQ scores
greater than 70, and for the group of patients who scored lower than 70 on IQ or DQ pre-operatively.
The group cortical thickness networks are displayed in Figure 5.10. Visual inspection of the networks
suggests that the group with IQ greater than 70 have a larger proportion of higher edge weights (yellow
coloured).The networks were thresholded to remove all edge weights below the absolute threshold
value in steps of 0.05. Networks were analysed at the highest threshold value that allowed a completely
connected network. This was 0.25. Both networks were thresholded to remove all edges with weights
below 0.25 and the thresholded networks are displayed in Figure 5.11 as anatomical networks. Again, it
appears from these figures that there are more edges with higher edge weights in the group with higher
pre-operative IQ scores. Networks were also examined using a threshold value of 0.7, as this was the
value that created sparse networks with a density as close to 0.2 as possible. Binary networks were




Female 25 (56.8%) 24 (43.6%) 0.271
Age at Operation (years) 12.2 (8.0-15.9) 8.5 (5.1-12.1) <0.001
Age at First Seizure (years) 4.0 (2.0-7.0) 1.3 (0.5-2.8) <0.001
Duration of Epilepsy (years) 6.3 (2.8-10.4) 5.6 (3.2-9.2) 0.908
Left Hemisphere Operated 27 (61.4%) 23 (41.8%) 0.084
Operation within Single Lobe 40 (90.9%) 38 (69.1%) 0.017
Aetiology
cortical dysplasia 14 (31.8%) 22 (40.0%)
hippocampal sclerosis 8 (18.2%) 3 (5.5%)
neurocutaneous 2 (4.5%) 5 (9.1%)
tumour 16 (36.4%) 12 (21.8%)
vascular 4 (9.1%) 7 (12.7%)
unknown 0 (0%) 6 (10.9%) 0.040
Mean Cortical Thickness (mm) 2.8 (0.25) 2.9 (0.24) 0.015
IQ 87.2 (12.2) 53.8 (10.0) 0.030
Table 5.4: Comparison of demographic and clinical features by pre-operative IQ.
Comparison of demographic and clinical features between those with a pre-operative IQ
score over 70 and those with a score lower than 70. Data are count (percentage) for
categorical data, median (IQR) for age and years, and mean (SD) for cortical thickness
and IQ scores. Significance testing was carried out using tests for categorical data,
Mann-Whitney U tests for age and years, and t-tests for IQ scores and cortical thickness
measures. (IQ: intelligence quotient; IQR: interquartile range; SD: standard deviation)
created by setting the weights of all present edges to one. Global network metrics were calculated
across the range of threshold values. Average path length and global efficiency across the range of
threshold values for the binary and weighted networks is shown in Figure 5.12. Network metrics for both
the dense networks without any disconnected nodes (threshold value 0.25), and the sparse networks,
aiming for a density as close as possible to 0.2 in each group (threshold value 0.7) are shown in Table
5.5.
Those with a pre-operative IQ score less than 70 had lower network global efficiency across threshold
values from 0-0.8 and higher network average path lengths across threshold values from 0-0.5 (see
Figure 5.12). However, these differences did not reach statistical significance (see Table 5.5). There
were no statistically significant differences between the two groups in any of the network characteristics
investigated.
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Figure 5.10: Cortical thickness networks and pre-operative IQ. Networks are displayed
with regions of the Desikan-Killiany atlas along the left and top axes and edge weights within
the matrix. Regions are ordered as in Table 3.2. Edge weights correspond to the key given.
Negative and self-self connections have been removed. Top: Group network for those with
a pre-operative IQ greater than 70. Bottom: Group network for those with a pre-operative
IQ or DQ score less than 70. (IQ: intelligence quotient; DQ: developmental quotient)
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Figure 5.11: Cortical thickness networks by pre-operative IQ. Networks are displayed
with nodes represented by black dots in anatomical space overlaid on a representative left
hemisphere cortex. Networks have been thresholded to remove all edge weights below 0.25
and self-self connections have been removed. Edge weights correspond to the colour key
given and thicker edges represent larger edge weights. Top: Group network for those with
a pre-operative IQ greater than 70. Bottom: Group network for those with a pre-operative
IQ or DQ score less than 70. (IQ: intelligence quotient; DQ: developmental quotient)
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Figure 5.12: Network measures by threshold and IQ. Network measures from the cortical
thickness networks are displayed across a range of thresholds. Absolute thresholds were
applied so that all edges with weights lower than the threshold value were removed prior to
calculation of the network measure. Binary network measures are shown with dashed lines
and weighted network measures are solid lines. Red lines show data for those with an IQ
score less than 70. Blue lines show data for those with an IQ score greater or equal to 70.
Top: Average path length. Bottom: Global efficiency. (IQ: intelligence quotient; L: average
path length)
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Dense Sparse
IQ≥70 IQ<70 p IQ≥70 IQ<70 p
Binary Networks
density 0.91 0.89 0.699 0.23 0.22 0.949
degree 30.1 29.2 0.696 7.65 7.35 0.941
L 1.09 1.11 0.713 1.90 1.64 0.413
λ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.01 0.610
C 0.95 0.92 0.503 0.52 0.52 0.972
γ 1.00 1.00 0.980 1.40 1.07 0.080
σ 1.00 1.00 0.940 1.34 1.06 0.130
EGlob 0.96 0.94 0.722 0.45 0.35 0.446
Weighted Networks
S 17.6 16.1 0.559 5.86 5.71 0.967
EW 0.58 0.55 0.479 0.77 0.77 0.429
L 2.00 2.33 0.268 2.48 2.15 0.466
λ 1.05 1.01 0.890 1.07 1.05 0.730
C 0.61 0.54 0.225 0.45 0.43 0.880
γ 1.00 1.00 0.960 1.40 1.07 0.080
σ 0.96 0.99 0.990 1.31 1.02 0.110
EGlob 0.56 0.51 0.480 0.35 0.27 0.475
Table 5.5: Global network characteristics by pre-operative IQ. Comparison of global
network characteristics between those with a pre-operative IQ equal to or above 70 and
those with a pre-operative IQ below 70. Values are calculated from both binary and weighted
networks. Networks were thresholded to create completely connected dense networks by
removing all values less than the threshold value of 0.25. Networks were also thresholded to
create sparse networks using a threshold value of 0.7 to remove all edge weights lower than
this, aiming for networks with a density as close as possible to 0.2. Permutation testing using
1000 group permutations was used to calculate p values, which were then corrected for the
32 multiple comparisons in the table using the FDR. The p values shown are corrected
values. (S: mean network strength; EW: mean network edge weight; L: average path
length; λ: normalised average path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering
coefficient; σ: small worldness statistic; EGlob: global efficiency)
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5.5.5 Are cortical thickness network characteristics in the healthy hemisphere
related to post-operative change in IQ following epilepsy surgery?
To assess whether cortical thickness network characteristics are related to change in IQ after epilepsy
surgery, only patients who scored within the assessable range of the IQ instrument (IQ>55) were
considered so that reliable changes in IQ could be investigated. These patients were divided into two
groups based on whether or not they had a clinically meaningful increase in IQ score post-operatively of
at least 10 points. The characteristics of the two groups are shown in Table 5.6. Patients with an
increase of at least 10 points in IQ post-operatively had a shorter duration of epilepsy pre-operatively.
There were no patients with hippocampal sclerosis in the group that improved more than 10 points
post-operatively, although aetiology was not statistically significantly different between the groups.
Those who improved more than 10 points had slightly lower IQ scores pre-operatively and slightly
thicker mean cortical thickness measurements, but these differences were not statistically significant.
Group
Change IQ≥10 Change IQ<10 p
n=11 n=24
Female 6 (54.5%) 11 (45.8%) 0.909
Age at Operation (years) 8.2 (5.0-13.1) 11.4 (7.1-13.9) 0.234
Age at first seizure (years) 3.0 (2.0-6.8) 2.8 (1.0-5.0) 0.454
Duration of epilepsy (years) 3.1 (2.0-5.4) 5.8 (3.2-12.0) 0.033
Left Hemisphere Operated 5 (45.5%) 11 (45.8%) 1.00
Operation within Single Lobe 10 (90.9%) 22 (91.7%) 1.00
Aetiology
cortical dysplasia 6 (54.5%) 8 (33.3%)
hippocampal sclerosis 0 (0%) 4 (16.7%)
neurocutaneous 1 (9.1%) 1 (4.2%)
tumour 3 (27.3%) 7 (29.2%)
vascular 1 (9.1%) 2 (8.3%)
unknown 0 (0%) 2 (8.3%) 0.559
Last Engel Score 1A 9 (81.8%) 14 (58.3%) 0.329
AED Free 4 (36.4%) 5 (20.8%) 0.576
Pre Op IQ 72.2 (14.5) 78.0 (19.4) 0.336
Change in IQ 19.6 (9.5) 2.3 (11.3) <0.001
Mean Cortical Thickness (mm) 2.9 (0.39) 2.8 (0.26) 0.478
Table 5.6: Comparison of demographic and clinical features by change in IQ. Patients
with a post-operative IQ score more than 10 points above their pre-operative IQ score are
compared to those without a change in IQ. Data are count (percentage) for categorical
data, median (IQR) for age and years, and mean (SD) for cortical thickness and IQ scores.
Significance testing was carried out using X2 tests for categorical data, Mann-Whitney U
tests for age and years, and t-tests for IQ and cortical thickness measures. (IQ: intelligence
quotient; IQR: interquartile range; SD: standard deviation; AED: anti-epileptic drug)
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Group cortical thickness networks were created for these two groups as described in Section 5.4.2 and
are shown in Figure 5.13. The group with a post-operative increase in IQ of at least 10 points appear to
have more edges with higher edge weights as there are a higher number of bright yellow squares in
preference to green or blue coloured squares in the matrix.
The networks were thresholded to remove all edge weights below the threshold value in steps of 0.05.
Networks were analysed at two threshold values. The first was the highest threshold value that
maintained a completely connected network in both groups with no disconnected nodes - this was a
threshold value of 0.3. Both networks were thresholded to remove all edges with weights below 0.3 and
the thresholded networks are displayed in Figure 5.14 in anatomical space. There still appears to be a
higher number of higher edge weights in the group with an increase of at least 10 point in IQ
post-operatively. Networks were also analysed at a higher threshold, aiming for sparse networks with a
density as close as possible to 0.2. The threshold value that achieved this was 0.8. Binary networks
were created from both the sparse and the dense networks by setting all existing edge weights to one.
Global network metrics for both the dense and the sparse networks were calculated using both
weighted and binary networks, and are displayed in Table 5.7. Average path length and global efficiency
across the range of thresholds are shown in Figure 5.15.
Figure 5.15 shows that the group who increased at least 10 points in IQ score post operatively have
shorter average path lengths and higher network global efficiency across threshold values of 0-0.8. In
the weighted networks, the difference in global efficiency was statistically significant in both the dense
and the sparse networks. The difference in average path length was statistically significant in the dense
networks but not the sparse networks. There was no statistically significant difference in λ between the
groups. Although the aim was to create sparse networks with a density as close as possible to 0.2, the
group network for those with a change in IQ of at least 10 points had a density of 0.39 and the group
network for those with a change in IQ of less than 10 points had a density of 0.12, which is substantially,
although not statistically significantly lower. A difference in L and global efficiency without a difference in
λ could mean that the the difference in L is actually due to the increased number and weight of
connections in the group network for those with a change in IQ of at least 10 points. However, the
differences in network density, degree, strength and mean edge weight did not reach statistical
significance themselves.













density 0.98 0.86 0.113 0.39 0.12 0.139
degree 32.3 28.4 0.114 13.06 4.00 0.140
L 1.02 1.15 0.068 1.74 1.75 0.982
λ 1.00 1.01 0.940 1.04 0.85 0.090
C 0.98 0.91 0.182 0.67 0.43 0.286
γ 1.00 0.99 0.960 1.27 1.58 0.690
σ 1.00 0.99 0.960 1.22 1.85 0.230
EGlob 0.99 0.93 0.228 0.68 0.21 0.042
Weighted Networks
S 23.99 18.0 0.145 11.3 3.38 0.142
EW 0.75 0.64 0.138 0.87 0.84 0.370
L 1.43 2.06 0.044 2.00 2.07 0.142
λ 1.01 1.11 0.690 1.06 0.86 0.090
C 0.75 0.62 0.211 0.60 0.40 0.302
γ 1.00 1.01 0.960 1.28 1.59 0.690
σ 0.99 0.91 0.790 1.21 1.85 0.210
EGlob 0.74 0.58 0.014 0.59 0.18 0.044
Table 5.7: Global network characteristics by change in IQ. Comparison of global network
characteristics between those whose post-operative IQ increased at least 10 points and
those whose post-operative IQ score did not increase. Network measures are calculated
from both the binary and weighted networks thresholded at 0.3 to create dense completely
connected networks with no disconnected nodes and at 0.8 to create sparse networks,
aiming for a density of 0.2. Permutation testing using 1000 group permutations was used to
calculate p values, which were then corrected for the 32 multiple comparisons in the table
using the FDR. The p values shown are corrected values. (IQ: intelligence quotient, S: mean
network strength; EW: mean network edge weight; L: average path length; λ: normalised
average path length; C: clustering coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient; σ: small
worldness statistic; EGlob: global efficiency)
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Figure 5.13: Cortical thickness networks and change in IQ. Networks are displayed with
regions of the Desikan-Killiany atlas along the left and top axes and edge weights within the
matrix. Regions are ordered as in Table 3.2. Edge weights correspond to the key given.
Negative and self-self connections have been removed. Top: Group network for those with
a post-operative increase in IQ of 10 or more points. Bottom: Group network for those with
a post-operative change in IQ of less than 10 points. (IQ: intelligence quotient)
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Figure 5.14: Anatomical representation of cortical thickness networks by change in
IQ. Networks are displayed with nodes represented by black dots in anatomical space
overlaid on a representative left hemisphere cortex. Networks have been thresholded to
remove all edge weights below 0.3 and self-self connections have been removed. Edge
weights correspond to the colour key given and thicker edges represent larger edge weights.
Top: Group network for those with a post-operative increase in IQ of 10 or more points.
Bottom: Group network for those with a post-operative change in IQ of less than 10
points.(IQ: intelligence quotient)
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Figure 5.15: Network measures by threshold and IQ change. Network measures from
the cortical thickness networks are displayed across a range of thresholds. Absolute
thresholds were applied so that all edges with weights lower than the threshold value were
removed prior to calculation of the network measure. Binary network measures are shown
with dashed lines and weighted network measures are solid lines. Red lines show data for
those with a post-operative change in IQ score less than 10. Blue lines show data for those
with a post-operative change in IQ score greater or equal to 10. Top: Average path length.
Bottom: Global efficiency. (IQ: intelligence quotient; L: average path length)
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5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 Summary of findings
This chapter has investigated the association between structural network measures in the healthy
hemisphere with pre-operative IQ and post-operative change in IQ in children undergoing contralateral
resective epilepsy surgery. Global network characteristics of the healthy hemisphere cortical thickness
networks were not statistically significantly different between those with a pre-operative IQ score less
than 70 and those with a pre-operative IQ score greater than 70. However, the group of patients who
had a greater than 10 point increase in IQ post-operatively had lower average path lengths and higher
network global efficiency than those whose IQ did not increase more than 10 points post-operatively.
The group with an increase in post-operative IQ of at least 10 points had a shorter duration of epilepsy
pre-operatively. In addition, post-operative IQ scores were positively correlated with pre-operative IQ
scores and the age at onset of epilepsy. Higher pre-operative IQ scores were associated with an older
age at testing, an older age at onset of epilepsy, and undergoing a single lobe procedure rather than a
multilobar procedure. Mean cortical thickness was associated with age, but did not show a statistically
significant correlation with IQ score.
5.6.2 Comparison to previous studies
For inclusion in this study, participants had to have an apparently healthy hemisphere contralateral to
the side of operation, an available 3D T1-weighted MRI scan without significant artefact, and available
documentation of an IQ or DQ assessment. Of 259 patients initially investigated only 99 (38%) were
included in the pre-operative analyses and only 52 (20%) in the post-operative analyses. These smaller
cohorts were compared to the previously published overall population data for those undergoing
paediatric epilepsy surgery at the UMCU.184 The cohorts are very similar in age, sex, duration of
epilepsy, age at seizure onset, and aetiology.184 The groups were also similar in terms of outcomes,
although this cohort has 72% in Engel class I at two years and the larger cohort has 81% in Engel class
I, and this cohort has 35% AED free at 2 years and the wider cohort has 29% AED free at 2 years.184
Overall, this smaller cohort with complete MRI and neuropsychology data is representative of the wider
population undergoing paediatric epilepsy surgery who may have been excluded due to incomplete
data, and therefore these results should be applicable to the larger cohort.
In the cohort studied in this chapter, there were no statistically significant differences in healthy
hemisphere cortical thickness network measures between the group with an IQ greater than or equal to
70 and the group with an IQ less than 70. In Chapter 4, the group with cognitive impairment (mean
IQ:59, SD:10) and the group with intact cognition (mean IQ:91, SD:15) (see Table 4.9) also did not show
any statistically significance differences in cortical thickness whole brain network measures when
networks were analysed at densities of 0.6-0.8 using either proportional thresholding to remove a stated
proportion of edge weights or absolute thresholding to remove all edge weights below the threshold
value. However, when sparse networks were analysed at densities of 0.2-0.3 the group with cognitive
impairment analysed in Chapter 4 had higher whole brain network average path lengths and higher
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network average clustering coefficients in the networks derived from raw cortical thickness
measurements. This difference is unlikely to be explained by cohort size as the group in Chapter 4
consisted of 78 patients whereas the surgical cohort in this chapter (Chapter 5) contained 99 patients.
However, it is possible that the results are influenced by the spread of IQ scores, which was smaller in
the paediatric epilepsy surgery cohort whose results are presented in this chapter as there were fewer
participants with high IQ scores (IQ≥ 70: mean IQ:87, SD:12 vs IQ< 70: mean IQ:54, SD:10; see Table
5.4 compared to Table 4.9). A previous study of 45 children undergoing epilepsy surgery with near
normal IQ scores (mean IQ:97, SD:12) also failed to show any statistical association between IQ and
global network properties from DTI derived networks,135 and this study also seems to have a small
spread of IQ scores. It is possible not to find any differences between the groups if the groups are too
similar. A study investigating the differences in cortical thickness network topology between a group of
high performing (mean PIQ:120, SD:9) vs normal performing (mean PIQ:100, SD:7) healthy children
found higher global efficiency in the high performing group when PIQ was investigated, but not when
VIQ was investigated.93 It is also therefore possible that the different findings between the cohorts in
Chapters 4 and 5 arise from the different methods of classifying the participants into two groups. In
Chapter 4, the presence of cognitive impairment was established either by a documented diagnosis of
an ID or by IQ testing or attendance at a special educational school, whereas in this chapter (Chapter
5), the groups were created from performance on tests of IQ and DQ only. The method of classification
may have affected the group differences seen. In addition, in Chapter 4 whole brain connectomes were
analysed, whereas in Chapter 5 only the healthy hemisphere unilateral connectome was analysed.
Differences in findings may be due to differences in within hemisphere networks compared to whole
brain networks.
The change in IQ score post-operatively in this cohort is consistent with previous descriptions of
paediatric epilepsy surgery cohorts.113,124,125 In a meta-analysis, an improvement of 5-15 points in IQ
was seen in 29% of children undergoing hemispherectomy and 11% of epilepsy surgery in general,
which is similar to the 31% with an increase in IQ seen in this study.125 The results in this chapter are
probably more similar to the hemispherectomy results as those undergoing palliative procedures, and
those with a contralateral hemisphere that was structurally abnormal on imaging or had epileptic EEG
discharges were excluded in this study. Change in IQ following epilepsy surgery has been previously
associated with age at surgery, duration of epilepsy, aetiology, pre-operative IQ, post-operative seizure
freedom, post-operative AED use, and socioeconomic factors.122,125–127,185 The only statistically
significant group difference between those with an increase of at least 10 points in IQ post-operatively
and those without was a shorter duration of epilepsy (see Table 5.6). This difference in study findings is
likely due to different sample sizes and different statistical techniques. For example, previous studies
have considered mean changes as low as 5.3 IQ points where they are statistically significant within the
cohort.185 Dichotomising the groups to include only those with an increase greater than 10 IQ points as
in this chapter, increases the number of subjects required and the score change required to identify a
statistically significant result. No-one has previously investigated the association of structural networks
with change in IQ scores post-operatively in epilepsy surgery, but the results are consistent with a
previous study that showed that contralateral MRI abnormalities are associated with poorer cognitive
outcomes following hemispherectomy.126
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5.6.3 Limitations of findings
In this chapter cortical thickness networks were created on a group level - one group network for each
group investigated. Permutation testing was used to assess statistical significance by randomly
permuting the groups. Although this takes into account group size, and randomly switches group labels,
it is not possible to specifically control for potential confounding factors as in general linear models. The
group with higher pre-operative IQ scores were older at the time of operation, older at the time of their
first seizure, and were more likely to be undergoing a procedure within a single lobe rather than a
multilobar procedure (see Table 5.4). The group whose post-operative IQ score increased at least 10
points had a shorter duration of epilepsy pre-operatively (see Table 5.6). There were also trends for a
younger age at operation, a shorter duration of epilepsy, and a higher proportion who were seizure free
and AED free, although these trends did not reach statistical significance. It is a limitation of this study
that it is not known whether one or several of these differences in seizure and epilepsy characteristics
are more related to the the difference in group network characteristics than the difference in IQ or
change in IQ. Cognitive function, and change in IQ scores have been previously demonstrated to be
dependent on several seizure and epilepsy characteristics,109,112,113 so it is likely that all of these
epilepsy, seizure, structural, and cognitive factors interact in the complex association between epilepsy
and cognition.
Creating networks from DTI data rather than covariance of cortical thickness data would have allowed
individual rather than group networks to be created. However, this study was carried out retrospectively,
and very few of the children undergoing epilepsy surgery had DTI data available historically for analysis,
hence this study was restricted to cortical thickness network analysis. Creating DTI networks for each
individual would have allowed general linear models to be built using each individual’s data, which could
have helped investigate the relationships between epilepsy characteristics and cognition or changes in
IQ. However, DTI networks also have the disadvantage that they are dependent on white matter tract
integrity and the processing pathways used to determine streamlines. Cortical thickness networks and
DTI networks have been shown to produce similar models of brain structure,43,59 but cortical thickness
networks have the advantage of more accurately reflecting long range connections or instances of
crossing fibres.58,61
Although all of the networks investigated in this chapter were created from the same underlying dataset,
post processing of the data allows networks with very different characteristics to be created. Two
different thresholds were chosen for network analysis and both binary and weighted networks were
examined. Global efficiency and average path length across the range of thresholds are shown in
Figures 5.12 and 5.15. These figures show that although these two network characteristics tend to show
the same pattern of difference across different thresholds and with binary and weighted networks,
absolute numbers can be very different. Further, at the extreme threshold values, differences between
networks can become reversed or very unstable. This is particularly true of the average path length, and
is likely due to the disconnections in the networks. When shortest path lengths were calculated in
disconnected networks, the values of infinity were removed from the distance matrix and set to zero and
the mean shortest path length was calculated on only non zero entries in the matrix. Calculation of
network global efficiency uses the mean of the inverse shortest path length and so does not have this
issue.177 The absolute values of the calculated network measures in Tables 5.5 and 5.7 between the
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sparse and the dense networks show the numerical differences that can be produced through the use of
different thresholds. The consistency of the finding of increased global efficiency in the healthy
hemisphere of those with a greater than 10 point increase in IQ post op across all network construction
methods except for the dense binary networks, suggests that this is not a spurious finding. The fact that
the opposite finding occurs in L in the dense weighted networks is extra evidence for a difference in
organisation in the structural network of the healthy hemisphere between the two groups.
5.6.4 Potential mechanisms and future questions
The higher network global efficiency described in the healthy hemisphere of the group who increased at
least 10 points in IQ post-operatively could be accounted for by differences in the overall number and
weight of connections in the group networks. However, this is unlikely as there were no statistically
significant differences in network density, mean node degree, mean node strength, or mean edge
weight. This suggests that it is the overall pattern of cortical thickness correlations within the group that
is different. Mean cortical thickness measurements were not statistically significantly different between
the two groups (2.9mm vs 2.8mm, see Table 5.6). Thus the group differences are unlikely to be
accounted for by overall differences in cortical thickness measurements. Mean cortical thickness
decreased with age in this cohort, as has previously been described.186,187 Cortical thickness and
histology is known to be associated with the function of the cortical region,6,59 and changes in
correlations in cortical thickness between regions have been attributed to environmental influences such
as learning, or genetic and developmental influences, such as disease states.43,63–65 The less
organised cortical thickness correlations in the healthy hemisphere of the group who did not show an
increase in IQ post-operatively may therefore represent a lack of development of cortical thickness
correlations that prevents efficient brain network usage and increase in IQ scores post-operatively once
seizures and AEDs have been removed. This lack of cortical organisation in the healthy hemisphere
could be as a result of uncontrolled seizure activity preventing normal development, or due to an
underlying aetiology of disordered cortical thickness correlations that causes epilepsy. If the underlying
cause for disordered cortical thickness correlations with higher path lengths is related to the cause of
the epilepsy, then you would expect seizures to continue post-operatively, and there was a
non-significant trend for a lower proportion of children to be seizure free at two years post-operatively.
In a study of healthy adolescent volunteers, the global efficiency of DTI FA structural networks increased
with age, and the association of global efficiency with IQ became stronger with increasing age.98 This
suggests that networks can become more efficient with development and older childhood ages. The
group without a post-operative change in IQ had longer average path lengths and lower global
efficiency, but were slightly older at the time of operation. If network efficiency increases with age during
childhood, which fits with previous studies of increased correlations between regions with learning,65
then it is unlikely that the differences in average path length between the groups with and without an
increase in post-operative IQ can be explained by the different ages of the groups, as it would be
expected that the older group had increased global efficiency and shorter average path lengths.
Longer term cognitive outcomes more than five years following epilepsy surgery are known to be better
than shorter term outcomes, and improvements in cognition have been associated with cessation of
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AEDs and differences in grey matter volume.122 Thus, longer term follow up with re-assessment of
post-operative cortical thickness connectomes would be necessary to assess whether the organisation
of the healthy hemisphere can change post-operatively to facilitate cognitive improvement and
development or whether the pre-operative existing structure determines outcomes.
A prospective study of epilepsy surgery candidates with individual and group networks computed using
DTI and cortical thickness covariance methods both pre-operatively and post-operatively would allow
regression of individual level epilepsy characteristics from network measures and facilitate assessment
of changes in structure post-operatively. This could lead to further insight into the plasticity of networks
in the healthy hemisphere, and help lead to improved surgical planning and timing to facilitate better
post-operative network structure. A prospective study design would hopefully lead to fewer items of
missing data than occurred in this study, leading to a larger number of subjects that could be studied. To
increase the number of subjects studied, a multi-centre study could be considered. However, the MRI
data acquired on different centres’ scanners would need to be robustly assessed for scanner and
sequence related differences prior to analysis of networks. Even a perfectly designed study would not
be able to account for the subjects who move in the scanner leading to movement artefact or those who
fail to attend for follow up appointments.
5.7 Conclusions
This chapter has investigated a cohort of children undergoing epilepsy surgery. Group cortical thickness
networks were successfully created from this clinical cohort. There were no statistically significant
differences in cortical thickness network measures in the healthy hemisphere between children with a
pre-operative IQ score greater than or equal to 70 and children with a pre-operative IQ score less than
70. In the 35 children with both pre-operative and post-operative IQ scores greater than 55, those who
showed an increase in IQ of at least 10 points post-operatively had higher network global efficiencies
across a range of network thresholds in weighted networks and in sparse binary networks.
Post-operative IQ scores were associated with pre-operative IQ scores and the group who improved
post-operatively had a shorter duration of epilepsy pre-operatively. The structural organisation of the
healthy hemisphere is therefore associated with cognitive improvement following epilepsy surgery.
Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 Summary of Findings
Brain structure can be modelled as a network of anatomical grey matter regions and the connections
between them. The structure of model brain networks created from MRI has been investigated in
patients with epilepsy, children with suspected epilepsy, and children undergoing epilepsy surgery.
Epilepsy can be described as a whole brain network disorder in which seizures spread through epileptic
networks, and widespread MRI structural changes occur. Cognitive impairment is a common
comorbidity in epilepsy, and this may be associated with uncontrolled seizure activity, the underlying
aetiology of the epilepsy, or brain structural changes. This thesis aimed to investigate whether structural
brain networks are altered in epilepsy, whether structural network characteristics are associated with
cognitive impairment in those investigated for suspected epilepsy, and whether structural network
characteristics are associated with an improvement in IQ following epilepsy surgery.
In Chapter 2 a systematic literature review was undertaken to assess structural network differences
between those with epilepsy and healthy controls. This identified 27 studies using DTI or ROI
covariance methods to construct networks from MRI. Some studies, using different network construction
methods, identified increased network average path lengths and decreased network global efficiency in
patients with epilepsy compared to healthy controls. However, this finding was not consistent across
studies. Covariance networks also identified increased average clustering coefficients in patients with
epilepsy, but this was not found in studies investigating networks constructed from DTI. There were no
overall differences identified in the normalised graph metrics γ or λ or in the small worldness statistic (σ)
between those with epilepsy and healthy controls. Meta-analysis was not undertaken due to the
heterogeneity of network construction and analysis methods and the heterogeneity of numerical
estimates of network measures.
In Chapter 4 structural cortical thickness and DTI networks were created in a cohort of children
undergoing MRI to investigate suspected epilepsy. In this cohort, cognitive impairment was associated
with lower overall network densities, average node degrees, average node strengths, and average
network edge weights. Children with cognitive impairment had higher average path lengths and lower
global efficiencies in networks created from DTI NOS and streamline averaged FA, and these findings
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persisted when corrections were made for differing network densities or average edge weights. Network
average path lengths were also negatively associated with IQ scores. After correction for seizure
frequency and number of AEDs the relationship between cognitive dysfunction and higher average path
lengths persisted. When sparse cortical thickness networks were investigated at densities similar to the
DTI networks, higher network average path lengths were also found in those with cognitive impairment.
However, these findings were not reproducible at high network densities in the cortical thickness
networks.
Chapter 5 describes a cohort of paediatric patients undergoing epilepsy surgery. The global efficiency
of the pre-operative cortical thickness network derived from the healthy contralateral non-operated
hemisphere was found to be higher in the group with a post-operative improvement in IQ score of at
least 10 points. However, there were no statistically significant differences in cortical thickness network
measures in the healthy hemisphere between children with a pre-operative IQ score greater than or
equal to 70 and those with a pre-operative IQ score less than 70. The group who improved
post-operatively had a shorter duration of epilepsy pre-operatively but no overall differences in
pre-operative IQ scores or mean cortical thickness measurements.
This thesis has provided evidence to support the theory that global network characteristics are altered in
epilepsy and that within groups of children investigated for suspected epilepsy or undergoing epilepsy
surgery, a more efficient organisation of modelled brain networks with lower average path lengths and
higher global efficiency is associated with better cognitive function and capacity for improvement in
cognitive function. However, different network construction and analysis methods can lead to different
numerical estimates of network measures.
6.2 Study Limitations
6.2.1 Experimental study design
This study used retrospective analysis of existing data sets from clinical cohorts. This has the
advantage of not requiring any further clinical assessments such as MRI or neuropsychological
assessments that children, particularly those with cognitive impairment, may find difficult to tolerate.
However, retrospective studies rely on existing data that may be incomplete, inaccurate, or impossible to
find. The initial plan for the epilepsy surgery cohorts was to conduct a multi-centre study using DTI
derived structural networks. This required ethical approval across three different countries, and
international data sharing agreements. It became apparent that very few paediatric epilepsy surgery
candidates across the centres had undergone pre-operative DTI, and that widely varying protocols and
scanner manufacturers were used. This meant that data from two sites were not used in this thesis and
that data from the third were restricted to cortical thickness network analyses only. This problem could
have been avoided by ensuring that all potential collaborators checked existing data thoroughly and
provided estimates of numbers of patients with complete datasets prior to embarking on ethical
approvals and data sharing agreements.
Although all epilepsy surgery programmes aim to thoroughly investigate candidates pre and
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post-operatively with neuropsychological assessments and imaging, not all of the imaging or
neuropsychological assessments and clinical details could be sourced. This led to missing data or the
exclusion of candidates. It is very difficult to address this in a retrospective study design. Although the
amount of missing data through inability to find records may be reduced using a prospective study
design, a prospective study design will not address missing data that occurs when subjects fail to attend
for assessments.
The clinical cohorts consisted of children who were either being investigated for suspected epilepsy or
who were undergoing epilepsy surgery. These patients may have found it difficult to tolerate
assessments. Four patients in the suspected epilepsy cohort and 15 patients in the epilepsy surgery
cohort could not be included due to significant artefact on MRI, the majority of which was movement
artefact (see Figures 4.1 and 5.1). In addition, patients with bilateral pathology or pathological structural
changes too extensive for automated MRI analyses were excluded from these cohorts. When
investigating patients with clinical disease using methods developed for research using healthy
structurally normal brains, it is inevitable that some patients will need to be excluded because the
methods simply will not work for them or are not applicable to them. An example is measuring cortical
thickness in patients with tuberous sclerosis and multiple cortical tubers. This is not possible using
automated methods because of the influence of the cortical tubers on MRI signal intensity, which
prevents software from accurately identifying the grey-white junction. Chapter 5 examined the healthy
hemisphere - that is the hemisphere contralateral to the side of the surgical procedure that was reported
as normal on clinical imaging and EEG analyses. This was to allow patients with unilateral pathology to
be investigated. The use of automated segmentation and parcellation techniques developed in healthy
adults with MRI pathology and paediatric brains meant that manual intervention was required in 71% of
patients in the suspected epilepsy cohort and 38% of patients in the epilepsy surgery cohort. Manual
intervention of the image processing pipeline in skull stripping, registration, white matter template
editing, and segmentation editing improved the qualitative appearance of the segmentations, but may
have affected the quantitative results. However, the only way to ensure that automated MRI methods
are able to deal with all scans without manual intervention would have been to restrict the study to
healthy volunteers with structurally normal scans, and this would have meant that the results of the
study might not have been applicable to those presenting in clinical practice.
6.2.2 Network construction
Network characteristics are heavily influenced by the number of nodes and edges in a network.52 The
systematic review in Chapter 2 identified many different parcellation schemes and methods of
establishing network edges from DTI and structural covariance (see Table 2.6). Different parcellation
schemes lead to different numbers of nodes and different sizes of adjacency matrices, and therefore
calculated metrics can be numerically quite different.52 If a fixed volume, such as a brain, is being
investigated, and the number of edges is fixed, then decreasing the number of nodes by increasing the
size of the regions used as nodes will increase the number of edges per node and lead to higher density
graphs. In Chapters 4 and 5 only one parcellation scheme was used - the Freesurfer Desikan-Killiany
atlas.48 However, cortical thickness networks and DTI derived networks still had different numbers of
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nodes as only cortical regions were used in the cortical thickness networks, but DTI derived networks
included subcortical grey matter regions as additional nodes (see Table 3.2 for region descriptions). The
difference in the number of nodes could have accounted for some of the differences between the
findings of the cortical thickness networks and the DTI derived networks.
Methods of determining edge weights and thresholding edges also influence network
characteristics.52,74 This was clearly seen in this thesis when two methods of determining DTI edge
weights were compared and when different thresholds were used to determine the density at which
cortical thickness networks were examined. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the different metrics produced
when edge weights are determined by the NOS between regions compared to when edges are
determined by the average FA along the streamlines. There is no consensus as to which is the most
accurate method of determining edges in DTI networks, and several other variations have been
investigated and are in wide use, including those described in Table 2.6. Each method has philosophical
or mathematical advantages and disadvantages and counteracts the disadvantages of using DTI
streamlines to differing extents.55,58 FA weighting falls naturally between zero and one which aids in
mathematical modelling of network measures, but the total number of streamlines takes into account the
cross-sectional area or potential bandwidth of the ROI.188 Converting NOS weights by normalising to a
normal distribution and ensuring values fell between zero and one completely erased all group
differences between those with cognitive impairment and those with intact cognition in the suspected
epilepsy cohort, as displayed in Tables 4.5 and 4.7 and this shows the extent of manipulation of edge
weights on network measures and group differences.
Networks derived from the covariance of ROI thickness or volume measures will not have the difficulties
with underrepresentation of local connectivity due to poor resolution or the under-representation of long
range connections due to small errors seen with DTI derived networks.188 Cortical thickness
measurements on MRI have been shown to reflect histological post mortem cortical thickness,59 and
networks constructed from cortical thickness correlations show similar patterns of connectivity to those
constructed from DTI or tract tracing data.43,60,61 However, different methods of thresholding cortical
thickness covariance adjacency matrices may lead to networks with very different characteristics and
calculated network measures. The three most commonly used methods for thresholding network data
are to use a 5% significance level and discard all values that do not meet this threshold, choose a value
that obtains a fixed density or degree distribution for the network, or choose the largest threshold that
guarantees that all nodes are connected.52 In Chapters 4 and 5 two of these methods were used. The
largest threshold that guaranteed all nodes had at least one edge led to the creation of dense networks
with densities greater than 0.6. Therefore, a threshold that created a sparse network with a density
closest to 0.2, similar to the DTI networks was also chosen, and the two network types were compared.
Global efficiency was also examined over a range of thresholds in both cohorts. The aim of thresholding
networks is to remove spurious connections, but removing too many connections may remove real
connections and substantially affect graph properties.52 More densely connected graphs do not tend to
show a small world organisation when using σ as the measure of small worldness.70 This is because
although networks with an increased number and weight of edges will show lower average path lengths
and higher clustering,47,74 to calculate σ, both L and C are normalised by dividing their values by those
from random networks with the same number of edges and nodes.75 As small world networks have path
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lengths similar to random networks, but clustering similar to lattices, the path length will normalise
independently of network density, leading to values of λ that are consistent across network densities, but
values of γ will remain dependent on network density with lower values at higher densities.52 This leads
to lower values of σ ( γ
λ
) at higher densities,52,70 and explains why the completely connected cortical
thickness networks with high densities have lower values of σ than the sparsely connected networks.
Both proportional and absolute thresholds were used in Chapter 4 in the suspected epilepsy cohort.
Proportional thresholds remove a particular proportion of values in each adjacency matrix and therefore
create networks across groups with a fixed density. This can be very useful as many network measures
are affected by network density.52,70 However, this may also remove group differences by fixing
networks with very different numbers of edges to the same density. Tables 4.12 and 4.13 show the
different network measures obtained in the two groups of the suspected epilepsy cohort when
proportional vs absolute thresholding is applied to the same adjacency matrices to create different
networks, and it can be seen in these tables that the network measures become more similar across the
groups when proportional thresholding was used.
Binary and weighted networks were both calculated for the networks in Chapters 4 and 5. Binary
networks are more straightforward for mathematical interpretation and analysis, but creating binary
networks from MRI data that is naturally weighted may remove important information from the dataset.
Binary networks can be useful in determining whether it is the arrangement of network edges between
nodes or the edge weights that determine differences in network metrics. Comparing Tables 4.5 and 4.6
for the weighted and binary versions of the same networks suggests that because the differences in L,
λ, γ, σ, and global efficiency are present in the binary networks as well as the weighted networks, these
cannot be solely attributed to the distributions of weights on the edges. However, as the networks in
Table 4.6 differ in density and degree between the two groups, group differences in L may still be due to
the overall number of nodes and edges. The group difference in λ suggests this is unlikely to be the
case. In addition, it can be seen in Table 4.6 that using binary versions of the NOS networks removes
the mathematical difficulties encountered in calculated network measures when the edge weights do not
fall between zero and one. Thus binary networks have several mathematical advantages as well as
advantages in understanding mechanisms behind network differences, even if they remove edge weight
information from the analysis.
Another important consideration in analysing networks is whether they have been constructed as group
networks where a single network represents a group, or whether there is a network for each individual.
There are no generally accepted methods for creating individual cortical thickness covariance networks,
although attempts have been described.189 In addition, several authors of seminal connectome studies
have preferred to create group networks from DTI data using methods that only include edges found in a
specific proportion of subjects as this ensures spurious connections are not included.81 In this thesis,
DTI networks were analysed at an individual level because this allowed network metrics to be modelled
along with epilepsy characteristics using traditional statistical techniques. Cortical thickness networks
were analysed as group networks using permutation testing which randomly reallocated groups to each
subject. It is not possible to use permutation testing to account for group differences in demographics or
clinical characteristics. However, some authors have adjusted the cortical thickness measurements prior
to calculating the correlation across networks to remove the effects of age, sex, or epilepsy
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characteristics (see Table 2.6 for examples).83,84,143,149,159 Age and sex were regressed from the raw
cortical thickness measurements in the suspected epilepsy cohort and the resultant networks were
compared to those created from the raw cortical thickness measurements (see Tables 4.12, 4.13, and
4.13, and Figures 4.11 and 4.12). Regressing the effects of age and sex on cortical thickness prior to
construction of the networks may be controlling for the effects of age and sex and rendering group
differences smaller due to the group differences being truly reliant on age and sex. Alternatively,
regressing the effects of age and sex may be removing data from construction of the networks and
spuriously eliminating real group differences. The lack of overall difference in age at MRI between the
two groups (mean 6.6 years vs mean 6.0 years, see Table 4.9) supports analysis without age correction.
Due to the different network construction techniques described in the literature, and summarised in this
section, and their relative advantages and disadvantages, networks were constructed using a variety of
different techniques in this thesis. That the overall findings in the two experimental chapters were mostly
consistent across different network construction techniques, suggests that these are valid and robust
findings in these cohorts. The heterogeneity of network measure estimates reported in Chapter 2 is
likely as a result of the different network construction techniques used in the studies analysed, and is
the reason that meta-analysis was not undertaken. However, where there is consistency of findings
across different network construction techniques, this suggests that the findings are valid
representations of underlying brain structure.
6.3 Context and Implications
6.3.1 Network characteristics in epilepsy
The systematic review in Chapter 2 investigating differences in network structure between those with
epilepsy and healthy control subjects identified 27 studies of both adults and children with epilepsy. Of
these, 17 investigated patients with TLE and only six included paediatric populations, which suggests
that these results are mostly applicable to adults with TLE. In general, studies included few numbers of
patients, with epilepsy groups ranging from 7 to 156 participants per study. Increasing the number of
participants in each group would increase the power of the studies to detect any real differences
between those with epilepsy and healthy controls. However, the low numbers are likely a reflection of
the intensity of image processing and network matrix processing and analysis required to create and
analyse MRI derived structural networks.
Due to the heterogenous study designs, study populations, and network construction techniques,
numerical estimates of network measures varied substantially and so meta-analysis was not
undertaken. Despite this variety, a majority of studies investigating average path length or global
efficiency as measures of integration found that patients with epilepsy had an increased path length or a
lower global efficiency compared to healthy controls. However, studies investigating λ found no
difference between patients with epilepsy and controls. If there is a difference in L but not λ this
suggests that the difference is due to overall network characteristics such as a lower number of edges
or edge weights in the networks of the patients with epilepsy. Results were similar for studies of network
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average clustering coefficients with more studies finding differences in average clustering coefficients
than in normalised clustering coefficients, which supports this theory. However, investigation of L and λ
did not always occur in the same studies (see Tables 2.8 and 2.9), and therefore patient populations and
network construction techniques may also have played a role in producing different results. This theory
is supported by the observation that studies which found an increased average clustering coefficient (C)
in epilepsy all used covariance methods to construct networks, whilst studies which found a decreased
clustering coefficient in epilepsy all used DTI methods to construct networks.
If an increase in L but not in λ and C but not γ is due to an overall increase in number or strength of
edges, this could be accounted for pathologically by structural changes in epilepsy that lead to lower
overall edge numbers or node strengths. A global loss of white matter has been described in patients
with epilepsy.117,136,137 In addition, local and generalised cortical thinning have been described in
epilepsy, and this could lead to decreased co-ordination and correlation of changes across the whole
brain, leading to a decreased number of edges in networks.138,163 The cause for these underlying
structural changes in epilepsy is unknown. Structural changes may be accounted for by the underlying
pathological process that has led to the development of epilepsy.117,138 However, seizures themselves
may also produce widespread brain structural changes via methods such as excitotoxicity.117,139
6.3.2 Association of network characteristics with cognitive function
The association of network characteristics with cognitive function was investigated in a paediatric cohort
with suspected epilepsy in Chapter 4. This cohort consisted of a group of children who were investigated
for possible seizures with a specific MRI protocol. Not all of the children in this group had a final
diagnosis of epilepsy following investigation and follow up. This cohort is a pragmatic representation of a
clinical group likely to be investigated with MRI for suspected epilepsy. Fifty-six percent underwent the
MRI within one year of their first seizure, and 38% were not taking any AEDs, suggesting that for many
children, this was likely the first investigation for seizures. Thus the results from this cohort should be
widely applicable to those investigated for possible epilepsy. In Section 4.5.5 a subgroup analysis of
only those who had a final diagnosis of epilepsy was carried out, which confirmed the results were also
applicable to those with a diagnosis of epilepsy.99 The association of network characteristics with IQ
was also investigated in Chapter 5 in the paediatric epilepsy surgery cohort. This cohort consisted only
of children with medication resistant partial epilepsy and a structurally normal contralateral hemisphere
who were candidates for epilepsy surgery, and therefore the results from this cohort are only applicable
to this particular population. This thesis did not investigate adults with epilepsy in any of the
experimental cohorts and therefore the findings may have limited applicability to adults.
The definition of cognitive impairment used in the suspected epilepsy cohort in Chapter 4 is a pragmatic
description to include all children in the cohort with a wide range of cognitive abilities who were
investigated as clinically appropriate rather than according to a strict research schedule. This should
make the results widely applicable. Neuropsychological assessment and formal IQ testing was not
undertaken when it was clinically unnecessary as there were no concerns regarding the child’s cognitive
development or school attainment. At the other end of the spectrum, some children were attending
special education due to a diagnosis of an ID and this was appropriate for their level of function, but
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recent IQ testing had not been undertaken. Although the definition of cognitive impairment as a
documented diagnosis of ID or attendance at a special educational school was pragmatic and facilitated
inclusion of most of the patients within the cohort in the analyses, using IQ scores would be a more
accurate method of assessing cognitive impairment. The analyses were repeated in the subgroup with
IQ scores, and similar results were found, suggesting that the pragmatic definition was appropriate.
In the epilepsy surgery cohort, there were no statistically significant differences in cortical thickness
network measures between the group with an IQ greater than or equal to 70 and the group with an IQ
less than 70. This contradicts the findings in the suspected epilepsy cohort where both cognitive
impairment and IQ were associated with network average path lengths in both the DTI and the sparse
cortical thickness networks. The difference in findings may be due to to the different range and cut off of
IQ values. There were fewer participants with high IQ scores in the epilepsy surgery cohort (IQ≥ 70:
mean IQ: 87, SD:12 vs IQ< 70: mean IQ: 54, SD:10; see Table 5.4) compared to the suspected
epilepsy cohort (cognitive impairment: mean IQ: 59, SD:10 vs intact cognition: mean IQ: 91, SD: 15;
see Table 4.9). Alternatively it may reflect differences between whole brain and single hemisphere
network characteristics. The epilepsy surgery cohort had a greater number of participants in this
analysis (n=99) compared to the suspected epilepsy cohort (n=78), so the difference in findings is
unlikely to be due to the number of participants. The association between cognitive impairment and
increased average path length is in keeping with previous studies showing an association between a
lower IQ with a longer average path length in functional and structural networks in schizophrenics,82,86
an association between IQ and average path length in DTI derived networks in a healthy adult
population,89 and a higher global efficiency with higher PIQ in a healthy childhood population.93
A few studies have specifically investigated the association of network characteristics with cognition in
epilepsy. A study of 45 children undergoing epilepsy surgery did not show an association between DTI
derived network properties and IQ,135 similar to the epilepsy surgery cohort described in Chapter 5.
However, in 39 children with new onset epilepsy, the ratio of clustering coefficient to characteristic path
length derived from cortical thickness networks was found to be reduced in those with lower IQ
scores,134 similar to the findings from the paediatric suspected epilepsy cohort in Chapter 4. In a group
of 39 adults wth focal epilepsy, cognitive impairment was associated with lower clustering coefficients
and higher path lengths.133 Thus the findings of studies investigating an association between cognition
and network characteristics within patients with epilepsy may be dependent of the characteristics of the
groups studied and the network creation methods as well as the range of cognitive disabilities studied.
This thesis adds to the previous work by confirming an association of increased average path length in a
heterogenous group of patients with cognitive impairment being investigated for seizures. However, this
thesis also confirms that in a homogenous group of patients selected for epilepsy surgery with a low
range of IQ scores, no association between IQ and average path length was found.
6.3.3 Association of network characteristics with change in IQ following
epilepsy surgery
Chapter 5 investigated the association between structural network measures derived from cortical
thickness networks of the healthy hemisphere with post-operative change in IQ in children undergoing
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contralateral resective epilepsy surgery. In the group of patients who had a greater than 10 point
increase in IQ post-operatively, higher network global efficiency was found in both the binary and
weighted networks when networks were thresholded to remove all edge weights below 0.8, and in the
weighted networks when networks were thresholded to remove all weights below 0.3. The consistency
of the finding across different network construction methods suggests that this is a robust finding. As
there are no differences between groups in network density, average node degree, mean edge weight or
mean node strength (see Table 5.7), it is unlikely that the difference in global efficiency is due to overall
differences in network construction rather than network topology. Mean cortical thickness
measurements were not statistically significantly different between the two groups (see Table 5.6), and
therefore the differences are also unlikely to be due to overall differences in cortical thickness
measurements. The group whose post-operative IQ score increased at least 10 points had a shorter
duration of epilepsy pre-operatively (see Table 5.6). Because it was not possible to take group
differences into account using permutation testing, it is not known whether differences in epilepsy
characteristics contribute to differences in group network characteristics.
No studies have previously investigated the association of structural networks with change in IQ scores
post-operatively in epilepsy surgery, but the results are consistent with a study that showed that
contralateral MRI abnormalities are associated with poorer cognitive outcomes following
hemispherectomy.126 Changes in mean cortical thickness in different ROIs or changes in correlations in
cortical thickness between ROIs have been described following environmental, genetic, and
developmental influences.43,63–65 The more efficient organisation of the group cortical thickness
network in the healthy hemisphere in those with an increase in IQ post operatively may represent more
advanced development pre-operatively or prior to the onset of epilepsy, and more efficient organisation
may facilitate cognitive development post-operatively.
6.4 Interaction of Networks, Cognition, and Epilepsy
Epilepsy is frequently associated with cognitive impairment,113 and this thesis has shown that epilepsy
is associated with disorganised structural networks with higher path lengths. Epilepsy is known to cause
widespread structural changes in cortical thickness and white matter pathways.136–138 This thesis has
also provided evidence that higher network average path lengths are associated with cognitive
impairment and lower IQ. Understanding the association of network characteristics with cognition and
clinical epilepsy characteristics could provide some insight into whether the organisation of structural
networks mediates the association between epilepsy and cognitive dysfunction.
Cognitive dysfunction in epilepsy has been associated with an early age of onset,111,112 a longer
duration of epilepsy,113 increased seizure frequency,108,109 and the use of AEDs.115 These markers
suggest that more severe epilepsy is more likely to be associated with cognitive impairment. These
findings were confirmed in this thesis, as the presence of cognitive impairment in the suspected
epilepsy cohort was associated with a younger age at first seizure and an increased seizure frequency,
and in the epilepsy surgery cohort, a lower pre-operative IQ was associated with a younger age at
operation, a younger age at onset of epilepsy, and single lobe pathology. In the suspected epilepsy
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cohort, the frequency of seizures and the number of AEDs were statistically significantly associated with
the network average path length and cognitive dysfunction. Including both the network average path
length and the seizure frequency as predictors of cognition improved the amount of variance explained
by the model, suggesting there is some mediation by structural network characteristics of associations
between clinical epilepsy characteristics and cognition.
6.5 Future Questions
This thesis has suggested that epilepsy, cognition, and network characteristics are all inter-related, but
has insufficient data to assess to what extent network characteristics mediate the association between
epilepsy and cognition. As epilepsy characteristics are strongly correlated with each other (see Figures
4.15 and 4.16) and network characteristics are also strongly correlated with each other, it is difficult to
accurately control for all of the potentially confounding factors in general linear models. Instead, in a
large group of patients with epilepsy, detailed cognitive testing, network characteristics, and clinical
characteristics could be included in a structural equation model to establish the relative influences and
mediation of structural network characteristics on the relationship between epilepsy and cognition.
Whether there is a stronger pathway directly from epilepsy to cognition or whether there is a stronger
pathway from epilepsy via structural network characteristics to cognition would help determine whether
structural network characteristics are mediating the association between epilepsy and cognition.190
With multiple correlating epilepsy, cognitive, and network characteristics, factor analysis could help
tease out which of the correlating characteristics are providing more influence in the model such as
whether the VIQ or PIQ subtests are more strongly associated with different network characteristics.
This planned model is shown graphically in Figure 6.1.
The study design that would facilitate building this model is a prospective observational study of a large
group of patients with epilepsy with a wide range of epilepsy characteristics and cognitive functioning.
Individual structural networks would be required for this analysis, and these would be built using a range
of different DTI methods to determine edge weights to ensure network findings were robust across a
range of construction methods. Complete neuropsychological testing of multiple cognitive domains
would be undertaken in each patient. Ideally all MRI scans would be acquired on the same scanner with
the same sequence parameters.
The second question that this thesis has raised is to what extent plasticity in structural networks occurs.
Plasticity occurs via changes in synapses191 and plasticity in cognitive function can occur over months
to years, for example with the change in the location of eloquent cortex surrounding low grade
gliomas.192 Studying post-operative structural networks could address whether network plasticity also
occurs. Improvements in cognition following epilepsy surgery can be associated with changes in grey
matter volume.122 Longer term follow up after epilepsy surgery with assessment of five year
post-operative cortical thickness or DTI connectomes and comparison to pre-operative connectomes
and change in IQ scores would assess to what extent the organisation of the healthy hemisphere can
change post-operatively to facilitate cognitive improvement and development.
In the future, pre-operative modelling of the resection of epileptogenic tissue during epilepsy and the
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Figure 6.1: Planned structural equation model. Circles are the three latent variables.
Squares are the measured variables contributing to each of those latent variables. Mediation
is assessed by whether the association between epilepsy and network characteristics
and the association between network characteristics and cognition are stronger than that
between epilepsy and cognition when the model is fit. (AED: anti-epileptic drug; TIQ:
total intelligence quotient; PIQ: verbal intelligence quotient; VIQ: performance intelligence
quotient; L: average path length; λ: normalised average path length; C: clustering
coefficient; γ: normalised clustering coefficient)
effects of extent or location of resections on network structures and associated cognitive outcomes
could help improve cognitive outcomes by maintaining or improving network structures that facilitate
cognition. However, this would require modelling of network structure within and around the
epileptogenic focus, which would be difficult using current automated methods of segmentation and
parcellation, and very time consuming if this was performed manually for each patient. Therefore, this
approach is not currently feasible for patients with a structural MRI abnormality, but would be feasible in
the increasing number of patients undergoing epilepsy surgery who do not have a macroscopic
abnormality visible on MRI.
6.6 Conclusions
This thesis has achieved the aims laid out in Section 1.4 and demonstrated that in epilepsy, structural
networks show an increased average path length compared to healthy controls. However, there is no
difference in the normalised average path length between patients with epilepsy and healthy controls. In
the paediatric suspected epilepsy cohort, increased average path length, increased normalised average
path length, and decreased global efficiency were found in structural networks of children with cognitive
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impairment. These findings were not accounted for by differences in network number and strength of
connections, and likely represent a less efficient network topology in those with cognitive impairment. In
a paediatric epilepsy surgery cohort, a post-operative improvement in IQ of at least 10 points was
associated with increased pre-operative global efficiency in the contralateral hemisphere.
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